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1. Introduction
The world that surrounds us is full of diversity and in constant change. To cope with such
variability, human beings and other animal species have developed the ability to group
objects in the world into classes or categories. This allows them to deal appropriately with
novel objects, based on previous experience with members of the same category. Run away
from predator, chase prey, avoid poisonous food and eat edible food, are all examples of
response-category associations that emphasize the importance of categories to the survival of
an organism. The ability to learn new perceptual categories forms the context of this
dissertation.
Human adults are able to learn new categories from verbal descriptions, provided they
understand these. However, some categories are just difficult to verbalize or the properties
that define them are just not accessible to a non-expert. This is the case for X rays showing a
tumor where years of training are necessary to master detection and highly experienced
radiologists have trouble in expressing their categorization strategy. In such cases, humans
learn through exposure to multiple members of the category, as well as nonmembers,
accompanied by corrective feedback, an experimental paradigm known as induction over
training exemplars. This is the experimental setting most commonly used in studies of
perceptual category learning and, arguably, the most natural one, as this is the way young
children learn to name objects in the world. Theories of category learning aim to explain how
knowledge about a category changes through the course of such a learning paradigm and how
this affects future category decisions.
The oldest psychological theory of category learning, known as the classical theory,
dates back to Aristotle and assumes that every category is represented by a set of features that
are singly necessary and jointly sufficient (Smith & Medin, 1981): singly necessary, in the
sense that all objects in the category have each of these features, and jointly sufficient,
meaning that every object having all these features belongs to the category. For example, the
features “four sides”, “sides of equal length”, “equal angles”, and “closed figure” are singly
necessary and jointly sufficient to describe the category “square” (Ashby & Maddox, 1998).
Every single square contains each of these features and every stimulus containing all these
features is a square. To decide about the category of a stimulus, the subject retrieves the set of
features defining one category and tests whether the stimulus contains all these features. If
this is the case, the stimulus belongs to that category. Otherwise, another category is chosen
and the process is repeated. Learning a new category amounts to discover its set of necessary
and sufficient features, a process that is assumed to proceed through hypothesis-testing
(Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Levine, 1966, 1970, Restle, 1962; Trabasso & Bower,
1968).
Despite its ability to explain human performance on many categorization tasks, the
classical theory makes a number of predictions that are known to be false. First, it predicts
that human subjects are able to enumerate the defining features of known categories, whereas
this is known not to be the case (e.g. X rays exhibiting a tumor). Second, it predicts that
categories defined by disjunctive features cannot be learned, though multiple studies have
shown the opposite (e.g. Conant & Trabasso, 1964; Haygood & Bourne, 1965; Hunt &
Kreuter, 1962; Neisser & Weene, 1962). An example of such a category is the set of people
suffering from a common cold, which can have a sore throat accompanied by no fever or a
runny nose accompanied by no fever, with either combination of symptoms being equally
valid to establish category membership. Third, it predicts that all members of a category are
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equally good representatives as they all share the same set of defining features. In contrast,
natural categories (e.g. dogs, cats, birds) have a graded structure with some exemplars being
more typical than others (Rips, Shoben, & Smith, 1973; Rosch, 1973). For example, in the
category of birds, robins are judged as being very typical, pigeons as moderately typical, and
ostrich as atypical (Rips et al., 1973; Rosch, 1973).
In an attempt to overcome these limitations, a number of alternative theories have
been proposed, among which the most important are the prototype theory, the exemplar
theory, and the decision bound theory, also known as the general recognition theory. The
prototype theory assumes that a category is represented by its prototype, i.e. the central
tendency, with stimuli classified in terms of their similarity to the prototypes of alternative
categories. Learning a new category is equivalent to developing a representation of the
respective prototype (Reed, 1972; Rosch, 1973, 1975; Smith & Minda, 1998). The exemplar
theory, in contrast, assumes that categories are represented by all their exemplars. Stimuli are
classified in terms of their similarity to the exemplars of alternative categories and learning a
category amounts to store each of its exemplars in memory (Medin & Schaffer, 1978;
Nosofsky, 1986). The decision bound theory differs from the previous two in the sense that it
does not appeal to the notion of similarity. Instead, it assumes that categories are represented
by regions in a psychological space. A psychological space is a conceptualization of the
mental representation of objects, where each object is represented by a point whose location
is determined by the value of the object along each of the (psychological) dimensions. For
example, rectangles are represented mentally in terms of their width and height and,
therefore, the corresponding psychological space is defined along two psychological
dimensions (width and height). The boundaries between regions associated with different
categories are known as decision bounds and give the name to the theory. Classifying a
stimulus resumes to determining the region in which the stimulus falls and reporting the
category associated with it. Learning a new category consists of demarking the region in the
psychological space associated with it (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Townsend, 1986).
Extensive evaluation of these theories has shown that the prototype theory is unable to
cope with the full categorization ability of human subjects. The major objection relies on its
prediction that nonlinearly separable categories cannot be learned, i.e. categories for which
the decision bound separating the regions associated with each category in the psychological
space is not linear. Several studies have shown that human subjects can learn such categories,
even if they are sometimes harder to learn than linearly separable ones (Ashby & Gott, 1988;
Ashby & Maddox, 1992; Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987). In
contrast, the exemplar and decision bound theories have proved successful in a multitude of
studies (e.g. Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Lee, 1991; Ashby & Maddox, 1990, 1992;
Hintzman, 1986; Kruschke, 1992, 1993; Maddox & Ashby, 1993, 1996; Maddox, Ashby, &
Waldron, 2002; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1991;
Nosofsky, Clark, & Shin, 1989; Nosofsky, Gluck, Palmeri, McKinley, & Glauthier, 1994;
Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995, 1996;
Palmeri & Nosofsky, 2001; Shin & Nosofsky, 1992) and, whenever direct comparisons
between the two were considered, they tended to account for human performance almost as
well (e.g. Maddox & Ashby, 1993, 1998; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995, 1996; Rouder &
Ratcliff, 2004).
Recently, with the advent of cognitive neuroscience, there has been an attempt to
formulate category learning in terms of the brain areas involved and their respective roles.
Multiple neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies have identified a number brain areas,
some of which seem relevant for only specific types of categories. For example, patients with
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frontal lobe lesions are impaired in learning categories for which there is a simple verbal rule
to decide about category membership (e.g. Kimberg, D’Esposito, & Farah, 1997; Robinson,
Heaton, Lehman, & Stilson, 1980). In contrast, the same patients perform as well as normal
controls in categories for which no such rule exists (Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire, 1996).
This and other findings have lead some researchers to abandon the idea that all categories are
learned by a single system as implied by the exemplar and decision bound theories. The
multiple-system alternatives proposed agree on the existence of one explicit system and one
implicit system (e.g. Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998). The explicit system is accessible to consciousness and attempts a solution
through hypothesis-testing, by formulating, testing, and revising alternative rules. The
implicit system is not accessible to conscious awareness and learns either by storing the
exemplars of a category or by delineating the corresponding region in the psychological
space. Although plenty of evidence agrees with this proposal, several phenomena once
thought to be an exclusive property of multiple-system theories can be accounted for by a
single-system theory such as the exemplar theory (e.g. Nosofsky & Johanssen 2000;
Nosofsky & Kruschke, 2002). Whether such a theory is able to accommodate the remaining
challenges remains an open issue.
In this dissertation, the exemplar theory is evaluated against some of the prevailing
challenges. Alongside, a first attempt is made to unravel the way in which it might be realized
at the neural level. In the next section, the exemplar theory is introduced in more detail along
with some of the changes it has known throughout the years to accommodate new empirical
findings. In the section thereafter, empirical evidence arguably favoring a multiple-system
theory is discussed. The chapter finishes with an overview of this dissertation.

The exemplar theory
The exemplar theory of category learning was initially proposed as an alternative explanation
to human performance in ill-defined categories, i.e. categories that cannot be characterized in
terms of a set of necessary and sufficient features. By the time the theory was proposed, it
was widely accepted that subjects represented these categories by the respective prototypes.
Alongside, they would also memorize the training exemplars but this information was only
used to classify the training exemplars themselves. Novel stimuli were classified only on the
basis of their similarity to the prototypes. Some basic findings substantiated such a
conception. First, in experiments where the prototype is not presented during the training
phase, subjects tend to classify the prototype as accurately and as fast as the old training
exemplars (e.g. Homa & Cultice, 1984; Posner & Keele, 1968). In some occasions, the
prototype is classified even better than the old training exemplars (prototype enhancement
effect; e.g. Homa & Cultice, 1984; Posner & Keele, 1970). Second, the accuracy with which
new stimuli are classified is well predicted by their distance to the prototype (e.g. Homa &
Cultice, 1984; Reed, 1972). Third, classification accuracy decays more rapidly for the old
training exemplars than for the prototype through the course of several days after training
(e.g. Homa, Cross, Cornell, Goldman, & Schwartz, 1973; Posner & Keele, 1970; Strange,
Kenney, Kessel, & Jenkins, 1970). Fourth, classification accuracy for the prototype and new
stimuli improves as the number of training exemplars of a category increases (e.g. Breen &
Schvaneveldt, 1986; Homa & Chambliss, 1975; Homa et al., 1973; Homa & Cultice, 1984).
In a seminal paper, Medin and Schaffer (1978) argued that, at least, some these
findings could be predicted by an exemplar model. The model proposed, termed the context
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model, assumes that the probability of classifying a stimulus into a category is calculated by
summing the similarity of the stimulus in question to all exemplars of the category and then
dividing this sum by the sum of the similarities to all exemplars of all relevant categories.
Thus, a stimulus is more likely to be classified into one category if it is highly similar to
many exemplars of that category and only scarcely similar to exemplars of other categories.
As a result, the model predicts a prototype enhancement effect whenever two conditions are
fulfilled. First, the prototype is highly similar to many exemplars of its category and not
highly similar to any of the exemplars of the remaining categories. Second, old training
exemplars are, on average, highly similar to only a few of the category’s stored exemplars
and, simultaneously, highly similar to some of the stored exemplars of alternative categories.
This prediction is in agreement with empirical data as the category structures for which a
prototype enhancement effect has been found respect these two conditions (Reed, 1972). The
model can also predict that, with time, accuracy decays faster for old training exemplars than
for the prototype. The argument is analogous to the one above with the extra assumption that
similarity increases with time since the end of training, i.e. it becomes more difficult to
distinguish between exemplars (see Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
Medin and Schaffer (1978), also conducted a number of experiments especially
designed to distinguish between prototype and exemplar accounts. In one setting
(Experiments 2 and 3), subjects learned to assign stimuli into two categories, A and B. Two
of the stimuli in category A were at different distances from the category’s prototype. The
closest one was highly similar to one stimulus in category A and to two stimuli in category B
whereas the stimulus further away from the prototype was highly similar to two stimuli in
category A and none of the stimuli in category B. If the prototype theory holds, the stimulus
closer to the prototype should be learned faster and classified with greatest accuracy. If the
exemplar theory holds, the opposite is expected. The results were closer to the predictions of
the exemplar theory. Subjects had more difficulty in learning the stimuli further away from
the prototype, though they tended to classify the stimuli equally well at the end of training.
The results in the remaining experiments were also better explained by the exemplar model.
In summary, Medin and Schaffer (1978) suggested that an exemplar model might
account closely for performance on ill-defined categories, sometimes as well as prototype
models, sometimes better, but hardly ever worse. Subsequent research seems to confirm this
suggestion. Exemplar models can account for all the findings suggesting prototype-based
representations summarized above (e.g. Busemeyer, Dewey, & Medin, 1984; Hintzman,
1986; Nosofsky, 1988b, 1991; Shin & Nosofsky, 1992; Hintzman & Ludlam, 1980; Palmeri
& Nosofsky, 2001; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; Nosofsky, Zaki, & Palmeri, 2002; Zaki &
Nosofsky, 2004). In addition, the findings presented by Medin and Schaffer (1978) favoring
exemplar accounts have been replicated using different stimulus materials, category
structures, instructions, and procedural details (e.g. Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982;
Medin & Smith, 1981; Smith & Minda, 2000). A common trait of these studies is the small
category size, with categories formed by no more than ten exemplars. In addition, category
exemplars are presented repeatedly during training, which facilitates their memorization.
Arguably, the advantage of an exemplar account depends on this combination of factors. This
hypothesis has been disconfirmed by several studies (e.g. Medin, Dewey, & Murphy, 1983;
Shin & Nosofsky, 1992). In (Medin et al., 1983), for example, subjects learned to assign
photographs of women into two categories, each formed by more than fifty different
photographs. Each photo was presented only once during training. Performance on new
photos was predicted closely by an exemplar model, with a prototype model falling slightly
behind.
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The success on ill-defined categories seemed, at first (Shepard, Hovland, & Jenkins,
1961), not transposable to well-defined categories. The problem can be illustrated as follows.
Assume a set of eight stimuli varying along three dimensions: color (black or white), shape
(triangle or circle), and size (large or small). The stimuli are represented in Figure 1.1a as the
vertices of a cube where each face corresponds to a value along one of the dimensions of
variation. Assume that subjects are trained to classify the two small and black stimuli into
category A and the two large and white stimuli into category B. Subjects tend to learn this
task by forming a simple rule such as “black stimuli belong to category A and white stimuli to
category B” or “small stimuli belong to category A and large stimuli to category B”. The rule
is used subsequently to classify the remaining stimuli (transfer stimuli). If the first rule is
chosen, the two large and black stimuli are classified into category A and the two small and
white stimuli into category B. An exemplar model cannot predict this pattern of responses if
similarity is assumed to decrease with the number of dimensions in which a stimulus and an
exemplar disagree. Let us consider the case of the large black circle transfer stimulus. It
differs from the first exemplar of category A, the small black circle, along one single
dimension (size) and from the second one, the small black triangle, along two dimensions
(size and shape). With respect to category B, it differs from the large white circle along one
single dimension (color) and from the large white triangle along two dimensions (color and
shape). Thus, independently of the category in question, it differs from one of the exemplars
along one single dimension and from the other along two dimensions. Consequently, the
summed similarity to the exemplars of category A is equal to the summed similarity to the
exemplars of category B. The model predicts equal probability of response for categories A
and B, i.e. chance level performance. The same holds for the remaining transfer stimuli. This
disagrees with the deterministic nature of response that subjects tend to present.
a)

B

b)
B

B
B
A
A

A

A

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the effects of selective attention. Modified from Nosofsky
(1986).

In their original proposal, Medin and Schaffer (1978) had already considered a mechanism of
selective attention by which different dimensions can receive different amounts of attention.
The more attention a dimension receives, the more salient the differences along this
dimension become and the less similar stimuli with different values along such a dimension
become. For example, assuming that color is attended better, a large black circle becomes
less similar to a large white circle than to a small black circle even though it differs from both
exemplars along one single dimension (color in former case and size in the latter). Attention
is commonly assumed to be resource-limited, which implies that more attention to a
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dimension must be accompanied by less attention to the remaining ones. In Figure 1.1b, we
illustrate the case in which most attention is devoted to the color dimension. The cube is
stretched along the color dimension and shrunk along the size and shape dimensions to
indicate that the disagreements in color become more salient than when attention is
distributed evenly, while the disagreements in size and shape become less salient. Under such
conditions, the exemplar model predicts classification of the transfer stimuli in terms of color.
Returning to the example above, the large black circle transfer stimulus becomes more
similar to the exemplars of category A because it differs from these only on the size and
shape dimensions. Simultaneously, it becomes less similar to the exemplars of category B
because it differs from these in the color dimension. Thus, it has a higher probability of being
classified into category A than into category B. Analogous reasoning for the remaining
transfer stimuli shows that the model can account for human performance in this task. In
conclusion, an exemplar model is able to cope with human performance in well-defined
categories provided selective attention is allowed to operate.
A shortcoming of the context model is its ability to deal solely with stimuli varying
along binary-valued dimensions (e.g. the shape dimension in the example above, which can
assume only two values, circle and triangle). In contrast, natural categories are commonly
defined along continuous dimensions such as a person’s length when distinguishing between
tall and short people. This limitation has been overcome in a subsequent proposal, the
generalized context model (GCM; Nosofsky, 1984, 1986), which contains the context model
as a special case. The GCM has proven successful in accounting for human performance on a
multitude of both ill- and well-defined categories defined along continuous dimensions (e.g.
McKinley & Nosofsky, 1996; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987, 1989; Nosofsky et al., 1989).
Notwithstanding its success, the original formulation of the model has known several
extensions to accommodate new phenomena or new measures of performance.
One such phenomenon is the dependency of classification accuracy on the frequency
of presentation: increasing the frequency with which some exemplars of a category are
presented increases the classification accuracy for these exemplars and for all those
exemplars in the same category similar to it (Nosofsky, 1988a). In order to account for this
finding, the GCM is extended to weigh the similarity to high-frequency exemplars more
strongly than the similarity to low-frequency exemplars.
Another important phenomenon is that subjects can selectively attend to different
stimulus dimensions when classifying different stimuli within the same categorization task
(Aha & Goldstone, 1992). This was demonstrated in an experiment in which subjects learned
to classify a set of squares with a vertical line segment inside into two categories, A and B
(Experiment 1, Aha & Goldstone, 1992). The stimuli varied along two dimensions, the size of
the square and the position of the line segment, from the far left side to the right far side. The
training stimuli formed two clusters, one consisting of relatively large squares with the line
segment relatively far to the right, and the other one consisting of relatively small squares
with the line segment closer to the left. The position of the line segment was the most
important stimulus dimension to distinguish between A and B exemplars in the first cluster,
whereas the size of the square was the most important dimension to distinguish between A
and B exemplars in the second clusters. After training, subjects classified every possible
combination of square size and line segment position. The most interesting finding was that
subjects tended to classify stimuli similar to the exemplars in the first cluster in terms of their
line segment position and stimuli similar to the exemplars in the second cluster in terms of
the square size. The original GCM is unable to predict such performance because it assumes
that the distribution of attention is shared by all exemplars of both categories and, overall,
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both dimensions are as important. However, when different exemplars are allowed different
attention weights, the model provides a good account by weighting more strongly the position
dimension for the exemplars in the first cluster and the size dimension for the exemplars in
the second cluster (Aha & Goldstone, 1992).
Exemplar dependent selective attention also allowed the GCM to account for a
paradoxical phenomenon identified first by Medin and Edelson (1988), termed inverse base
rate effect. This effect is commonly demonstrated using a medical diagnosis task where
subjects learn to identify diseases (categories) from symptom lists (exemplars), with
alternative diseases differing in their relative frequency or base rates of occurrence. During
training, subjects learn that symptom lists including symptoms I and PC identify disease C,
whereas symptom lists including symptoms I and PR identify disease R. Importantly, disease
C appears more frequently during training than disease R. Thus, symptom I is an imperfect
predictor of the correct diagnosis, symptom PC is a perfect predictor of the common disease
C, and symptom PR is a perfect predictor of the rare disease R. After training, subjects are
tested with new symptom lists. When presented with the ambiguous symptom I alone, they
tend to choose the common disease C, consistent with the base rates. However, when
presented with a symptom list containing the conflicting symptoms PC and PR, subjects tend
to choose the rare disease R, contrary to the base rates. Kruschke (1996, 2001, 2003)
proposed an explanation to these findings based on the idea of exemplar specific selective
attention. According to this, subjects learn the association between symptom list (I, PC) and
the common disease C first because it is presented more frequently. Since both symptoms I
and PC appear as frequently associated with disease C, attention is distributed evenly across
the two. When learning the association between symptom list (I, PR) and disease R, subjects
shift attention away from symptom I and towards symptom PR in order to reduce confusion
with symptom list (I, PC) already learned. Thus, after learning, attention is distributed evenly
between symptoms for symptom list (I,PC) and more attention is devoted to symptom PR for
symptom list (I, PR). Consequently, when symptom I is presented alone, it becomes more
similar to symptom list (I, PC) than to symptom list (I, PR) and is, therefore, more often
classified into the common disease C. On the other hand, symptom list (PC, PR) becomes
more similar to symptom list (I, PR) than to symptom list (I, PC) and is, therefore, more often
classified into the rare disease R. In short, the GCM is able to account for the inverse base
rate effect provided different exemplars are allowed different attention distributions.
As mentioned above, not only new phenomena led to changes in the original GCM
proposal, but also new performance measures. One such measure is individual subject
classification accuracy. Traditionally, the GCM had been applied to average subject data with
classification accuracy for individual exemplars derived from hundreds of subjects.
Averaging across subjects is beneficial as it allows a better estimate of the classification
probabilities. However, in some cases, it might also obscure the patterns of classification of
individual subjects. A straightforward example can be derived from the categorization task
introduced above to clarify the consequences of selective attention. Suppose that, after
learning, half of the subjects classify the transfer stimuli in terms of color whereas the other
half classifies them in terms of size. Although all subjects classify the transfer stimuli with
high certainty, on average, the transfer stimuli are classified at chance level because one
group classifies a transfer stimulus into one of the categories and the other group classifies
the same transfer stimulus into the opposite category. Thus, the average performance differs
substantially from the individual performances. In such cases, it is preferential to account for
individual (or appropriately grouped) performance. However, individual responses tend to be
more deterministic than the original GCM can predict (see Maddox & Ashby, 1993). This
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shortcoming has been surpassed successfully through the inclusion of a parameter that
regulates the degree of determinism in the responses while leaving unchanged the remaining
assumptions (e.g. Maddox & Ashby, 1993; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995; Nosofsky & Zaki,
1998, 2002; Stanton, Nosofsky, & Zaki, 2002; Zaki & Nosofsky, 2001).
Another important performance measure to consider is the evolution of classification
accuracy through the course of learning. After all, one of the main quests of category learning
theory is to predict how classification ability evolves on a trial-by-trial basis. The GCM,
however, can only characterize performance at a single stage during learning, being mostly
applied to classification accuracy achieved at the end of training (e.g. Nosofsky, 1987, 1988a,
1989). Kruschke (1992) has proposed an extension to the model that takes the learning
process into account. The model, known as ALCOVE, adjusts the distribution of attention
and the associations between exemplars and categories on a trial-by-trial basis by taking into
account the mismatch between the response produced and the correct response. This model
has been tested with success against multiple data sets (e.g. Kruschke 1992, 1993; Nosofsky
et al., 1994; however see Erickson & Kruschke, 1998, 2002b). One important finding is that it
can predict the difficulty of learning of categorization tasks of different complexity (see
Kruschke, 1992, 1993; Nosofsky et al., 1994). Human subjects find it easier to learn filtration
tasks, in which only one dimension is relevant (e.g. distinguishing between small and large
line segments when these vary in length and orientation), than condensation tasks, in which
two or more dimensions are equally relevant (e.g. the larger the length, the smaller the angle
of the line segment has to be in order for it to belong to category A; otherwise it belongs to
category B) (Garner, 1974; Gottwald & Garner, 1972, 1975 ; Kruschke, 1993). ALCOVE can
predict such advantage because the selective attention mechanism helps separating members
of the different categories in a filtration task, whereas it is of no use in a condensation task.
In conclusion, the exemplar theory of category learning has been evolving with the
field, stimulating new experiments and adapting whenever the data contradicted some of its
predictions or new performance measures were taken into account. The results presented here
are (necessarily) a small subset of those found in the literature but already provide an idea of
the diversity of challenges the theory has withheld. According to some (e.g. Nosofsky &
Johanssen, 2000), this constitutes a strong indication that it might be sufficient to characterize
human category learning, at least, when learning proceeds through induction over training
exemplars. This thesis has been disputed by several studies in the course of the last decennia.
In the following section, some of the most critical results are discussed.

Beyond the exemplar theory: the need for multiple systems
The exemplar theory presumes that a vast amount of information about category exemplars is
stored in memory and used to make classification decisions. Despite its widespread success,
the large memory demand still remains a potential problem for its plausibility. Recently, an
alternative view has been proposed, by which category learning is achieved through one
explicit system and one implicit system (e.g. Ashby et al., 1998; Erickson & Kruschke, 1998;
Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994). The former acts much in the spirit of the classical
theory, by attempting a solution through the formulation, testing, and revision of alternative
rules that can be easily verbalized. The latter, either relies on exemplar storage (Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998; Nosofsky, Palmeri, et al., 1994) or on the discovery of the boundaries of
regions in the psychological space associated with a category (Ashby et al., 1998). In general,
subjects are assumed to rely more on the explicit system early in learning. However, if the
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task proves too complex, the implicit system is assumed to dominate more and more,
eventually dismissing completely the explicit system.
In contrast with the exemplar theory, an attempt has already been made to identify
some of the brain areas involved in a multiple-system account of category learning (e.g.
Ashby et al., 1998). In short, the explicit system is assumed to depend on the prefrontal
cortex and the head of the caudate nucleus, two brain areas implied in working memory and
executive attention, for the maintenance and switching between alternative rules. The
formulation of new rules is assigned tentatively to the interaction between the anterior
cingulate and the prefrontal cortex. On the other hand, the implicit system is thought to be
dominated by a procedural-learning system mostly dependent on the tail of the caudate
nucleus. This brain level specification of the theory is at the basis of some of the empirical
studies whose results, at least at first, suggest the need for more than one category
representation.
In the following sub-sections, we present some of the most challenging results
obtained from behavioral studies with normal subjects and neurological patients. Alongside,
we present exemplar accounts for these findings whenever these exist.
Results on normal subjects
Some of the evidence suggesting the involvement of multiple systems in category learning
has been collected using rule-plus-exception tasks, i.e. tasks in which most (but not all) of the
training exemplars can be categorized in terms of a simple rule. One such study has been
conducted by Nosofsky, Palmeri, et al. (1994). Ironically, they considered the same
categorization task used by Medin and Schaffer (1978) to establish the viability of the
exemplar theory. The stimuli varied along four binary dimensions. There were five category
A training exemplars, four category B training exemplars, and seven transfer stimuli. The
category structure is presented in Table 1.1. One of the values on each dimension, denoted
here as 1, tended to be more associated with category A exemplars, whereas the other value,
denoted here as 2, tended to be more associated with category B exemplars. Although no rule
on one single dimension exists to distinguish between members of the two categories, the
authors assumed that subjects might be using such a simple rule to classify the majority of the
exemplars and, simultaneously, memorize exceptions to the rule. For example, they might
have used the rule “if it has value 1 along the first dimension, it belongs to category A,
otherwise, to category B”. This rule knows two exceptions, exemplars A5 and B1.
Alternatively, they could have formulated an identical rule but on the third dimension, storing
exceptions A4 and B2. Other rule-plus-exception alternatives are possible and, therefore,
different subjects might have come with different solutions. This between-subject variability
might cause the average classification data not to reveal a rule-plus-exception nature even
though this is the case at the single subject level (recall the dangers of averaging data reported
above). It is, therefore, important to consider individual performance in addition. Nosofsky,
Palmeri and McKinley devised what they called the distribution of generalizations. If
different subjects are using different rule-plus-exception strategies, then their generalization
patterns, i.e. the manner according to which they classify each of the transfer stimuli, should
differ. For example, a subject using the first rule-plus-exception strategy presented above
would classify transfer stimuli T1-3 into category A and transfer stimuli T4-7 into category B,
presenting the generalization pattern AAABBBB. The distribution of generalizations is
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obtained by counting the number of subjects revealing each of the possible generalization
patterns.

Table 1.1: Category structure used in Medin and Schaffer (1978).
Category A
A1 1112
A2 1212
A3 1211
A4 1121
A5 2111

Category B
B1 1122
B2 2112
B3 2221
B4 2222

Transfer Stimuli
T1 1221
T2 1222
T3 1111
T4 2212
T5 2121
T6 2211
T7 2122

Note. Each column identifies one of the four stimulus dimensions; A, training exemplar of Category
A; B, training exemplar of Category B; T, transfer stimulus.

Both, an exemplar and a rule-plus-exception model accounted well for the average
classification data. However, only the rule-plus-exception model accounted reasonably well
for the distribution of generalizations. This apparent limitation of the exemplar model has
been subsequently addressed by Nosofsky and Johansen (2000) who noted that the models
were not equated appropriately in the original study. Whereas the rule-plus-exception model
was allowed to converge to different rules and respective exceptions as a function of the
different presentation sequences used for each subject, the exemplar model was constrained
to use the same distribution of attention across subjects. They showed that when this
limitation is removed, the exemplar model also accounts well for the distribution of
generalizations.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the category structure tested by Erickson and Kruschke
(1998). Filled squares represent stimuli belonging to category A and filled circles represent stimuli
belonging to category B. The open square represent the sole stimulus in category C, whereas the open
circle represent the sole stimulus in category D. TE and TR identify the critical transfer stimuli. From
Erickson and Kruschke (1998).
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Another study involving a rule-plus-exception task was conducted by Erickson and Kruschke
(Experiment 1, 1998). The stimuli were fixed-width rectangles with a vertical line segment
inside varying along two dimensions: the height of the rectangle and the horizontal position
of the inner line segment. Most of the training exemplars could be classified correctly in
terms of a simple rule that divided the primary dimension into two halves (e.g. “stimuli with
height smaller than 4 belong to category A, otherwise, to category B”). There were two
exceptions to this rule. One appeared among exemplars of category A and belonged to
category C and the other one appeared among category B exemplars and belonged to category
D. The category structure is presented in Figure 1.2. The most relevant data comes from the
classification of the four transfer stimuli TE and TR. If subjects are extrapolating category
knowledge using the rule, then stimuli TE and TR on the upper (lower) half should be equally
well classified into category A (B). In contrast, if generalization depends on exemplar storage,
then stimuli TE should be more frequently classified into the exception categories than stimuli
TR because they are highly similar to the exception training exemplars. The results agreed
with the first hypothesis. An exemplar model could not replicate this result whereas a model
assuming rule- and exemplar-based representations could. Also this finding has been
addressed by Nosofsky and Johansen (2000). They observed that a particularity in the
presentation of the stimuli might not have been appropriately treated in the model analyses.
In order to facilitate learning of this difficult task, each stimulus was presented along with
numeric labels identifying the precise magnitude along each dimension. This might have lead
subjects to consider, not only the original stimulus dimensions, but also the labels presented
alongside. In contrast, Erickson and Kruschke assumed that only the intrinsic stimulus
dimensions contributed to the mental representation of the stimuli in their model analyses.
Nosofsky and Johansen (2000) fitted an exemplar model with an augmented representation to
the data and found that the fits were nearly as good as those of the model assuming rule- and
exemplar-based representation.
In a subsequent study, Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) conducted a similar rule-plusexception experiment, using the same kind of stimuli, but this time not presenting the
numerical labels. Again, (some of) the exception exemplars were located at extreme positions
within the range of training exemplars. They found that subjects tended to classify transfer
stimuli whose closest training exemplar was an exception more into the category predicted by
the rule than into the category associated with the exception. An exemplar model could not
replicate this finding whereas a model assuming rule- and exemplar-based representations
could. This data set remains an open challenge to the exemplar theory.
In another set of studies suggesting the need for multiple systems, category learning
was assessed with respect to different experimental conditions. The categorization tasks
considered are either rule-based tasks, i.e. tasks for which there is a rule to assess category
membership that is easy to describe verbally, or information integration tasks, i.e. tasks where
information about two or more stimulus dimensions needs to be integrated before a decision
can be made. According to a multiple-system theory, rule-based tasks rely mostly on the
explicit system whereas information-integration tasks rely mostly on the implicit system.
Thus, affecting the explicit system in isolation, should have a greater impact on rule-based
category learning than on information-integration category learning. This has been confirmed
in two different studies. Waldron and Ashby (2001) reasoned that because the explicit system
relies on working memory and executive attention, imposing an extra load on these cognitive
functions should disrupt mostly rule-based category learning. Accordingly, they found a
larger impairment in rule-based category learning than in information-integration category
learning when these tasks were performed in simultaneous with a numerical Stroop task,
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which is known to require working memory and executive attention. Maddox, Ashby, Ing,
and Pickering (2004) considered a different hypothesis according to which the hypothesistesting process assumed to be carried out by the explicit system needs time to integrate
corrective feedback with the rule(s) currently under consideration and those previously
rejected. Subjects learned either a rule-based or an information-integration task while
performing a visual memory-scanning task. In one condition, a short delay separated a
categorization trial from a memory scanning trial. In another condition, categorization was
followed by a long delay and only then memory scanning followed. They found that
performance in the rule-based learning task was significant worse in the short-delay condition
with respect to the long-delay condition whereas it did not differ significantly between
conditions in the information-integration learning task. Although these results agree with a
multiple-system theory, they do not completely rule out a single-system exemplar account.
Nosofsky and Kruschke (2002) re-analyzed the results of Waldron and Ashby (2001) and
found that an exemplar model could predict their finding. The major assumption was that the
selective attention mechanism is disrupted by the concurrent task. Since the rule-based task
benefits the most from attending differently to different dimensions, the exemplar model
predicts that this is affected the most (however see Ashby & Ell, 2002). On the other hand, no
exemplar account has yet been provided of the results of Maddox et al. (2004). However,
exemplar models in particular, and category learning models in general, have not yet been
specified at a level where time to process feedback is taken into account. Thus, further
research is needed to clarify this issue.
According to a multiple-system theory, not only the explicit system, but also the
implicit system can be affected in isolation. Consequently, it should be possible to disrupt
information-integration category learning without disrupting rule-based category learning.
This has been confirmed by several studies. Maddox, Ashby, and Bohil (2003) varied the
time between category response and corrective feedback. In principle, such manipulation
should have no effect on the explicit system as this can rely on working memory to maintain
the response until feedback is provided. In contrast, it should affect the implicit system
because this does not rely on working memory and, therefore, can only maintain information
for a very short period of time. They found that delaying feedback by as little as 2.5 seconds
disrupted performance on a information-integration categorization task, whereas delays up to
10 seconds had no effect on learning of a rule-based categorization task. This agrees with a
multiple-system theory. Whether an exemplar model could account for such performance
remains an open question as time to feedback has not yet been considered in modeling
attempts. In another study, Ashby, Ell, and Waldron (2003) disrupted procedural learning that
is assumed to take place within the implicit system. Procedural learning is characterized by
performance improvement without conscious recollection. It is commonly studied using a
serial reaction time task (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987) where one of a number of stimuli is
presented on each trial and each stimulus is associated with a different key. The subjects are
asked to press the key corresponding to the stimulus presented as quickly as possible. Large
response time improvements are observed when the stimulus sequence is repeated, even
when subjects are unaware of it. Willingham, Wells, Farrell, and Stemwedel (2000) showed
that such improvements disappear once the location of the keys is changed whereas they
prevail if only the fingers used to press the keys are changed. Thus, if learning of
information-integration tasks depends on procedural learning, changing the location of the
response keys should affect performance, whereas changing the fingers used to press the keys
should not. In addition, if learning of rule-based tasks does not depend on procedural
learning, neither manipulation should induce impaired performance. This was tested in an
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experiment where subjects first learn a rule-based or an information-integration
categorization task. After training, subjects were passed to a transfer phase in which the
category structure remained the same and a response time deadline of 1.5 seconds was
imposed to decrease the likelihood that subjects would inhibit their initial response. In a
control condition, subjects kept responding using the same finger-key combination used
during learning. In another condition, the fingers were switched while the response keys
remained the same. In a final condition, only the response keys were switched. They found
that performance in the rule-based categorization task did not differ significantly between
conditions. In contrast, performance in the information-integration categorization task was
impaired in the key switch condition and not on the finger switch condition in comparison to
the control condition. Thus, procedural learning seems only relevant in informationintegration category learning. Nosofsky, Stanton, and Zaki (2005) brought this conclusion
into question by arguing that the information-integration task might have been more complex
and difficult than the rule-based task, an hypothesis that Ashby, Ell, and Waldron did not rule
out. They argue that independently of the nature of the categorization task at hand, some
procedural learning always takes place. This might have not been observed for the rule-based
task because it is too simple and the response time deadline of 1.5 seconds long enough for
interference to be “undone” before a response was produced. They confirmed this hypothesis
by replicating the rule-based task while reducing the response time deadline to 750 and 400
msec. In both cases, they found performance impairments. Conversely, they also found
performance impairments when considering a more complex rule-based task while keeping
the original response time deadline. These findings are compatible with the exemplar theory
despite the fact that no exemplar model has yet been developed to account for the full
sequence of processing stages from stimulus perception to motor response. A first outline of
such a model is presented in Nosofsky et al. (2005).
In a related study (Maddox, Bohil and Ing, 2004), procedural learning was disrupted
during training itself. Subjects learned either a rule-based task or an information-integration
categorization task under one of two conditions. In the A-B condition, subjects were asked
whether the stimulus presented belonged to category A or category B. In the yes-no
condition, they where asked half of the times whether the stimulus presented belonged to
category A and the other half of the times whether it belonged to category B. Whereas in the
A-B condition there is a consistent mapping between category label and response key, in the
yes-no condition both keys were equally often associated with each of the categories.
Maddox, Bohil, and Ing hypothesized that because learning of information-integration tasks
is thought to depend on procedural learning, an impairment should be observed on the yes-no
condition with respect to the A-B condition for the information-integration task, whereas no
difference should occur for the rule-based task. The results obtained agreed with this
hypothesis. Here again, a more detailed specification of exemplar models is needed to assess
how challenging this finding is.
In conclusion, several empirical findings on normal subjects suggest the existence of
multiple categorization systems. Some of these have been shown to also agree with a singlesystem exemplar theory. Whether this single-system explanation will hold for all the
remaining findings is still an open question for which a more detailed formulation of the
workings of exemplar models is needed.
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Empirical evidence from neurological patients
Most neuropsychological studies on category learning have been conducted on three distinct
groups of neurological patients: a) patients with frontal lobe lesions, b) patients with
dysfunctional basal ganglia (Parkinson’s or Huntington’s disease patients), and c) patients
with amnesia resulting from damage to the medial temporal lobe. The bulk of results seems
consistent with the multiple-system theory advanced by Ashby and colleagues (Ashby et al.,
1998).
According to the multiple-system theory, the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia,
more specifically, the head of the caudate, are especially engaged during rule-based category
learning. Thus, dysfunction of any of these brain areas should result in impaired performance
on such tasks. Results from several studies agree with this prediction. For example, frontal
and Parkinson’s disease patients are impaired in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST;
Heaton, 1981), one of the most widely known rule-based categorization tasks. In the WCST,
subjects learn how to sort a set of cards, which vary in the color, shape, and number of the
geometric figures they contain, into four different categories. The sorting rule depends on
only one of these properties (e.g. color) and has to be discovered by the subject through trialby-trial corrective feedback. Once a subject makes a number of consecutive correct
responses, the sorting rule is changed (e.g. from color to shape) without informing the
subject. Frontal and Parkinson’s disease patients show higher perseverative errors than
normal controls, continuing applying the previous sorting rule over and over again after the
switch (see e.g. Alevriadou, Katsarou, Bostantjopoulou, Kiosseoglou, & Mententopoulos,
1999; Bowen, Kamienny, Burns, & Yahr, 1975; Brown & Marsden, 1988; Caltagirone,
Carlesimo, Nocentini, & Vicari, 1989; Kimberg et al., 1997; Robinson et al., 1980). Although
these studies might suggest impairment in rule-based category learning, they could also be
interpreted as a deficit on the ability to switch to the new sorting rule once this has been
discovered. Therefore, it is important to consider more ‘conventional’ rule-based category
learning tasks. Although no such study has yet been conducted with frontal patients, there are
several involving patients with a dysfunctional basal ganglia. In one study (Maddox &
Filoteo, 2001), Parkinson’s disease patients were normal in learning a rule-based
categorization task in which the stimuli consisted of a vertical and horizontal lines connected
at the upper left and the optimal strategy was to compare the lengths of both lines and assign
the stimulus into one category if the vertical line was longer than the horizontal one, and into
the other category, otherwise. The same result has been found in a replication of the study
with Huntington’s disease patients (Filoteo, Maddox, & Davis, 2001a). In contrast, Ashby,
Noble, Filoteo, Waldron, and Ell (2003) found that Parkison’s disease patients were impaired
in learning a rule-based categorization task. In this case, the stimuli were cards containing
geometrical figures, which varied along four different binary dimensions (background color
and color, shape, and number of the geometrical figures), and the optimal rule was to classify
the stimuli in terms of only one of these dimensions (e.g. background color). In another study
(Maddox, Aparicio, Marchant, & Ivry, 2005), Parkison’s disease were impaired in learning
two distinct one-dimensional rule-based tasks, one in which the optimal rule was based on the
distance between two lines, and another one in which it depended on the length of one of two
lines. The contradiction between the latter two studies and those of Maddox and Filoteo
(2001) and Filoteo et al. (2001a) has been considered in two more recent studies (Filoteo,
Maddox, Ing, Zizak, & Song, 2005; Filoteo, Maddox, Ing, & Song, 2007). Although
apparently contradicting, the results of these studies can be reconciled by assuming that
subjects with a dysfunctional basal ganglia are impaired in rule-based category learning only
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in those cases in which some (but not all) of the dimensions of stimulus variation are
relevant. Filoteo et al. (2005) tested this hypothesis considering several rule-based
categorization tasks with stimuli varying along 4 binary-valued dimensions. In all tasks, the
optimal rule was one-dimensional, whereas the number of irrelevant dimensions was varied
between tasks from zero to three. According to the hypothesis, the larger the number of
irrelevant dimensions, the larger the deficits of Parkinson’s disease patients should be. The
results agreed with this prediction. A possible shortcoming of this study is the covariation
between the number of irrelevant dimensions and the number of training exemplars. In fact,
in the case of zero irrelevant dimensions, there were only two stimuli, one of each category,
whereas in the case of three irrelevant dimensions there were 16 stimuli, 8 of each category.
Parkinson’s disease patients’ impairment might have resulted from the increasing number of
stimulus-category associations that had to be learned and not from the increasing number of
irrelevant dimensions. This criticism has been addressed in Filoteo et al. (2007) where
subjects learned either a one-dimensional or one of two bidimensional rule-based
categorization tasks under approximately the same number of training exemplars. The stimuli
varied along two continuous dimensions and, therefore, there was one single irrelevant
dimension in the one-dimensional condition and zero in both bidimensional conditions.
Parkinson’s disease patients were impaired in the one-dimensional but not in either of the
bidimensional categorization tasks, confirming the hypothesis above.
Another prediction of the multiple system theory of Ashby et al. (1998) is the
impairment in information-integration category learning by neurological patients with lesions
to the tail of the caudate. Because such specific lesions do not occur among neurological
patients, the studies have been conducted with patients with dysfunctional basal ganglia. In
one such study (Filoteo et al. 2001a), Huntington’s disease patients were tested on a complex
nonlinear information-integration task with stimuli varying along two continuous dimensions
and each category defined by hundreds of training exemplars. The task is said nonlinear
because the optimal decision boundary separating exemplars of the two categories in the
psychological space is nonlinear. As compared with matched controls, Huntington’s disease
patients performed worse, both early and late in learning. Identical results were obtained in
another study using the same task but involving Parkinson’s disease patients (Maddox &
Filoteo, 2001). Conversely, Ashby et al. (2003) found that Parkinson’s disease patients were
not impaired in learning a linearly separable information-integration task. However, this
study involved stimuli varying along binary dimensions and there were only eight exemplars
in each of the two categories. Arguably, these two differences and not the complexity of the
task might have contributed to the absence of disrupted performance. This possibility has
been considered in a subsequent study where Parkinson’s disease patients were submitted to a
linearly separable and a nonlinearly separable information-integration categorization tasks
with stimuli varying along two continuous dimensions and each category having hundreds of
exemplars. Parkinson’s disease patients were impaired in the nonlinear task but not in the
linear task. Thus, the current evidence suggests that Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s
disease patients are impaired in learning information-integration tasks but only when the
decision boundary is nonlinear.
According to the multiple system theory under consideration, the medial temporal
lobe, a brain area implicated in declarative (explicit) memory, does not play a relevant role in
category learning. Several studies with amnesic patients seem to confirm such prediction.
Knowlton and Squire (1993) tested amnesic patients and normal controls in a dot-pattern
prototype distortion task (Posner & Keele, 1968, 1970), a classic category learning paradigm.
During training, subjects were presented with 40 different exemplars of a category generated
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from a single dot-pattern (the prototype) by perturbing the position of each of the 9 dots
forming the pattern. Subsequently, they were tested on new category members and
nonmembers. Amnesic patients’ accuracy during testing was as good as that of normal
controls. This finding was generalized to cartoon-like animal shapes by Reed, Squire,
Patalano, Smith, and Jonides (1999) with the stimuli varying along nine binary-valued
dimensions (e.g. head left- or down-facing). During training, subjects observed various
exemplars of a category obtained from one single prototype by changing the value along
some of the nine defining dimensions (e.g. head from left- to down-facing). Afterwards,
subjects classified new exemplars of the category and randomly generated exemplars. Reed et
al. (1999) found that amnesic patients performed as well as normal controls during testing.
Filoteo, Maddox, and Davis (2001b) considered a different experimental paradigm, testing
amnesic patients on a complex nonlinearly separable information-integration categorization
task also used on Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease patients (Maddox & Filoteo, 2001;
Filoteo et al., 2001a). In contrast with patients with a dysfunctional basal ganglia, amnesic
patients performed as well as normal controls in this task. In contrast with these studies,
others have found impairments in category learning by amnesic patients. One such study was
conducted by Knowlton, Squire, and Gluck (1994) in which subjects learned probabilistic
categorization tasks. In these tasks, four different cues are each associated probabilistically
with one of two categories and the subjects learns to predict the correct category for each cue
combination from trial-by-trial corrective feedback. Whereas amnesic patients and normal
controls performed equally well during the first 50 trials of learning, the performance of
amnesic patients was significantly worse than that of normal controls at later stages of
learning. In another study, Zaki, Nosofsky, Stanton and Cohen (2003) also found impaired
performance for amnesic patients with respect to normal controls. The task was a dot-pattern
prototype distortion task, like the one used in Knowlton and Squire (1993), but where
subjects were trained on exemplars of two different categories instead of only one. In
addition, subjects were tested on novel and old training stimuli, whereas only novel stimuli
were considered in Knowlton and Squire (1993). According to Zaki et al., considering two
categories instead of one should make the task harder to learn. Alongside, the inclusion of
training exemplars during the testing phase should increase the sensitivity of the test to minor
performance deficits. The results confirmed these expectations, with amnesic patients
performing significantly worse than normal controls. According to Zaki et al. (2003),
provided the categorization task is sufficiently complex, disrupted performance should be
observed. This thesis is attested by the fact that the same amnesic patients that were impaired
in the experiment just reported were not impaired in a replication of the experiment of
Knowlton and Squire (1993). Arguably, Reed et al.’s (1999) experiment was also too simple
to reveal any impairment. At first sight, the finding of Filoteo et al. (2001b) seems contrary to
this thesis, however, Flanery, Palmeri, and Schaper (2001) noted that although the optimal
decision boundary was nonlinear and thus complex to learn, the kind of stimuli used allowed
the subjects to solve the task using a simple rule. In short, amnesic patients seem to be
impaired in category learning provided the categorization task is sufficiently demanding.
The neuropsychological data summarized here suggests that different brain areas are
important in category learning, namely, the prefrontal cortex, the basal ganglia, and the
medial temporal lobe. Whether this justifies a multiple system theory of category learning is
an issue far from resolved. Most of the findings on amnesic patients presented above have
been shown to be reproducible by exemplar models (e.g. Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; Zaki &
Nosofsky, 2001; Zaki et al., 2003). The underlying idea is that amnesic patients are not able
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to store category exemplars as well as normal subjects. Consequently, they have more
difficulty in distinguishing between the probe stimulus and the stored exemplars, which under
sufficiently demanding conditions results in impaired performance. As with respect to the
findings on frontal patients and neurological patients with a dysfunctional basal ganglia, no
study has yet attempted a single system account for these data. Nevertheless, it seems too
early to rule out such an explanation. For example, as acknowledged by Filoteo et al. (2007),
the impairment of Parkinson’s disease patients on rule-based category learning tasks might
result from a deficit on selective attention. Thus, an exemplar model might be able to account
for the data by assuming a disrupted selective attention mechanism. On the other hand, the
impairment of Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease patients on complex nonlinear
information-integration categorization tasks and the non-impairment on simpler linear
information-integration categorization tasks could be accounted by an exemplar model by
assuming that, as for the amnesic patients, these subjects have impaired exemplar
representations, which become only noticeable on more difficult tasks. This hypothesis is in
line with a proposal advanced by Ashby and Maddox (2005) as to how the implicit system of
a multiple system theory might replicate this finding: “(…) although speculative at this point,
it seems reasonable to suppose that the learning of complex nonlinear information-integration
category structures requires a higher resolution in the tail-of-the-caudate decision space than
the learning of simpler linear information-integration category structures. Because the tail of
the caudate is dysfunctional in Parkinson’s disease, the model makes the natural prediction
that Parkinson’s disease patients should be especially impaired in nonlinear informationintegration category learning.” (p. 162-163). In conclusion, neuropsychological data does not
provide a conclusive answer to the multiple- vs single-system dispute.

An overview of this dissertation
The exemplar theory of category learning, along with multiple-system theories, are arguably
the contending theories in the field. Nevertheless, empirical findings with normal subjects
and neurological patients have been accumulating through the last few years for which no
exemplar account has yet been provided. As argued above, many of these findings can only
be tested once the theory has been specified at a sufficiently detailed level. Given that some
of these findings concern the neurobiology of categorization, this means specifying the theory
in terms of brain areas involved and the neural mechanisms carrying out the cognitive
processes assumed.
In the first half of this dissertation, the exemplar theory is tested against some of the
findings that do not require such a detailed formulation and can, therefore, be addressed with
the current models. In chapter 2, human performance in rule-plus-exception tasks is analyzed.
More specifically, we readdress the results of Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) presented
above, for which multiple exemplar models have been shown to provide poor accounts. We
explore two different hypotheses left unaddressed in the original study. First, we allow
distinct exemplars to develop memory representations with different degrees of detail. We
expect exception exemplars to be represented with more detail than rule-following exemplars
due to their exception nature. If this is the case, an exemplar model can predict rule-like
generalization for stimuli close to the exceptions and, therefore, match closely the data set in
question. Second, we let distinct exemplars develop different selective attention distributions.
We expect attention to be almost exclusively devoted to the relevant dimension in the case of
rule-following exemplars because this improves performance for the large majority of the
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exemplars. In addition, we expect attention to be distributed evenly across stimulus
dimensions in the case of exception exemplars because all dimensions are equally relevant to
distinguish exception from rule-following exemplars. Both hypotheses are tested using an
established exemplar model (ALCOVE; Kruschke, 1992) that takes into account the training
procedure that subjects undergo. The model is only extended where strictly necessary, with
the main principles remaining unchanged.
In chapter 3, the emergence of psychological dimensions during category learning is
studied. Theories of category learning, in general, and the exemplar theory, in particular,
assume that stimuli are perceived in terms of a fixed set of properties (psychological
dimensions), which remain unchanged through the course of learning. However, some recent
studies suggest that category learning itself may change the manner in which stimuli are
perceived. In the most extreme cases, this might lead to the formation of new properties to
which subjects can subsequently attend. We explore this hypothesis by re-addressing three
previously published data sets, each containing multiple categorization tasks. In all cases, the
stimuli are Munsell colors varying along the psychological dimensions of brightness and
saturation. Brightness and saturation are known to be integral dimensions due to the difficulty
of human subjects to attend to one while ignoring variation along the other. Arguably, the
formation of new properties is more likely to occur with stimuli varying along integral
dimensions due to the less marked nature of their dimensional organization. We hypothesize
that new dimensions will be formed with such stimuli whenever the category structure is such
that attention to a dimension non-orthogonal to any of the a priori dimensions optimizes
performance. We test this hypothesis under an exemplar model account.
In the second half of this dissertation, we endeavor to frame some of the components
of the exemplar theory in neural terms. In chapter 4, a potential neural mechanism for the
process of selective attention is studied. We consider a previously proposed neural
implementation of the GCM, developed initially to account for human performance in
categorization tasks where selective attention has been shown not to be relevant. Although
the model lacks any explicit mechanism of selective attention, we hypothesize that selective
attention effects emerge from the interaction between category structure, stimulus
representations in the model, and the neural learning rules used. This hypothesis is tested
against data sets including several categorization tasks for which selective attention has been
shown to be essential. Alongside, we perform a thorough analysis of why the model may,
under certain conditions, produce selective attention-like behavior.
In chapter 5, a promising hypothesis on the neural basis of psychological spaces is
studied. Theories of category learning, in general, and the exemplar theory, in particular,
assume that stimuli are represented mentally in terms of a set of psychological dimensions,
which define a psychological space. Each stimulus receives a unique location in the space
that is determined by its value along each of the dimensions. The distance between the
locations is assumed to vary proportionally to the perceived dissimilarity between the stimuli.
Despite the usefulness of such an abstraction, stimuli do not arrive a subjects’ visual system
as a combination of properties or dimensions, but as images instead. Thus, it is up to the
visual system, or brain areas downstream, to develop neural representations compatible with
the notion of psychological space. The mentioned compatibility will be present whenever
neurons respond identically to nearby stimuli in the psychological space and differently to
stimuli far away from each other. Recent studies suggest that this is occurring within the
inferotemporal cortex (IT), the latest stage of visual processing in the cortex. However, the
evidence so far is constrained to a few stimulus sets. Furthermore, theoretical studies
supporting the hypothesis have been constrained to rather simplified models of the visual
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system. Here, we address these issues by considering a wider range of stimulus sets, among
which several potentially problematic ones, and a current state-of-the-art neural model of
visual processing.
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2. Rules-Plus-Exception Tasks: A Problem for Exemplar Models?1
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) have shown that human subjects generalize category
knowledge in a rule-like fashion when exposed to a rule-plus-exception categorization task.
This result has remained a challenge to exemplar models of category learning. We show that
these models can account for such performance, if augmented with exemplar-specific
specificity or exemplar-specific attention. This is, however, only the case if the choice-rule
that converts evidence for competing categories into probabilities is sensitive to small
differences between evidence values close to 0. Exemplar-specific attention provided the best
overall approximation to the data. Exemplar-specific specificity provided a slightly worse
approximation but predicted better the rule-like generalization pattern observed.

Perceptual categorization has been, for long, the domain of single-system models that assume
the existence of a unique representation upon which categorical decisions are made (Ashby &
Gott, 1988; Hintzman, 1986; Nosofsky, 1986; Posner & Keele, 1968; Reed, 1972). Recently,
however, several researchers have identified phenomena that, they argue, can only result
from the interaction between two distinct types of category representations: an abstract
“explicit” representation, where categories are usually represented by simple rules, and an
‘implicit’ representation, formed either by exemplars or by complex rules (Ashby, AlfonsoReese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Minda & Smith, 2001). The
debate between single- and multiple-system models is far from resolved as many of the
empirical findings previously identified as multiple-system phenomena have received singlesystem explanations (Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Nosofsky & Kruschke, 2002; Nosofsky &
Zaki, 2002).
Exemplar models are a very successful class of single-system models (Kruschke,
1992; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987, 1989). According to these models, subjects store individual
category exemplars in memory and classify new stimuli in terms of their relative similarities
to the stored exemplars. Exemplar models have been able to account for human performance
in many distinct conditions, from ill-defined (McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995), to rule-like
(Nosofsky, 1987, 1989; Nosofsky, Clark, & Shin, 1989) and prototype-like categories (Shin
& Nosofsky, 1992).
Recently, Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) have challenged the generality of exemplar
models as models of human category learning. They tested subjects in a rule-plus-exception
categorization task. Most of the stimuli could be classified correctly by following a simple
rule. However, some of them, the exception stimuli, violated the rule. Subjects who learned
to correctly classify all training stimuli tended to classify new stimuli in a rule-like way, even
when these were more similar to the exception stimuli than to the remaining training stimuli.
With the help of model analyses, Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) concluded that exemplar
models could not explain adequately the pattern of generalization evident in learners’
performance. In contrast, a multiple-system model could. Here, we re-address the ability of
exemplar models to explain human performance in this task.
Previous research has shown that exception stimuli are better recognized than rulefollowing training stimuli after a rule-plus-exception task (Palmeri & Nosofsky, 1995;
1

This chapter has been published as: Rodrigues, P. M., & Murre, J. M. J. (2007). Rule-plus-exception tasks: a
problem for exemplar models?. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 14, 640-646.
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Sakamoto & Love, 2004). This finding has recently received an exemplar explanation
(Sakamoto, Matsuka, & Love, 2004). Commonly, exemplar models assume similarity to be
exemplar independent. Similarity to an exception is judged in the same way as similarity to a
rule-following exemplar. Under such an assumption, exemplar models are unable to predict
better recognition for exception stimuli. Sakamoto et al. (2004) extended an exemplar model
with exemplar-specific attention and showed that this model could predict better recognition
for the exception stimuli. Exemplar-specific attention allows some features of the stimuli to
be used while judging similarity to a rule-following exemplar and, simultaneously, other
features to be used while judging similarity to an exception. This is precisely what they found
when simulating human performance using an extended exemplar model. We expect
exemplar-specific attention to succeed in replicating the main findings in Erickson and
Kruschke (2002b).
A possible alternative explanation to Erickson and Kruschke’s (2002b) findings goes
by the name of exemplar-specific “specificity”. In contrast with exemplar-specific attention,
the same stimulus features are considered while judging the similarity to any of the
exemplars. Similarity, however, is exemplar dependent by allowing different exemplars to
develop different gradients of similarity. For instance, the parents of identical twins are better
able to discriminate between their offspring than between others’ identical twins. The
similarity to each of their own children has a steeper gradient than the similarity to other
identical twins. This difference in gradients may be due to increased experience with some
stimuli with respect to other, as suggested by Nosofsky (1987, 1991). A compelling
alternative hypothesis relates exemplar “relevance” to the gradient of similarity: the more
relevant an exemplar is, the steeper its gradient of similarity becomes. In a rule-plusexception task, exceptions are more “relevant” than rule-following stimuli and, therefore,
might develop steeper gradients of similarity. As a result, stimuli closer to the exceptions do
not necessarily need to be classified in the category of the exceptions.
The article is structured as follows. First, we present the exemplar model and its
augmented versions. Thereafter, we compare the ability of the augmented versions to explain
the data observed in Erickson and Kruschke’s (2002b) experiment with that of a traditional
exemplar model and a multiple-system model. We conclude with a general discussion.

Overview of exemplar models
ALCOVE
In the analyses presented in this article, we make use of the ALCOVE model, introduced by
Kruschke (1992). ALCOVE is a feed-forward connectionist network whose basic
computations closely mimic those of the Generalized Context Model (GCM; Nosofsky,
1986). The model receives stimuli as input and produces probabilities as output. As in the
GCM, the probability of classifying a stimulus into a category depends solely on its similarity
to the exemplars stored in the model. In contrast with the GCM, the associations between
exemplars and categories are learned and the same holds for the dimensional attention
strengths (see below). Here, we present the version of ALCOVE used within ATRIUM
(Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Erickson & Kruschke, 2002a), a multi-system model of
category learning. This version differs from the original one (Kruschke, 1992) only in the
teacher values used in learning: 0 and 1 instead of –1 and 1.
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In ALCOVE, stimuli are represented as points in a multidimensional psychological
space. Each node in the input layer represents one dimension in the space. Its activity, di, is
the coordinate of the stimulus along the respective dimension.
The nodes in the hidden layer represent the exemplars. Let (ej1, …, ejn) be the position
of the exemplar associated with node j. The activity of the node is given by


a j = exp − .5c ∑ α i e ji − d i  ,
i



(1)

where c is the specificity of the node, αi is the dimensional attention strength of dimension i,
and di is the coordinate of the stimulus on dimension i. In conceptual terms, the activity of an
exemplar node corresponds to the similarity between the exemplar it represents and the
stimulus.
In the output layer, each node represents one category. The activity of an output node
is given by a weighted sum of the activities of the exemplar nodes,
a K = ∑ wKj a j ,

(2)

j

where wKj is the weight of the connection between exemplar node j and category node K, and
aj is the activity of exemplar node j.
The activities of the category nodes are converted into probabilities according to the
following equation:
p( K ) =

exp(ϕ a K )
,
∑ exp(ϕ a M )

(3)

M

where φ is a response scaling factor that represents the degree of response decisiveness. A
high φ enhances differences in the activations, resulting in more extreme probabilities,
whereas a low φ as the opposite effect, blurring those differences.
As stated above, the weights of the connections between exemplar and category
nodes, as well as the dimensional attention strengths, are learned. Learning is achieved by
gradient descent on the sum-squared error. During each learning episode, the presentation of
a stimulus is followed by feedback, indicating the correct category. Feedback is coded in the
network by ‘humble teacher values’ (Kruschke, 1992),

max(1, a K )
tK = 
min(0, a K )

if the stimulus is in category K
,
otherwise

(4)

where aK is the activity of category node K. Gradient descent on error yields the following
learning equations:

∆wKj = λ w (t K − a K ) a j ,

(5)
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∆α i = −λα ∑  ∑ (t K − a K ) wKj  a j c e ji −d i ,
j  K


(6)

where the λs (λ>0) are the learning rates. The dimensional attention strengths are constrained
to be non-negative, being set to 0 whenever Equation 6 drives them to negative values.
ALCOVE has 4 free parameters: the specificity of the exemplar nodes c, the response
scaling constant φ, the association learning rate λw, and the attention learning rate λα. In all the
simulations reported in this article, the weights between exemplar and category nodes are set
initially to 0 and the dimensional attention strengths αi to 1/n, where n is the number of
dimensions of the psychological space.

ES-ALCOVE
Sakamoto et al. (2004) have presented a version of ALCOVE with exemplar-specific
attention (ES-ALCOVE). This model shares Equations 2 through 5 with ALCOVE.
Individual attention weights are incorporated in Equation 1 giving:



a j = exp − .5c ∑ α ji e ji − d i  ,
i



(7)

where c is the specificity of the node, αji is the dimensional attention strength for stimulus j
along dimension i, and di is the coordinate of the stimulus on dimension i.
Learning of the dimensional attentional strengths is given by gradient descent on
error:



∆α ji = −λα  ∑ (t K − a K ) wKj  a j c e ji − d i ,

 K

(8)

where λα (>0) is the attention learning rate. In sum, ES-ALCOVE is defined by equations 2
through 5, and equations 7 and 8. Despite the individual dimensional attention strengths, like
ALCOVE, it has 4 free parameters.

ALCOVEc
In ALCOVE, all exemplars share the same specificity value c, i.e. the same similarity
gradient. To allow each exemplar to develop its own individual gradient, we extend
ALCOVE with exemplar specific specificity values cj, which replace the specificity value c in
Equation 1. These values are initially equal to some value c, but they may become distinct as
a result of learning. The learning rule for the cjs as given by gradient descent on the sumsquared error is as follows:




∆ c j = −λc  ∑ (t K − a K ) wKj   ∑ α i e ji − d i  a j ,
 i
 K
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where λc is the specificity learning rate. The specificity values are constrained to be
nonnegative, being set to 0 whenever Equation 7 drives them to negative values. Note that the
cj values are calculated only on the basis of error values with respect to the correct
reproduction of the category measure. They are not parameters that can be freely adjusted to
increase the fit to the empirical data (i.e., the subjects’ performance). The augmented model,
ALCOVEc, has 5 free-parameters in total: the four free-parameters of ALCOVE and the
specificity learning rate λc.

A rule-plus-exception task: Erickson and Kruschke (2002b)
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) present an experiment where subjects had to classify stimuli
into one of six categories. Stimuli were fixed-width rectangles that varied in height and in the
horizontal position of an interior vertical line segment. A schematic representation of the
stimuli and respective categories is presented in Figure 2.1. The great majority of the stimuli
can be classified in terms of a simple rule: stimuli whose inner vertical line is within the left
half of the rectangle belong to category A, whereas the remaining stimuli belong to category
B. However, there are four exceptions to this rule, each one belonging to a distinct category.
Along with the training stimuli, there are also transfer stimuli to which no correct category
was associated. Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) identified TC and TF as the transfer stimuli
whose pattern of classification reveals the nature of the representations used in categorization
decisions. If subjects are using rules, then stimuli TC and TF , the critical transfer stimuli,
should be classified mainly as members of categories A and B, respectively. However, if
subjects make use of an exemplar representation, TC and TF should be classified as members
of categories C and F, respectively, because of their high similarity to the exception stimuli.

Figure 2.1: The category structure used by Erickson and Kruschke (2002b). Rows represent the
stimulus values for rectangle heights and columns represent the stimulus values for inner segment
positions. Cells containing letters A-F identify training stimuli and their respective categories. Empty
cells and the cells containing TC and TF identify transfer stimuli. From Erickson and Kruschke
(2002b).
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The experiment was carried out in three distinct phases. First, only the exception stimuli were
presented, thereafter, all training stimuli, and in the final phase, all training and transfer
stimuli. Corrective feedback was given after every training stimulus’ presentation. Only the
data from the last phase, the transfer phase, was considered in the analyses. The results
confirmed the rule representation hypothesis. Subjects who learned to classify all training
stimuli above chance (learners), classified stimuli TC and TF more often into categories A and
B (M = .725) than into categories C and F (M = .194).
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) fitted ALCOVE and ATRIUM (Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998, 2002a) to the performance of the learners. ATRIUM, as presented in
Erickson and Kruschke (2002a), is a feed-forward connectionist network that learns the
correct category for a set of stimuli by error-driven learning. It contains an exemplar module
that works just like ALCOVE. In addition, it has a number of rule modules, one per stimulus
dimension. Each rule module contains rules defined upon the associated dimension that,
through learning, are associated differentially with each category. A gating mechanism learns
which module better predicts the category for each exemplar. As a result, some exemplars
may be classified more in terms of the exemplar module, whereas others are classified more
in terms of the rule modules.
ATRIUM is considerably more complex than ALCOVE and this complexity is
reflected in the number of free parameters, 11 instead of 4. In addition, ATRIUM contains
ALCOVE as a special case and it, therefore, always performs better. To compare models with
a different number of parameters, we use the Akaike’s information criterion statistic (AIC;
Akaike, 1974). AIC penalizes models for their number of free parameters, allowing those
with fewer free parameters to have better (lower) AIC values than those with more free
parameters. As auxiliary measures of fit, we also report the root mean-square deviation
(RMSD) and the proportion of variance accounted for (R2).
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) found that ALCOVE fitted the data much worse than
ATRIUM (see Table 2.1). Moreover, ALCOVE was not able to correctly predict the pattern
of performance observed for the critical stimuli, classifying them mostly in terms of the
nearest exception. In contrast, ATRIUM classified these stimuli mostly in terms of a rule.
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) also considered extended versions of ALCOVE, but despite
the improvement in fit, none of the fitted models could predict rule-like generalization for the
critical transfer stimuli. They concluded that exemplar models were not able to predict
adequately human performance in this particular experiment.

Model-based analyses
Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) fitted ALCOVE and ATRIUM exclusively to the
performance of the learners for the 31 transfer stimuli during the transfer phase. The
remaining data was left unaddressed because it had previously been shown (Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998) that ALCOVE had trouble in fitting the training and transfer data
simultaneously in similar experiments. We fitted ALCOVE, ES-ALCOVE, ALCOVEc, and
ATRIUM (Erickson & Kruschke, 2002a) to the data on the transfer stimuli. The best fits were
found by minimizing the AIC value using a simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe, Ferrier, &
Rogers, 1994). For all models, we assumed that only the training stimuli were stored as
exemplars. In the case of ATRIUM, we further assumed that every possible rule along each
of the two stimulus dimensions was present. The best fits reported were obtained by
averaging the predicted probabilities over 1000 simulated subjects. Each simulated subject
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was presented with a different random sequence of stimulus presentation, generated in
accordance with the experimental procedure.
The best fits and the patterns of generalization for the critical transfer stimuli are
presented in the upper half of Table 2.1. ATRIUM yielded the best fit to the data.
Furthermore, it predicted more rule-like generalization for the critical transfer stimuli than
exception-like generalization, replicating qualitatively the observed performance. All
exemplar models yielded considerable worse fits. Neither of the exemplar models was able to
replicate the performance observed for the critical transfer stimuli. They all predicted more
exception-like generalization than rule-like generalization.

Table 2.1: Summary fits and generalization patterns for ALCOVE, a version of ALCOVE with
exemplar-specific attention (ES-ALCOVE), a version of ALCOVE with exemplar-specific specificity
(ALCOVEc), and ATRIUM, to the learners’ performance in Erickson and Kruschke’s (2002b)
experiment.
Probability of
Generalization
Exception
Rule

Model
Transfer stimuli
ALCOVE
ALCOVEc
ES-ALCOVE
ATRIUM
ALCOVE(EK)*
ATRIUM(EK)*

AIC

R2

RMSD

1,828.28
1,822.22
1,698.05
1,173.72
2,624.46
1,454.79

.635
.647
.690
.850
.465
.840

.166
.163
.153
.106
.202
.110

.446
.427
.411
.234
.682
.201

.248
.269
.268
.419
.127
.550

All simuli
ALCOVE
ALCOVEc
ES-ALCOVE
ATRIUM

2,889.89
2,889.89
2,725.28
2,017.80

.715
.715
.754
.863

.151
.151
.140
.104

.414
.414
.403
.320

.240
.240
.245
.401

.194

.725

Observed data

Note. Lower values of AIC reflect a better fit of the model. AIC = Akaike’s information criterion
statistic; R2 = proportion of variance accounted for; RMSD = root mean-square deviations;
*
ALCOVE(EK) and ATRIUM(EK) are the ALCOVE and ATRIUM versions used by Erickson and
Kruschke (2002b).

For the sake of completeness, we fitted all models to human performance for both transfer
and training stimuli during the transfer phase. The best fits and patterns of generalization for
the critical transfer stimuli are presented in the lower half of Table 2.1. As before, ATRIUM
yielded the best fit, followed by ES-ALCOVE, ALCOVEc, and ALCOVE. ATRIUM
predicted higher rule-like than exemplar-like generalization for the critical transfer stimuli.
None of the exemplar models was able to make this prediction. Despite correctly predicting
the pattern of generalization for the critical transfer stimuli, ATRIUM remains far from
providing a good quantitative fit. It predicts a difference of .080 between the probability of
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rule-like generalization and the probability of exemplar-like generalization whereas the
empirical difference is .531 (see Table 2.1).

Model-based analyses using power decisiveness
ALCOVE and the extended versions we consider here use Equation 3 to convert the activity
of category nodes into probabilities. In this choice rule, response decisiveness is obtained by
applying an exponential function to the activities of the category nodes. An alternative
formalization of decisiveness has been used in recent formulations of the GCM model
(Ashby & Maddox, 1993; Nosofsky & Zaki, 2002):

p( K ) =

aK

∑

ϕ

aM

ϕ

,

(10)

M

where φ is the response scaling parameter. Instead of an exponential function, a power
function is used. This change produces, in general, identical results. However, this is not the
case when the activity of the category nodes is low. As an example, consider the case of two
categories A and B. Let a stimulus produce category node activities .01 and .001 for
categories A and B, respectively. Assuming φ=1, exponential decisiveness predicts p(A) =
.502 and p(B) = .498, whereas power decisiveness predicts p(A) = .909 and p(B) = .091. It is
possible to enlarge the difference between p(A) and p(B) under exponential decisiveness by
increasing the value of φ, but at the cost of losing sensitivity for large differences. To our
knowledge, both decisiveness functions have been used without any preference. Here, we
consider the effect of switching between them for the task and models we have been
considering. Power decisiveness only works for non-negative activation values. However,
due to the humble teacher, negative values can occur on any of the models considered. To
minimize this problem, we consider a strict teacher instead. In the cases where category
nodes show negative activations, we reset these to 0.
We incorporated power decisiveness and a strict teacher in all models and fitted them
to the data. The best fits and patterns of generalization are presented in Table 2.2. All
exemplar models benefited from the change. In particular, ALCOVEc and ES-ALCOVE
benefited the most, now yielding a reasonably good fit to the data (R2 > .820). Furthermore,
both models were able to predict qualitatively the pattern of generalization observed for the
critical transfer stimuli. In this respect, ALCOVEc yields a better approximation to the data
than ES-ALCOVE. It approximates the observed pattern of generalization when fitted to the
partial data set, and still does well when fitted to the complete data set. In both cases, the
difference from rule-like to exception-like probability of generalization is greater than .310.
ES-ALCOVE predicts a smaller difference: .057 in the case of the full data set. ALCOVE, on
the other hand, despite showing a slight improvement in the fits, was still unable to predict
the correct pattern of generalization. We conclude that the simple substitution of the
decisiveness function is not sufficient to allow exemplar models to predict rule-like
generalization for the critical transfer stimuli. Instead, the addition of exemplar-specific
specificity or the addition of exemplar-specific attention is necessary.
In contrast with the exemplar models, ATRIUM showed worse fits. Furthermore, it
did not predict the pattern of generalization observed when fitted to the transfer stimuli. A
comparison between the best version of ATRIUM (i.e. the one using exponential
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decisiveness) and the best versions of ALCOVEc and ES-ALCOVE (i.e. the one using power
decisiveness) shows that all models yield almost identical fits, with ES-ALCOVE yielding
slightly better ones. All models are able to replicate qualitatively the pattern of generalization
for the critical transfer stimuli. ALCOVEc, however, yields the best approximation. A closer
look at ALCOVEc shows that all rule-consistent exemplars develop a lower specificity value
than the exception exemplars. As a result, whenever stimulus TC (TF) is presented, the closest
exemplar nodes representing the rule-consistent training stimuli have the highest activation.
Because these exemplars are associated mostly with category A (B), the corresponding
category node shows the highest activation. The activation values are small though. It is,
therefore, essential the use power decisiveness to transform the small differences in activation
into larger differences in probabilities.

Table 2.2: Summary fits and generalization patterns for ALCOVE, a version of ALCOVE with
exemplar-specific attention (ES-ALCOVE), a version of ALCOVE with exemplar-specific specificity
(ALCOVEc), and ATRIUM, to the learners’ performance in Erickson and Kruschke’s (2002b)
experiment, using power decisiveness.
Probability of
Generalization
Exception
Rule

Model
Transfer stimuli
ALCOVE
ALCOVEc
ES-ALCOVE
ATRIUM

AIC

R2

RMSD

1,609.21
1,133.99
1,049.63
1,352.11

.652
.848
.858
.759

.162
.107
.104
.135

.643
.174
.333
.429

.287
.677
.471
.332

All simuli
ALCOVE
ALCOVEc
ES-ALCOVE
ATRIUM

2,792.75
2,066.48
1,938.97
2,357.23

.716
.820
.838
.808

.150
.120
.113
.124

.708
.281
.420
.346

.229
.594
.477
.412

.194

.725

Observed data

Note. Lower values of AIC reflect a better fit of the model. AIC = Akaike’s information criterion
statistic; R2 = proportion of variance accounted for; RMSD = root mean-square deviations.

Discussion
In a previous test, Erickson and Kruschke (2002b) argued that exemplar models could not fit
properly human performance in a rule-plus-exception categorization task. In contrast,
ATRIUM (Erickson & Kruschke, 1998, 2002a), a multiple-system model, could. In
particular, it could predict rule-like generalization for a set of critical stimuli. Here, we amend
this conclusion by showing that certain exemplar models can fit the data as well as ATRIUM
and, simultaneously, reproduce rule-like generalization. We considered two distinct
extensions to exemplar models: exemplar-specific attention and exemplar-specific specificity.
The former has recently been used to explain better recognition of exception stimuli in rule-
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plus-exception tasks (Sakamoto et al., 2004). The latter has been suggested in previous
research, but not yet used in the rule-plus-exception context. None of them provided
improved fits with respect to ATRIUM or replicated rule-like generalization. This was only
possible after substituting the exponential decisiveness function in the choice rule by a power
function. To our knowledge, previous research has not fully explored the consequences of
such a change. Although the exemplar-specific attention extension provided the best
explanation to the data, exemplar-specific specificity provided the most accurate replication
of rule-like generalization. Furthermore, its fit approximates ATRIUM.
The extended exemplar models were able to produce rule-like generalization but
maybe at the cost of highly specific parameter values. We explored this by performing a grid
search on the parameter values. We found that the specificity learning rate (λc) and the initial
specificity (c) parameters were the most critical ones in ALCOVEc. In general, rule-like
generalization varies proportional to λc and inversely proportional to c. The model predicts
rule-like generalization if λc is high enough and c is not too high. In ES-ALCOVE, the initial
specificity (c) and the attention learning rate (λα) are the critical parameters. Rule-like
generalization is obtained when λα is large enough and c is not too low or too high. Outside
the ranges specified, both models mostly predict exception-like generalization. In sum, both
are able to predict robustly rule-like generalization.
Why was ES-ALCOVE unable to replicate the pattern of generalization as well as
ALCOVEc? Both models classify the critical transfer stimuli in terms of the closest rule-like
exemplars. However, in ES-ALCOVE, some of these exemplars develop a stronger
association with the exception category than with the correct category, but are nonetheless
categorized correctly because of the contribution of the surrounding exemplars, which share
their category and one value among one of the dimensions. Stimulus-specific attention brings
the neighboring exemplars together, allowing correct categorization of those exemplars with
exception-like associations. The end result is a smaller difference between rule-like and
exception-like generalization for the critical transfer stimuli.
Erickson and Kruschke (1998) reported an experiment similar to the one analyzed
here. The main result was identical: transfer stimuli closer to the exception than to rulefollowing exemplars were classified mostly according to the rule. They fitted ES-ALCOVE
to the data, but it was unable to predict this generalization pattern very well. Our results
show, thus, that this may be due to the use of exponential decisiveness in the choice rule and
that power decisiveness may provide a better approximation.
We have focused our analysis on exemplar models as a single-system explanation for
human performance in a rule-plus-exception task. However, we do not rule out that other
single-system models, such as SUSTAIN (Sakamoto & Love, 2004), may perform as well or
even better. Further research is needed to test this. Our results, along with previous ones
(Sakamoto et al., 2004), indicate that exemplar models provide a good approximation to
human performance in the ecologically interesting class of rule-plus-exception tasks.
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3. Selective Attention along Arbitrary Axes1
Selective attention, the ability to emphasize the relevant properties of an object and deemphasize the irrelevant ones, is a central process in psychological models of category
learning. The properties that can be attended to, or psychological dimensions as they are
known in the field, are commonly assumed to remain unchanged through the course of a
categorization task. In this article we show that, under certain conditions, new dimensions may
emerge during learning by collapsing existing psychological dimensions. We analyzed three
previously published data sets, each containing multiple categorization tasks. Stimuli where
Munsell colors varying along the dimensions of brightness and saturation. We found that, in
some cases, subjects attended to axes in the psychological space that did not coincide with the
psychological dimensions, i.e. they had formed new psychological dimensions. This was the
case for diagonal tasks in which the category boundary is oblique with respect to the
psychological dimensions. Unexpectedly, this was also the case for some dimensional tasks in
which the category boundary is perpendicular to one of the psychological dimensions.

The ability to adequately assign stimuli to categories is, no doubt, one of the most relevant
tasks an organism has to master in order to survive. For a mushroom hunter, distinguishing
between poisonous and edible mushrooms is one such a task. Beginners in the field should
avoid anything that resembles an amanita (parasol-shaped mushrooms with white gills).
Amanitas may be among the most beautiful mushrooms of all, but they can be fatal. A small
cap of a Destroying Angel (amanita virosa) can kill a man. Little Brown mushrooms (small to
medium sized mushrooms with a brownish color) are another sort that beginners are advised
to avoid. Many little brown mushrooms are edible, some mildly poisonous and
hallucinogenic, but a few are poisonous. The Galerinas, for instance, contain the same toxic
found in the amanitas and are equally deadly. Distinguishing between edible and poisonous
Little Browns is not easy, requiring some experience. To stay away from undesired
experiences, the beginning mushroom hunter relies on his ability to attend to visual properties
of the mushrooms. The relevance of each of these properties varies per sort. Whereas the
color of the gill is important to identify an amanita, it is the color of the entire mushroom
body that is relevant to identify a Little Brown. This ability to selectively attend to different
properties under different contexts is a fundamental construct in categorization and is,
therefore, to be found in multiple models of category learning (Erickson & Kruschke, 1998;
Kruschke, 1992; Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004; Nosofsky, 1986).
After years of experience, the mushroom hunter will be able to categorize more
precisely specimens of a large range of species. This skill is certainly a consequence of his
immense knowledge base of thousands of specimens, but probably also the result of his
ability to pinpoint subtle perceptual and conceptual properties that escape novices. In other
words, he might have a wider range of perceptual and conceptual properties to which he can
attend to as a result of his experience. Evidence from developmental psychology (Kemler &
Smith, 1978; Shepp, Burns, & McDonough, 1980; Smith, 1989a, 1989b; Smith & Evans,
1989; Smith, Gasser, & Sandhofer, 1997; Smith & Kemler, 1978), expert performance (Burns
& Shepp, 1988; Foard & Kemler, 1984; Melcher & Schooler, 1996), and categorical
perception (Beale & Keil, 1995, 1996; Goldstone, 1994; Levin & Beale, 2000; Livinston,
1

This chapter has been published as: Rodrigues, P. M., & Murre, J. M. J. (2007). Selective attention along
arbitrary axes. European Journal of Cognitive Psychology, 19, 769-788.
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Andrews, & Harnad, 1998; Pisoni, Aslin, Perey, & Hennessy, 1982; Repp & Liberman, 1987)
argue in favor of this possibility. Cognition does not only rely on perception, but it also can
change it. Recently, some researchers have argued that this effect of cognition on perception
may take place at even smaller time scales (Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone, Lippa, & Shiffrin,
2001; Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Kersten, Goldstone, & Schaffert, 1998; Schyns,
Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998; Schyns & Murphy, 1994; Schyns & Rodet, 1997). After a single
training session, lasting no longer than 1 hour, subjects already show signs of perceptual
representation changes. Here, we extend this work by presenting some new results and a new
approach to the study of perceptual representation changes as a result of category learning.
In studies of category learning, the perceptual representation of stimuli may be
assessed by a similarity judgment task, a discrimination task, or an identification task.
Independently of the task used, a set of pair-wise dissimilarities is obtained. These are
converted to a spatial representation with the help of a multi-dimensional scaling approach
(Luce, 1963; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987, 1989; Shepard, 1957). The result is a multi-dimensional
space, named the psychological space, where each stimulus is represented by a single point
and the distances between points are in ordinal correspondence with the observed
dissimilarities between the corresponding stimuli. The main axes of this space are the
psychological dimensions, i.e. the psychological properties of the stimuli to which subjects
can attend to.
Studies on the influence of category learning on perceptual representations have
revealed distinct sorts of changes to the psychological space. In some cases, points
representing stimuli of opposite categories become more distant from each other (acquired
distinctiveness; Gibson, 1969; Goldstone, 1994; Lawrence, 1949). In other cases, points
representing members of the same category get closer to each other (acquired equivalence;
Gibson, 1969; Goldstone, 1994; Haider & Frensch, 1996; Honey & Hall, 1989; Livingston et
al., 1998; Lubow & Kaplan, 1997; Pearce, 1987). In a recent proposal, Goldstone and
Steyvers (2001) point to a more radical transformation: the emergence of new psychological
dimensions. Stimuli do not change their positions within the psychological space, but instead
their encoding is enlarged with new properties.
In their Experiment 3, Goldstone and Steyvers (2001) had subjects classify a set of
faces into one of two categories. The stimuli varied along two parametrical dimensions, each
a sequence of faces obtained by morphing one arbitrarily chosen face into another by
different amounts. The stimuli were generated by combining one face of dimension A with
one face of dimension B in equal proportion. To prevent subjects from recognizing the
dimensional structure of the stimuli, these were arranged circularly in the parametrical space.
In a first task, the stimuli were divided into two groups by a linear category boundary with an
arbitrary orientation in the parametrical space. This could be either perpendicular to
dimension A, perpendicular to dimension B, or oblique to both. Subjects had to classify
stimuli on the same side of the category boundary into the same category. When a category
boundary is perpendicular to dimension A, stimuli can be classified exclusively in terms of
their dimension A trait. It is expected that subjects attend mostly to dimension A—the
relevant dimension—and ignore dimension B. When the category boundary is perpendicular
to dimension B, the opposite distribution of attention is expected: subjects will attend to
dimension B and ignore dimension A. Finally, when the category boundary is oblique to both
dimensions, it is not beneficial to attend to any of the parametrical dimensions in isolation.
Instead, it would be advantageous to attend to the dimension perpendicular to the category
boundary and ignore the dimension perpendicular to it.
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Before subjects can attend to one dimension, they have to be able to single it out, even
if only unconsciously. To test whether subjects were able to do this independently of the
orientation of the category boundary, a second task followed. The stimuli were exactly the
same, but the category boundary was rotated clockwise by either 90° or 45°. Under the 90°
rotation, the category boundary becomes perpendicular to the first one and the dimension that
was first relevant becomes irrelevant, and vice-versa. If subjects were able to single out the
relevant and irrelevant dimensions during the first task, they would only need to switch
attention between these two in the second task. The same does not hold for the 45° condition.
The relevant and irrelevant dimensions of the initial task are of no use in here. Subjects need
to either form a new set of suitable dimensions or solve the task by memorizing the correct
label for each face. This should take longer than switching attention between dimensions. The
results revealed an advantage of the 90° condition over the 45° one. Subjects had isolated the
relevant and irrelevant dimensions during the first task and used these to solve the second
one. This was the case even when the relevant and irrelevant dimensions do not coincide with
the parametrical dimensions. In other words, the subjects were not constrained to single out
the parametrical dimensions. Instead, they had formed new a dimension as a function of the
category structure. We will name this ability to single out and attend to dimensions as a
function of the category structure the selective attention along arbitrary axes hypothesis.
Goldstone and Steyvers (2001) replicated Experiment 3 with Munsell colors varying
along the psychological dimensions of saturation and brightness, and obtained identical
results. The replication of confounds under different stimuli is a first step to the generality of
their proposal. Ideally, one would like to verify this hypothesis under new tasks.
Simultaneously, it would also be desirable to complement a theoretical level analysis of the
empirical results, as Goldstone and Steyvers (2001) did, with a computational level one.
Theoretical level analysis is based on verbal argumentation and is prone to eventually
overlook small but influential details. A computer level analysis relies on a full mathematical
formulation of the underlying theory. All details need to be specified. Reaching the same
conclusions under such an approach would be an important contribution for the validity of the
hypothesis in study.
In the present article, we re-analyze three previously published data sets while
addressing the selective attention along arbitrary axes hypothesis. We use a model- based
approach by which the hypothesis can be quantitatively established. In the next section, we
introduce the models used in our analysis. Then, we evaluate the selective attention along
arbitrary axes hypothesis for each of the data sets. Finally, we test whether subjects learn to
attend to arbitrary axes so as to optimize performance.

Models
The models presented in this section were originally defined to cope with categorization tasks
where stimuli are defined along multiple dimensions and belong to more than two categories.
Nevertheless, it has been common to use categorization tasks involving only two-dimensional
stimuli and two categories to study human category learning. This is the case for all the
categorization tasks that we consider here. Therefore, and for the sake of simplicity, we
present constrained versions of each of the models, bearing in mind that they have more
general counterparts.
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The Generalized Context Model
The Generalized Context Model (GCM) was introduced by Nosofsky (1986) as a
generalization of the context model by Medin and Schaffer (1978) for tasks in which stimuli
vary along continuous dimensions. The GCM is an exemplar model of category learning. It
assumes that subjects store all exemplars of all categories previously experienced in memory.
Stimuli are classified in terms of their similarity to the stored exemplars. More specifically,
the probability of classifying a stimulus i into category A is given by:

b∑ sia
P( A | i) =

a∈A

(1)

b∑ sia + (1 − b)∑ sib
a∈A

b∈B

where b (0 ≤ b ≤ 1) represents the general bias to respond category A, independently of the
stimulus presented, and (∑sia) and (∑sib) denote the summed similarity of stimulus i to the
exemplars of category A and B, respectively. Exemplars are represented as points in a
psychological space. The dimensions of this space stand for properties of the stimuli to which
subjects can attend to, for instance, the length of a line, its orientation, or even its thickness.
Similarities between exemplars are functionally related to distances in the psychological
space in the following way:

sij = e

− c .d ij p

(2)

where c is a scale factor, dij is the distance between stimuli i and j, and p is a function of how
discriminable the exemplars are. p usually assumes the value 1 if exemplars are easily
discriminable and the value 2 otherwise, giving rise to an exponential and Gaussian decay
function, respectively. The distance between exemplars i and j is given by an augmented
version of the Minkowsky r-metric

[

r

d ij = w xi1 − x j1 + (1 − w) xi 2 − x j 2

]

r 1/ r

(3)

where xik denotes the coordinate of exemplar i on dimension k, w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1) is the attention
weight associated with dimension 1, and r defines the metric used and usually depends on the
type of psychological dimensions considered. In general, r assumes the value 2 for integral
dimension stimuli and the value 1 for separable dimension stimuli (however, see Nosofsky,
1985).
The attention weight (w), which is constrained to be between 0 and 1, implements a
process of selective attention. A value greater than ½ causes the space to be stretched along
the first dimension and shrunk along the second dimension. The greater the value, the more
pronounced the stretching/shrinking effect is. An example is presented in Figure 3.1a. Stimuli
belonging to the same category share the same value along dimension 1 and have different
values along dimension 2. By attending to dimension 1, members of the same category
become closer together and members of opposite categories grow apart. The result is higher
within category similarity and lower between category similarity, increasing the probability
of correct classification. A value smaller than ½ stretches the space along the second
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dimension and shrinks it along the first dimension. This would result in poorer performance
in the categorization task of the example.
The model has three free parameters: one scale parameter c, one bias parameter b, and
one attention weight parameter w.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: a) Example of a dimensional task. Empty circles denote stimuli belonging to one category
and filled circles denote stimuli belonging to another category. Attending to the horizontal dimension
increases within-category similarity and decreases between-category similarity; b) Example of a
diagonal task. Attending to the horizontal or vertical dimensions does not increase within-category
similarity or decrease between-category similarity.

GCM(θ)
The GCM allows selective attention to operate only on a priori fixed psychological
dimensions. However, according to the selective attention along arbitrary axes hypothesis,
new psychological dimensions can emerge during the course of a categorization task, which
means that selective attention can operate along dimensions that were not there before
learning began. To account for the emergence of new psychological dimensions, the GCM is
extended with a rotation parameter (θ). This parameter defines the angle between the first
axis of the axes set along which selective attention takes place and the first fixed
psychological dimension. If θ is 0, then the extended model, the GCM(θ), coincides with the
GCM. However, when θ is distinct from 0, selective attention operates on a set of axis
distinct from the a priori psychological dimensions. The GCM(θ) is defined by the same set
of equations that define the GCM, with the exception of Equation 3 that is substituted by
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 w (x − x )cos(θ ) + (x − x )sin (θ ) r + 
i1
j1
i2
j2

d ij = 
r

(1 − w) (xi 2 − x j 2 )cos(θ ) − (xi1 − x j1 )sin (θ ) 

1/ r

(4)

where xik denotes the coordinate of exemplar i on dimension k, w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1) is the attention
weight associated with dimension 1, r defines the metric used, and θ is the angle of rotation,
given in degrees.
The GCM(θ) has been previously used by Maddox and Ashby (1993), albeit with a
different purpose from the one we pursue here. They had subjects perform categorization
tasks on rectangles. Undoubtly, rectangles can be defined in terms of height and width.
Krantz and Tversky (1975), however, suggested that the psychological dimensions might be
shape and area instead. To avoid committing to one of these alternative representations,
Maddox and Ashby allowed the GCM to “choose” the most appropriate one. Shape and area
result from height and width by rotating the space by 45°. Therefore, a model that allows the
axes to be rotated is able to reproduce both representations. Maddox and Ashby were not
interested in whether subjects were able to develop new psychological dimensions through
the course of learning of a categorization task. Instead, they were concerned with using the
most appropriate psychological representation for rectangle stimuli.
The GCM(θ) is a rather limited model to study the selective attention along arbitrary
axes hypothesis because it only allows new psychological dimensions to result from a linear
combination of the a priori psychological dimensions. This is a potential limitation. However,
we will only consider categorization tasks for which eventually emerging psychological
dimensions result from a linear combination of the a priori ones. In other words, the GCM(θ)
serves the purposes of our analysis.

Model fitting and hypothesis testing
We use the method of maximum-likelihood (Wickens, 1982) to estimate the parameter values
for each data set analyzed. This method makes it possible to evaluate the experimental
conditions for which the inclusion of the rotation parameter significantly improves the
performance of the model. The GCM is a special case of the GCM(θ). Consequently, we can
use likelihood ratio tests to assess whether the GCM(θ) provides significantly better fit than
the GCM. Let LGCM(θ) and LGCM be the likelihood of the data set, given the maximumlikelihood parameter values of the GCM(θ) and the GCM, respectively. Assuming the GCM
is correct, given a large sample size, χ2 = 2 (ln LGCM(θ) – ln LGCM) has approximately a chisquare distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Hence, we can perform a statistical test to
confirm or refute the benefit of including the extra rotation parameter in the GCM.

Data sets analysis
Goldstone and Steyvers (2001) have argued that the formation of new psychological
dimensions is more likely to occur when stimuli vary along integral dimensions. Integral
dimensions are those in which subjects cannot attend to one dimension without ignoring
variation along the other one. In the literature of category learning, only a few studies
consider stimuli varying along integral dimensions and, among these, the great majority uses
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Munsell colors. Munsell colors vary along three psychological dimensions: brightness,
saturation, and hue (Garner, 1974; Shepard & Chang, 1963). Subjects have trouble in
attending exclusively to any of these dimensions. Nevertheless, contrary to what Shepard and
Chang (1963) suggested, this does not necessarily imply that subjects are unable to use
selective attention while dealing with Munsell colors. In particular, Nosofsky (1987) has
shown that selective attention is necessary to account for human performance in several
categorization tasks with Munsell colors.
We have found three studies performed with Munsell colors that are of interest to test
the selective attention along arbitrary axes hypothesis. Each of them contains several
categorization tasks varying in the number of training and transfer stimuli, and in their
structures. In all of them, there is at least one diagonal task, i.e. a task where stimuli of
opposing categories are separated by a line oblique to all psychological dimensions. We
expect selective attention along arbitrary axes to be particularly evident for diagonal tasks. In
Figure 3.1, we present examples of both of these types of tasks. In the upper-panel, we can
see how attention to the first psychological dimension improves separation between stimuli of
opposite categories in a dimensional task. In the lower-panel, we see that attention to either of
the two psychological dimensions does not improve the separation between exemplars of
opposite categories in a diagonal task. In other words, performance in a diagonal task does
not benefit from attention to the pre-existing psychological dimensions.

Nosofsky (1987)
Nosofsky (1987, Experiment 2) had subjects perform one of six different categorization tasks.
The same 12 Munsell colors (see Figure 3.2) were used for all tasks. These colors varied
along the saturation and brightness dimensions and had a constant red hue (5R). Three of the
tasks (brightness, saturation (A), and saturation (B)) are dimensional tasks. These were
designed especially to test the selective attention hypothesis. The remaining tasks are either
non-linearly separable (criss-cross and diagonal) or linearly-separable with a diagonal line
(pink-brown). The pink-brown task is the most interesting with respect to the selective
attention along arbitrary axes hypothesis. If the hypothesis holds, we expect to find
supporting evidence from this task.
Each task consisted of a single session divided into a training phase followed by a
transfer phase. During the training phase, only the training stimuli were presented, whereas in
the transfer phase, both transfer and training stimuli were presented. Data was collapsed
across subjects’ performance in the transfer phase.
In our analysis we used the same psychological space, distance metric (Euclidean),
and similarity decay function (exponential) as Nosofsky (1987). The summary fits of the
GCM and the GCM(θ) are presented in Table 3.1 (see the Appendix for the best-fitting
parameter values). Both models present essentially identical fits for the tasks diagonal and
saturation (A). However, the GCM(θ) provides statistically significant better fits (p < .01) in
the remaining tasks, χ2(1) = 7.0, 7.6, 16.8, and 17.3 in the criss-cross, pink-brown, saturation
(B), and brightness tasks, respectively. As expected, the selective attention along arbitrary
axes hypothesis holds for the pink-brown task. Unexpectedly, it also holds for two of the
dimensional tasks considered. This finding is particularly interesting, as selective attention
along the psychological dimensions would also be expected to provide optimal performance.
Why would subjects attend to an axis distinct from the relevant psychological
dimension in these tasks? Melara, Marks, and Potts (1993) have proposed that the perception
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of Munsell colors under non-speeded conditions may have no preferential set of axes. The
results we obtained for tasks saturation (B) and brightness corroborate this conclusion.
Although not expected, this finding agrees with the selective attention along arbitrary axes
hypothesis. The saturation (B) and brightness tasks are unquestionably dimensional tasks, as
a line perpendicular to one of the psychological dimensions separates members of opposite
categories. However, these tasks allow oblique category boundaries (see Figure 3.2).
Attending to an axis perpendicular to any of these category boundaries is still beneficial for
category performance.

(Nosofsky, 1987)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the category structures in the data sets analyzed. Stimuli of
category 1 (or A) are represented by empty circles, stimuli of category 2 (or B) by filled circles, and
transfer stimuli by solid small squares.

Nosofsky (1988a)
In a study of the role of the frequency of presentation in category learning, Nosofsky (1988a)
employed the same pink-brown category structure used in Nosofsky (1987). He conducted
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two distinct experiments, each consisting of three different conditions. In condition B, the
baseline condition, all stimuli were presented with the same frequency. In the remaining two
conditions, one stimulus was presented more frequently than the remaining ones. All
conditions were carried out in a single session.
Nosofsky (1988a) has shown that the GCM, as we have defined it, performs
considerably worse in predicting performance in the non-baseline conditions than a
frequency-sensitive version of the model. Because we are interested in all conditions,
independently of the manipulation of the frequency of presentation, we use a frequencysensitive version of the GCM and the GCM(θ) to fit the non-baseline conditions. This version
is defined in exactly the same way as above, with the exception of similarity, defined in
Equation 2, which is now weighted by the relative frequency of presentation (Nj):

sij = N j e

− c .d ij p

.

(5)

We fitted the GCM, the GCM(θ), and the frequency sensitive counterparts to the data
using the same psychological representation as Nosofsky (1988a). The summary fits of the
GCM and the GCM(θ) to all conditions are presented in Table 3.1 (see the Appendix for the
best-fitting parameter values). The GCM(θ) provides statistically significant better fits (p <
.0001) in all conditions of experiment 1: χ2(1) = 26.9, 30.3, and 38.5, in conditions B, E2, and
E7, respectively, and in two conditions of experiment 2: χ2(1) = 52.0 and 16.1, in conditions
B and E6(3), respectively. In condition E6(5) of experiment 2, the GCM(θ) provides a
marginally statistically significant better fit (χ2(1) = 7.6, p<.01). These findings are
particularly interesting. In all six independent replications of the pink-brown categorization
task, with and without frequency of presentation manipulation, the attention along arbitrary
axes hypothesis was corroborated.

McKinley and Nosofsky (1996)
McKinley and Nosofsky (1996, Experiment 1) conducted four different categorization tasks
(see Figure 3.2). Stimuli were Munsell colors varying along the psychological dimensions of
saturation and brightness with a constant purple-blue hue (10PB). Two dimensional tasks
(brightness and saturation) and two diagonal tasks (diagonal (A) and diagonal (B)) were used.
Subjects completed a single learning session. Data was collapsed across subjects’ responses
for the last presentations of each stimulus.
We fitted the GCM and the GCM(θ) to the data assuming the same psychological
space (Munsell solution), distance metric (Euclidean) and similarity decay function
(exponential) used by McKinley and Nosofsky (1996). The summary fits are presented in
Table 3.1 (see the Appendix for the best-fitting parameter values). The GCM(θ) provided
statistically significant better fits (p < .001) for all tasks except the saturation task, χ2(1) =
12.8, 25.2, and 75.2, in the brightness, diagonal(A), and diagonal(B) tasks, respectively. As
expected, selective attention along arbitrary axes was found in the diagonal (A) and diagonal
(B) tasks. As it was the case for tasks saturation (B) and brightness in Nosofsky (1987), we
found evidence in favor of the selective attention along arbitrary axes for a dimensional task
in here.
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Table 3.1: Summary fits of the Generalized Context Model and Extended Generalized Context Model
to three different data sets.

Souce
(Nosofsky, 1987)

Task
Criss-cross
Diagonal
Pink-brown
Brightness
Saturation (A)
Saturation (B)

GCM
ln L
% Var
-45.34
99.1
-96.83
94.6
-53.11
99.3
-57.67
99.7
-41.63
98.3
-58.10
98.7

(Nosofsky, 1988a)

Experiment 1
Condition B
Condition E2
Condition E7

-50.34
-61.35
-74.62

98.1
98.1
97.7

-36.91***
-46.22***
-55.38***

99.3
99.1
99.4

Experiment 2
Condition B
Condition E6(3)
Condition E6(5)

-64.77
-52.78
-62.18

97.4
97.9
98.4

-38.77***
-44.71***
-58.40*

99.0
99.1
98.9

-137.41
-189.43
-131.66
-63.58

84.6
93.7
97.5
99.5

-124.79***
-151.84***
-130.07
-57.20**

86.9
94.9
97.5
99.7

(McKinley & Nosofsky,
1996)

Diagonal (A)
Diagonal (B)
Saturation
Brightness

GCM(θ)
ln L
-41.86*
-95.19
-49.32*
-49.00***
-41.58
-49.69***

% Var
99.5
94.5
99.5
99.9
98.4
99.2

Note. Higher values of ln L reflect a better fit of the model. ln L = log-likelihood; % Var = percentage
of variance accounted for; GCM = Generalized Context Model; GCM(θ) = Extended Generalized
Context Model. Asterisks denote cases in which the extended version of the model provides
significant better fits than the non-extended version (* p = .01, ** p = .001, *** p = .0001).

Selective attention along arbitrary axes: An optimization principle
In the previous section, we have shown that the selective attention along arbitrary axes
hypothesis held for some of the categorization tasks considered. However, we did not discard
the hypothesis that the addition of the θ parameter to the GCM might simply provide more
flexibility to the model, making it easier to adequately fit human performance. This would
arguably be the case if the best-fitting values obtained for the θ parameter were not
meaningful. As an example, suppose the case of task pink-brown in Nosofsky (1987). By
simple inspection (see Figure 3.2), we would expect subjects to attend to an axis forming an
angle of approximately 45° with the saturation dimension. Suppose that the best fitting value
for θ was 135°, i.e. precisely the orthogonal axis. Although the GCM(θ) could have provided
a better approximation to the data, one would doubt about the psychological meaning of the θ
value. In this section, we show that there is no evidence to contradict the psychological
plausibility of the θ parameter for any of the three data sets considered.
Nosofsky (1986) postulated that subjects attend to psychological dimensions to
optimize performance. Here, we test this optimization principle in the case of arbitrary axes.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the case of linearly separable categorization
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tasks, i.e., tasks in which stimuli of opposite categories can be separated by a straight line.
Because all tasks analyzed in this article are two-dimensional, we also confine our analysis to
the two-dimensional case. The optimization principle is defined here in terms of the notions
of optimal axis and attended axis.

Optimal axis. An optimal axis is any axis perpendicular to a line separating stimuli of
opposite categories in the psychological space. If the space is stretched along such an axis
and shrunken along the orthogonal one, stimuli of opposite categories grow further apart and
stimuli in the same category become closer together, increasing the probability of correct
response. We denote an optimal axis by the angle it forms with the first dimension of the
psychological space. This angle is expressed in degrees and constrained to the range [0°,
180°). As an example, let us consider the brightness task in Nosofsky (1987). This task is
linearly separable: a line perpendicular to the second dimension (the brightness dimension)
separates stimuli of opposite categories (see Figure 3.2). According to our definition, the
brightness dimension is, therefore, an optimal axis. However, this is not the only optimal axis
for this categorization task. As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, lines forming a small positive or a
small negative angle with the first dimension also separate stimuli of opposite categories.
Consequently, axes with an angle around 90° are also optimal axes. This example shows that
any categorization task may have a whole range of optimal axes. We denote this range by the
corresponding range of angles. This range can be easily determined from the maximal and
minimal angles of the lines separating stimuli of opposite categories and rotating these by
90°. We say that selective attention is applied in an optimal way if the space is stretched
along an axis within the range of optimal axes.
Attended axis. Whereas optimal axes can be determined in terms of the category structure and
the location of the stimuli in the psychological space, we have to rely on the GCM(θ) to
estimate the attended axes. At first, one might think of using the best fitting value of the θ
parameter to calculate the angle of the attended axis. This estimation is certainly correct, but
the model might provide identical fits by attending to axes distinct from the best-fitting one.
To determine all the axes for which the fit does not differ from the best fit in a statistically
significant way, we vary the value of θ between 0° and 175°, in steps of 5°. For every value,
we find the best-fit of the GCM(θ) with the θ parameter kept fixed, and compare it with the
fit of the unconstrained GCM(θ), using a likelihood-ratio test with p = .01. If no statistically
significant difference in fit is found, the axis corresponding to the fixed θ value belongs to the
set of (potentially) attended axes. The result from this procedure is a set of attended axes for
which the GCM(θ) provides fits identical to the best fit.
We say that the optimization principle is rejected if none of the attended axes is within the
range of optimal axes. We will now show that the optimization principle is not rejected for
any of the tasks in which evidence was found for selective attention along arbitrary
dimensions.
We start by considering all the diagonal tasks analyzed in the present article. In Figure
3.3, we present the optimal axes and attended axes for each of these tasks. With the exception
of task diagonal (A) (McKinley & Nosofsky, 1996), we see that the optimization principle is
not rejected for any of the diagonal tasks. Although it is not visible in Figure 3.3, the
principle is also not rejected for task diagonal (A). This is, however, only possible to establish
by increasing the precision with which the attended axes are calculated beyond 5°. By doing
this, we find that the axis with angle 52° also belongs to the set of attended axes. Because the
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range of optimal axes is [36.87°, 53.13°], the range of optimal axes does intersect the set of
attended axes and the optimization principle is not rejected for this task.
Diagonal Tasks
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Dimensional Tasks
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Figure 3.3: Angles formed by the optimal axes and attended axes for each of the categorization tasks
of interest, measured in degrees. Angles of optimal axes are represented in gray, whereas the angles of
the attended axes are represented in black.

In the present study, we also considered dimensional tasks. Interestingly, we found evidence
for selective attention along arbitrary axes for some of these tasks. This was the case for tasks
saturation (B) and brightness in Nosofsky (1987), and task brightness in McKinley and
Nosofsky (1996). We performed the same analysis presented above for these tasks. As it can
be seen in Figure 3.3, the range of optimal axes always intersects the set of attended axes. In
other words, the optimization principle is not rejected for any of these dimensional tasks.
The optimization principle is not refuted for any of the categorization tasks considered
here. We, therefore, conclude that the θ parameter is psychologically meaningful, in the sense
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that it does not assume implausible values. The extra flexibility of the extended model allows
it to achieve better fits, but it does so in a psychologically meaningful fashion.

Discussion
Previous evidence suggests that the way we perceive is, to some degree, the result of our past
experiences (Burns & Shepp, 1988; Foard & Kemler, 1984; Kemler & Smith, 1978; Melcher
& Schooler, 1996; Shepp et al., 1980; Smith, 1989a, 1989b; Smith & Evans, 1989; Smith et
al., 1997; Smith & Kemler, 1978). Recent studies (Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone et al., 2001;
Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Kersten et al., 1998; Schyns et al., 1998; Schyns & Murphy,
1994; Schyns & Rodet, 1997) have shown that changes to perception can take place at a
rather fast pace, being noticeable even after a single experimental session, lasting no longer
than 1 hour. Usually, these changes are confined to small variations in the way similarity
between stimuli varies from before to after an experimental task. However, larger changes
can take place within the same temporal window. Goldstone and Steyvers (2001), have
shown that new psychological dimensions result from category learning. Here, we have
presented some new evidence pointing to the same conclusion. Relying on previously
published data sets, we have shown that the emergence of new psychological dimensions as a
function of category structure, which we named the selective attention along arbitrary
dimensions hypothesis, is not confined to one especially designed experimental condition. In
fact, we found it for all linearly separable categorization tasks considered whose category
boundary is diagonal to the a priori psychological dimensions.
Psychological dimensions are, by definition, those properties of objects to which
subjects, consciously or unconsciously, can attend. Examples are the length of a line, the
width of a rectangle, the diameter of a circle, the area of a cube, or the happiness of a face. In
most occasions, we can get along well with the psychological dimensions we already possess.
In some cases though, our categorization system constructs new properties that can simplify
the solution of an apparently impossible problem. Which cases are these? Goldstone and
Steyvers (2001) argued that new psychological dimensions are built when variation in the
stimuli that is relevant for the task at hand cannot be explained in terms of already existing
psychological dimensions. They performed two identical experiments, one involving stimuli
varying along integral dimensions (Experiment 2A) and one involving the same kind of
stimuli but varying along separable dimensions (Experiment 2B). They found evidence for
the emergence of new psychological dimensions in the former case and no evidence in the
second case. There seems to be a greater probability that new dimensions are formed when
stimuli vary along integral rather than separable dimensions. Our results point in the same
direction. The selective attention along arbitrary axes was present throughout the three data
sets we considered, all of them involving stimuli varying along integral dimensions. Although
not reported here, we also analyzed two data sets on separable dimensions, each of them
containing diagonal tasks, i.e. tasks in which we might expect new psychological dimensions
to emerge. In one of these (Nosofsky, 1989), no evidence was found for selective attention
along arbitrary axes. In the other one (Nosofsky, 1986), we did find one case where the
selective attention along arbitrary axes was corroborated. The two studies differ in two major
aspects. The former was conducted in a single session and data was aggregated between
subjects. In the latter, subjects were submitted to extensive training and data was aggregated
within subjects. Although the evidence so far is rather scarce, we believe these findings
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suggest that extensive training might foster the creation of new psychological dimensions
even if stimuli vary along separable dimensions.
Current models of category learning commonly assume a fixed set of psychological
dimensions along which stimuli are defined. Attention is constrained to take place
exclusively along these dimensions. The evidence we have presented here suggests that new
psychological dimensions might be formed even during the course of a single session of a
categorization task. Future modeling work might help us understand how and why new
psychological dimensions emerge.

Appendix
Table 3.2: Best-fitting parameter values for the Generalized Context Model and Extended Generalized
Context Model.

Souce
(Nosofsky, 1987)

Task
Criss-cross
Diagonal
Pink-brown
Brightness
Saturation (A)
Saturation (B)

(Nosofsky, 1988a)

Experiment 1
Condition B
Condition E2
Condition E7
Experiment 2
Condition B
Condition E6(3)
Condition E6(5)

(McKinley & Nosofsky,
1996)

Diagonal (A)
Diagonal (B)
Saturation
Brightness
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c
1.563
1.791
1.326
1.370
1.249
1.191
1.915
1.646
.997
1.024
1.172
1.451

Parameters
w
b
.267
.451
.824
.449
.170
.478
.840
.477
.510
.564
.633
.566
.196
.456
.995
.456
.774
.556
.758
.558
.690
.514
.706
.535

1.167
1.026
1.259
1.091
1.282
1.170

.722
.901
.676
.894
.627
.897

.610
.609
.611
.603
.611
.603

28.24
38.28
30.74

1.322
1.083
1.222
1.151
1.454
1.409

.722
1.000
.688
.762
.585
.638

.604
.574
.611
.616
.646
.652

34.35
24.09
30.88

2.657
2.306
3.435
3.509
2.577
2.749
3.895
4.494

.181
.750
.352
.685
.954
.933
.090
.892

.548
.561
.476
.516
.581
.581
.610
.595

65.58
40.46
3.47
78.89

θ
95.79
82.95
42.71
78.70
2.91
138.46

4. Selective Attention in the Generalized Context Model: A Neural
Mechanism1
Selective attention during category learning is the ability to attend differentially to the various
stimulus dimensions. The Generalized Context Model by Nosofsky (1986) is a well-validated
model of categorization that incorporates this fundamental process. Here we study how
selective attention can emerge in a neural network with a conventional learning rule. We use
the Consequential Region Model proposed by Shanks and Gluck (1994) and demonstrate the
hitherto unnoticed fact that it too exhibits selective attention. This is all the more surprising
because model lacks explicit representation of stimulus dimensions and similarity.
Nonetheless, both the Generalized Context Model and the Consequential Region Model can
predict response probabilities to category decisions equally well, independently of whether
selective attention is invoked or not. We analyze in some detail how selective attention
emerges from the dynamics of the Consequential Region Model, which does not have this
feature built-in.

The Generalized Context Model (GCM), introduced by Nosofsky (1986), is a successful
psychological model of human category learning. It assumes that subjects store individual
stimuli along with their respective categories. Whenever a new stimulus is presented, a
category decision is made about how similar it is to stimuli belonging to the given categories.
As learning progresses, the model assumes further that the better a stimulus is learned, the
more discernible it becomes from the remaining stored stimuli. An additional process is
selective attention, the ability to attend differently to certain stimulus dimensions and
disregard others. In other words, if a subject notices that a given property (dimension) of a
stimulus is more relevant to distinguish between members of different categories, he will
devote relatively more attention to this property.
Shanks and Gluck (1994) showed how an adaptive network model, named the
Consequential Region Model (CRM), approximated the performance of the GCM in tasks for
which selective attention was not evident. In their model, the storage of exemplars and the
comparison of the to-be-classified stimulus with all the stimuli previously experienced were
not explicitly encoded. Instead, they were an emergent property of the interaction between
the representation scheme and the learning mechanism. Shanks and Gluck (1994) left
unaddressed the process of selective attention, which has been acknowledged by many
researchers as a fundamental process within categorization (e.g. Maddox 2001, 2002;
Maddox, Ashby, & Waldron, 2002; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987, 1989). In this article we
investigate how such a process may emerge from the interaction between neural-like
processes and a neural-like representation. More specifically, we will demonstrate how the
model by Shanks and Gluck (1994) already possesses this property.
After presenting the Generalized Context Model and the Consequential Region
Model, we will introduce the data set used and compare the fits provided by both models.
Then, we will show that selective attention takes place within the Consequential Region
Model. Furthermore, we will show that it only takes place when it is relevant within the
Generalized Context Model. Finally, we will investigate how selective attention takes place
within the Consequential Region Model by describing its behavior in terms of the
mathematical constructs used to formalize the Generalized Context Model.
1

This chapter is based on a draft of a paper with Jaap Murre as co-author (Rodrigues, & Murre, in preparation).
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The Generalized Context Model
The Generalized Context Model was introduced by Nosofsky (1986) as a generalization of
the context model by Medin and Schaffer (1978) for tasks in which stimuli vary along
continuous dimensions. The model assumes that the same principles of stimulus
generalization that underlie subjects’ behavior in identification tasks are also active in
categorization tasks. Identification tasks differ from categorization tasks by having a unique
label associated to each stimulus. Subjects are assumed to keep in memory all the previously
learned stimuli. The influence of a stored stimuli on the response produced to another
stimulus is proportional to the similarity between the two. These principles suffice to explain
subjects’ performance in identification tasks and in some categorization tasks, but they fall
short with categorization tasks in which subjects seem to be attending more to one dimension
than to the others. For example, while classifying rectangles such that “tall” rectangles are
associated with one category and “short” rectangles with another one, subjects may ignore the
length dimension and attend primarily to the height dimension. To cope with these tasks, a
process of selective attention that changes the similarities between stimuli is assumed to take
place. In this, width would be ignored and it would not have an effect on inter-stimulus
similarity.
In the GCM, stimuli are represented as points in a multi-dimensional psychological
space. This space is derived through the adjustment of a multidimensional scaling (MDS)
choice model to observed data on an identification task that involves the same stimuli used in
the categorization task (Nosofsky, 1986). The best fitting MDS-choice model gives the
number of dimensions of the psychological space, along with its metric, the location of each
stimulus, and the function that relates distance to similarity.
Selective attention is implemented in the GCM by allowing the dimensions of the
psychological space to be scaled differently. This is realized by assuming an augmented
version of the Minkowsky r-metric:
r
N
d ij = c ∑ wk xik − x jk 

 k =1

1/ r

(1)

where 0 ≤ c < ∞, 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1, ∑ wk = 1 and r ≥ 1. dij is the distance between stimulus Si and
stimulus Sj. The parameter c is a scale parameter that is assumed to increase as subjects gain
experience with the stimuli. The wk parameters are called the attention weight parameters.
These allow for the dimensions to be scaled differently. N is the number of dimensions in the
psychological space and xik denotes the coordinate of stimulus Si on dimension k. Distances
between stimuli in the psychological space are converted to similarities by the following
function:

η ij = e

− d ij p

(2)

where p is usually taken as 1 or 2, leading to an exponential or Gaussian decay, respectively.
Finally, the probability of classifying a stimulus in a category is calculated in terms of the
similarity between the stimulus in question and all the learned stimuli:
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∑η

bJ
P(C J | Si ) =

ij

S j ∈C J

(3)
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where 0 ≤ bK ≤ 1, ∑ bK = 1. Upper-case letters are used to index categories and lower-case
letters are used to index individual stimuli. The parameter bJ represents a bias for a category
CJ response. The higher this value, the more the influence of stimuli belonging to category CJ
on the predicted posterior conditional probabilities.
The GCM has three groups of parameters, each of those implementing a different
mechanism that acts upon the representation derived from the MDS-choice model, as stated
above. One of those mechanisms is implemented by the scale parameter present in Equation
1. This parameter establishes the decay rate of the similarity function with distance: the
higher this value, the more abrupt the drop in similarity between stimuli with distance. Note
that the posterior conditional probabilities for a given stimulus Si take into account the
similarity between this stimulus and all the stored stimuli. By increasing the value of the scale
parameter, stimuli more distant from Si, will have a negligible effect on the probability value.
Concluding, the scale parameter makes it possible for the predicted posterior conditional
probabilities to be computed in more global or local terms.
A second mechanism present within the GCM is the mechanism of selective attention,
which is implemented by the attention weight parameters wk in Equation 1. Allowing
dimensions to be weighted differently is equivalent to allow for the similarity function to
extend differently along each dimension: a smaller spread on the dimensions whose attention
weight parameter is increased and a higher spread on the dimensions whose attention weight
parameter is decreased. In other words, the selective attention mechanism allows the GCM to
change the shape of the contours of equal similarity within the psychological space. Stimuli
with the same similarity to a given stimulus S are not constrained to be all at the same
distance from S (see Figure 4.1).

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

0

Dimension 1

Figure 4.1: Contours of equal similarity to a stimulus located in the center of the space. Similarity is
computed from Euclidean distance by an exponential decaying function with decay value 2. On the
left, attention weight parameters are equal for both dimensions (w1 = w2 = .5). On the right, attention
weight parameter for dimension 1 is greater than attention weight parameter for dimension 2 (w1 = .9
and w2 = .1).
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A third and final mechanism present within the GCM is the one implemented through
the category biases present in Equation 3. The possibility of having a different bias per
category allows for stimuli to influence the posterior conditional probabilities, not only in
terms of similarity, but also in terms of their category membership. As an example, suppose
that within a categorization task stimuli are to be classified into one of two categories, C1 and
C2. If a non-learned stimulus was equally similar to stimuli belonging to C1 and to stimuli
belonging to C2, then, if no biases were allowed (or if both biases were constrained to be
equal), the stimulus would be equally likely to be classified as a member of C1 or C2. If,
instead, the bias value of C1 were higher than the one of C2, the same stimulus would then be
more likely classified as a member of C1.

The Consequential Region Model
To investigate the underlying mechanism of category learning, Shanks and Gluck (1994)
proposed the Consequential Region Model (CRM). The CRM is, essentially, a two-layer
feedforward neural network. A distinguishing feature is the nature of the representation of the
stimuli at the input layer, which is based on the analysis performed by Shepard (1987) on the
shape of stimulus generalization gradients. Shepard (1987) argues that, across perceptual
dimensions, modalities, and individuals, generalization from previous experienced stimuli is
uniquely defined in terms of distances. Distances are not computed within a physical space
but, instead, within a psychological space. Shepard argues that different species, and even
different individuals, might have developed different psychophysical maps. Therefore, a
unique generalization-distance relationship can only be obtained by considering the location
of stimuli within a psychological space. Shepard proposed the use of nonmetric
multidimensional scaling algorithms (Kruskal, 1964) on generalization data to derive
psychological spaces. By applying this procedure to different types of data, he found that
generalization would invariantly decay approximately exponentially with distance. Why
would this relationship between generalization and distance hold? Shepard (1987) assumed
that, in the psychological space, different regions exist within which all stimuli share the
same consequence. These regions, named consequential regions, vary in size, location and
shape. Whenever a stimulus S0 is found to be “consequential”, the subject learns that S0 lies
within a given consequential region. However, he does not know the precise location, extent
or shape of this region. To know whether to give the same response associated with S0 for a
different stimulus S1, he has to compute the likelihood of S0 and S1 lying within the same
consequential region. Shepard showed that, under a reasonable set of assumptions, the
probability of a consequential region that contains S0 also containing S1 was approximately an
exponential decay function of the distance between the two stimuli.
Shanks and Gluck adopted the idea of consequential regions. They assumed that each
unit at the input layer of the CRM stands for a consequential region with a given size and
location within the psychological space. Given the presentation of a stimulus, an input unit
becomes active (1) if the stimulus lies within the respective consequential region, and
inactive (0) otherwise. Once the activation of the input layer has been set, the activation of
the output units is given by
o J = ∑ a k wkJ
k
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where ak is the activation of input unit k, oJ is the activation of output unit J, and wkJ is the
weight of the connection from input unit k to output unit J. Each output unit stands for a
category. The response of the network to a given stimulus presentation is a vector of posterior
conditional probabilities, one per category.
P(C J | S i ) =

θ J oJ
∑θ K o K

(5)

K

where θJ is a response bias for category J. To avoid probabilities greater than one, the oJ’s are
constrained to be non-negative.
Learning takes place by adjustment of the weights of the connections using the ‘Delta
Rule’ (Widrow & Hoff, 1960), a learning rule that has previously been used in the configuralcue model (Gluck & Bower, 1988), which is a model of categorization learning constrained
to binary dimensions. Initially, all weights are assumed to have the value zero. At each
learning trial, a stimulus is presented, which results in the activation of the input layer and
subsequent propagation of activation to the output layer. The weights of the connections
ending at the target output unit (the one representing the category to which the stimulus
belongs to) are adjusted according to the following equation:
∆wkJ = a k (1 − o J ) β +

(6)

where ∆wkj is the change in the weight of the connection from input unit k to output unit J
and β+ is a learning rate parameter. The remaining weights are adjusted in the following way:
∆wkJ = a k (0 − o J ) β −

(7)

where β- is a extinction rate parameter.
The model, as presented here, has several free parameters: two learning rates (β+ and
β-) and one bias value per category. Beyond the parameters just mentioned, there are
additional parameters related to the consequential region representation, such as the
distribution of the consequential regions through the input space, the size of the smallest and
biggest consequential regions, and the probability density function of the sizes of the
consequential regions. In order to reduce the number of parameters to a minimum, we assume
β+ = β-, set each of the biases parameters to one and use the same consequential region
representation for all the categorization tasks here reported. The only free parameter that
remains is the learning rate.
Shanks and Gluck used the CRM on identification and categorization tasks involving
integral-dimension and separable-dimension stimuli. Integral dimensions are those that
cannot be easily distinguished (e.g. brightness and saturation), whereas separable dimensions
are those that can easily be distinguished (e.g. height and width). The model did well in
comparison with the MDS-choice model in identification tasks, and with the GCM in
categorization tasks. Due to the closeness in fit between the CRM and the GCM, Shanks and
Gluck argued that the CRM was able to produce behavior akin to that predicted by the GCM,
but without computing distances between stimuli or assuming an exponential decay in
similarity with distance in the psychological space.
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Shanks and Gluck confined their analysis to tasks in which selective attention was not
evident. They proposed that letting the consequential regions shrink along relevant
dimensions might allow the model to perform properly for tasks in which selective attention
is evident. A criticism to this solution is the fact that the model would explicitly be given the
concept of dimension, whereas that is not the case in the original formulation. More
interesting would be to have selective attention take place without any changes to the model.
Selective attention could result from attending differently to different cues (consequential
regions), some of them covering larger areas and others covering smaller ones. We explore
this idea in the following sections.

Assessing selective attention in the CRM
The data set
In order to assess whether the CRM is able to cope with tasks in which selective attention is
evident, we decided to use the data by Nosofsky (1987, Experiment 2), which was also used
by Shanks and Gluck (1994). Nosofsky used 12 different Munsell color patches, with
constant red hue (5R) and variable saturation and brightness, to build up six different
categorization tasks. In each of the tasks, stimuli were assigned to categories (category 1 or
category 2), as illustrated in Figure 4.2. For tasks saturation(A), saturation(B), and brightness,
one of the dimensions is clearly more relevant than the other. For the remaining tasks, crisscross, diagonal, and pink-brown, both dimensions are, apparently, equally relevant.
On each trial, a stimulus was presented to the subject, his response collected and, if
the stimulus had a category assigned to it (training stimulus), the subject was given the
correct answer. Subjects were presented with two blocks of 120 trials, with the exception of
task saturation(A), in which the first block consisted of 30 trials and the second one of 90
trials. On each block, the order of presentation of the stimuli was random. 24, 40, 24, 49, 40
and 38 subjects were assigned to the saturation(A), saturation(B), criss-cross, brightness,
pink-brown and diagonal tasks, respectively. The data collected were the average relative
frequencies of a category 1 response for each of the stimuli during the second block of
training.
Selective attention in the data set
Selective attention is not a property of a data set itself, but instead a process assumed within
the GCM. The process is coded in terms of the attention weight parameters. Whenever the
fits provided by the GCM under the hypothesis of no selective attention (i.e., all attention
weight parameters fixed at .5) are considerably worse than the ones obtained under the
hypothesis of selective attention (i.e., attention weight parameters are free to vary), it is said
that the task at hand is one for which selective attention is evident. From here onwards we
shall use the term ‘restricted GCM’ to refer to the GCM under the hypothesis of no selective
attention and ‘full GCM’ to refer to the GCM under the selective attention hypothesis. In
spite of the formulation of selective attention just presented, the concept is not uniquely
defined as it depends on the representation assumed. Selective attention might be evident
while assuming a certain representation and not when assuming another. Therefore, one has
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to fix the number of dimensions of the psychological space, along with the location of the
stimuli in it, before assessing for which tasks selective attention is evident.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the six categorization tasks. (Circles = Category 1 stimuli;
Triangles = Category 2 stimuli; remaining stimuli are transfer stimuli).

Nosofsky (1987) used the representation of the stimuli derived from the MDS-choice model,
which was fitted to data from an identification task performed with the same stimulus set. For
reasons that we shall elaborate later, we decided to use the classic Munsell solution instead
(see Figure 4.3), with the saturation dimension scaled by a factor of ½. To assess for which
tasks selective attention is relevant, we used the same procedure employed by Nosofsky,
namely likelihood ratio tests, which use the log-likelihood of the data given the maximumlikelihood parameters of the model. Let L and L* be the likelihood of the data set, given the
maximum-likelihood parameter values of the full GCM and restricted GCM, respectively.
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Assuming the restricted GCM is correct, given a large sample size, χ2 = 2 (ln L – ln L*) has
approximately a chi-square distribution with as many degrees of freedom as the number of
parameters fixed to obtain the restricted GCM from the full GCM. Given that the
representation considered is defined in a two-dimensional space, there are two attention
weight parameters, w1 and w2, but, as the sum of all attention weights is constrained to be
one, only one weight parameter varies freely.
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Figure 4.3: Locations of the 12 Munsell stimuli as given by the classic Munsell solution.

We fitted both versions of the GCM to the observed relative frequencies of training stimuli,
assuming the classic Munsell solution with the saturation dimension scaled by a factor of ½.
The best parameter values and corresponding fits are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Maximum likelihood parameters and fits of the Generalized Context Model for observed
frequencies of training stimuli.
Task
Saturation (A)

c
1.53
1.62

w1
.65
.50

b1
.51
.52

SSE
.002
.003

% Var
99.89
99.80

ln L
-18.6
-20.3

Saturation (B)

1.99
2.01

.53
.50

.52
.52

.012
.011

99.26
99.25

-48.1
-48.2

Criss-cross

3.06
2.24

.87
.50

.44
.45

.013
.019

99.12
98.71

-32.8
-42.0

Brightness

2.80
2.98

.23
.50

.45
.45

.001
.001

99.97
99.95

-23.4
-29.3

Pink-brown

2.08
2.04

.34
.50

.56
.56

.021
.026

98.78
98.49

-66.9
-77.4

Diagonal

1.81
1.72

.30
.50

.48
.49

.038
.042

95.64
95.21

-73.2
-79.0

Note. c = sensitivity parameter; w1 = attention weight of dimension 1 (saturation); b1 = bias for
making category 1 response; SSE = sum of squared errors between observed and predicted
probabilities; % Var = percentage of variance accounted for; ln L = log-likelihood.
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With the exception of the tasks saturation(A) and saturation(B), constraining w1 to .5 is
statistically significant (p < .001), χ2(1) = 11.6, 11.9, 18.4, 20.9 in the diagonal, brightness,
criss-cross and pink-brown tasks, respectively. In other words, selective attention is not
evident for the tasks saturation(A) and saturation(B), and evident for the remaining ones.
Details on fitting the CRM to the data set
Before applying the CRM to any of the categorization tasks one has to decide which
representation to use, i.e. the location of the stimuli in the input space and the distribution,
shape, and sizes of the consequential regions. In contrast to Shanks and Gluck (1994), who
adopted the same representation employed by Nosofsky (1987), we decided to use the classic
Munsell solution, with the saturation dimension scaled by a factor of ½. There are several
reasons for this decision. First, the psychological space was derived by assuming the MDSchoice model, a model that closely resembles the GCM. As a consequence, the psychological
space derived would be close to optimal for the GCM but not necessarily optimal for the
CRM. Therefore, in case of a disparity in goodness of fit, this might be partially justified in
terms of the representation used. Second, the classic Munsell solution, with the saturation
dimension scaled by a factor of ½, did not differ considerably from the psychological space
derived. Finally, the adoption of the classic Munsell solution allowed us to decrease
considerably the precision used to represent the input space without distorting the solution.
Consequently, we could decrease the simulation times substantially.
Like Shanks and Gluck (1994), we used square consequential regions. The input space
consisted of a 13x13 grid in which the central 5x5 portion contained the Munsell solution.
The consequential regions varied in size between one and five, in steps of one. They were
scattered through the space by having each position in the grid to stand for the lowestleftmost vertex of five different consequential regions, each with a different size. There were
845 (=13x13x5) consequential regions of which only 55 (=12+22+32+42+52) were active upon
the presentation of a stimulus.
The CRM was submitted to exactly the same experimental conditions as the human
subjects. In order to obtain robust results, for each of the tasks, we simulated twenty times as
many subjects as the number of human subjects assigned to the task. On average we had 717
simulated subjects per task. Simulated subjects differed solely in the order of presentation of
the stimuli, which was established randomly. The predictions of the model were computed by
averaging the probabilities collected at every second block trial, across all the simulated
subjects.
Fits of the CRM
Due to the fact that probabilities predicted by the CRM could take on extreme values (0 or 1)
for some of the tasks and across a large range of parameter values, we could not use the
method of maximum likelihood estimation to find the best fitting parameter values. Instead,
we used the least squares estimation method that has also been used by others in similar
situations (e.g. Ashby & Lee, 1991; Maddox, 2002). Though the GCM does not suffer from
the same problem, we decided to use the same method while fitting both models so that we
could compare the fits obtained directly.
While performing a parameter search for both models we only considered the
observed relative frequencies of training stimuli. The reason for this decision is that the CRM
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cannot make use of the relative frequencies of transfer stimuli to set its parameters, because
these are by definition not present during training. The GCM, however, can update its
parameters post hoc to optimize its performance on the transfer stimuli. Furthermore, we can
assess the ability of both models to generate a priori predictions (with no free parameters) for
transfer stimuli. Table 4.2 presents the best fitting parameter values, along with the sum of
squared errors and variance accounted for (R2). The goodness of fit presented is computed
considering all stimuli, training and transfer stimuli. Three models were considered: the full
GCM, the restricted GCM, and the CRM.

Table 4.2: Fits of the GCM and CRM for observed frequencies of training and transfer stimuli.
Task
Saturation (A)

Model
GCM
CRM

Saturation (B)

GCM
CRM

Criss-cross

GCM
CRM

Brightness

GCM
CRM

Pink-brown

GCM
CRM

Diagonal

GCM
CRM

c
1.58
1.69
-

w1
.67
.50
-

b1
.50
.53
-

LR
.032518

SSE
.180
.211
.187

% Var
89.25
87.40
88.87

2.14
2.20
-

.59
.50
-

.53
.53
-

.00249

.043
.056
.042

97.17
96.30
97.19

4.06
2.34
-

.93
.50
-

.42
.46
-

.005565

.362
.138
.177

77.39
91.36
88.95

2.76
2.86
-

.31
.50
-

.46
.46
-

.004125

.031
.143
.061

98.66
93.91
97.38

2.07
2.07
-

.36
.50
-

.56
.57
-

.002105

.021
.026
.038

98.78
98.49
97.79

1.76
1.69
-

.32
.50
-

.49
.49
-

.002156

.038
.042
.040

95.69
95.25
95.51

Note. Parameters presented are least squares parameters for the observed frequencies of training
stimuli only. GCM = Generalized Context Model; c = sensitivity parameter of the GCM; w1 =
attention weight of dimension 1 (saturation) of the GCM; b1 = bias for making category 1 response of
the GCM; CRM = Consequential Region Model; LR = learning rate of the CRM; SSE = sum of
squared errors between observed and predicted probabilities; % Var = percentage of variance
accounted for.

The fits provided by the full GCM and by the CRM are good. Four out of the six tasks have a
R2 above 95.5%. Both models perform comparably well in terms of their ability to make a
priori predictions for transfer stimuli. Among the four categorization tasks containing transfer
stimuli, the fits provided by both models are close except for the criss-cross task. In this task,
the CRM clearly outperforms the full GCM. Note also that for this task, the restricted GCM
outperforms the full GCM. The latter reveals overfitting as it is not able to produce good
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predictions for the transfer stimuli in the case in which its parameters are solely determined in
terms of the training stimuli.
Across most of the tasks, the CRM presents fits closer to the ones of the full GCM
than to the ones of the restricted GCM. This happens independently of whether selective
attention is relevant for the task. One could argue that this is evidence for the ability of the
CRM to show selective attention. Nonetheless, it could be the case that the same performance
could be achieved by some different process. In the next section we analyze whether selective
attention does indeed take place within the CRM.
Does the CRM show selective attention?
As remarked above, selective attention is not a property of a data set itself, but instead a
process assumed within the GCM. Therefore, in order to assess whether the CRM exhibits
selective attention while being exposed to each of the tasks considered, we make use of the
GCM.

Table 4.3: Maximum likelihood parameters and fits of the Generalized Context Model for simulated
relative frequencies of training stimuli.
Task
Saturation (A)

c
1.93
1.99

w1
.57
.50

b1
.53
.53

SSE
.004
.004

% Var
99.79
99.79

ln L
-25.0
-25.1

Saturation (B)

2.15
2.26

.68
.50

.51
.51

.003
.004

99.83
99.78

-29.3
-31.7

Criss-cross

2.94
2.35

.83
.50

.49
.50

.009
.013

99.43
99.15

-34.8
-44.3

Brightness

2.91
3.06

.26
.50

.53
.53

.006
.006

99.76
99.74

-39.1
-44.7

Pink-brown

2.22
2.22

.51
.50

.50
.50

.025
.025

98.63
98.63

-101.3
-101.4

Diagonal

1.79
1.79

.48
.50

.48
.48

.029
.029

96.81
96.82

-98.9
-98.9

Note. c = sensitivity parameter; w1 = attention weight of dimension 1 (saturation); b1 = bias for
making category 1 response; SSE = sum of squared errors between observed and predicted
probabilities; % Var = percentage of variance accounted for; ln L = log-likelihood.

For each of the categorization tasks, we used the probabilities predicted by the CRM for
training stimuli to generate random samples assuming a binomial distribution (as at each trial
a subject decides between one of two categories). The size of the sample generated for each
of the tasks was exactly the same as the size of the human data sample. We fitted the full
GCM and the restricted GCM to the generated data by using maximum-likelihood estimation.
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The best parameter values and the fits obtained are presented in Table 4.3. The differences in
fit between the full GCM and the restricted GCM are not significant for the saturation(A),
pink-brown and diagonal tasks, they are marginally significant for the saturation(B) task,
χ2(1) = 4.9, p < .05, and significant (p < .001), χ2(1) = 11.1, 19.1, in the brightness and crisscross tasks, respectively. We conclude that the CRM shows selective attention for the
brightness and criss-cross tasks.
In Table 4.1, we presented the best fits of both versions of the GCM to the observed
relative frequencies of training stimuli, on the basis of which we concluded that selective
attention was evident for the brightness, criss-cross, pink-brown, and diagonal tasks. By
comparing these results with the ones presented above, we conclude that the GCM and the
CRM agree with respect to the role of selective attention in the saturation(A), saturation(B),
brightness, and criss-cross tasks. In the remaining two tasks, pink-brown and diagonal tasks,
the GCM shows selective attention while the CRM does not. There is a compelling
agreement between both models.
How does selective attention take place in the CRM?
The CRM and the GCM differ in the way they are formalized. The CRM is expressed in
terms of regions in the input space, neural units, neural activity and neural-like learning. The
GCM is expressed in terms of similarity gradients, biased category contributions and
selective attention. In order to better understand how the two are related, in particular how
selective attention is taking place within the CRM, we will describe the behavior of the CRM
in terms of the constructs used to express the GCM.
The first issue we address is the nature of the similarity gradients. In the GCM,
similarity is a monotonically decaying function with distance. In the case of the tasks we
consider here, this function is taken as an exponentially decaying one. Would the same
function relate similarity and distance within the CRM? In the CRM, each input unit
represents a consequential region with a given size and a given location in the input space. A
stimulus is represented by the activation of the input units whose consequential regions
contain the stimulus. A natural way to define similarity between two stimuli within this
model is by considering the number of input units that are simultaneously active in both
representations, in other words, the number of consequential regions that contain both
stimuli. Assuming Euclidean distance, we fitted an exponentially decaying function with two
parameters, a coefficient and a decay parameter, to all pair wise similarities by maximizing
R2. We obtained an R2 of 96.85%, from which we conclude that similarity decays
approximately exponentially with distance within the CRM. Similarity within the CRM
follows closely the similarity within the GCM.
Both models, the GCM and the CRM, compute posterior conditional probabilities in a
similar manner. Let us consider a case in which there are only two categories. In order to
calculate the posterior conditional probability of a stimulus S belonging to category 1, the
GCM considers two sums: the sum of the similarities between S and stimuli of category 1,
and the sum of the similarities between S and stimuli of category 2. The posterior probability
is then the ratio of the first sum by the sum of the two sums, as shown in Equation 3.
Furthermore, each of the sums is weighted by a category bias, which might differ for each
category. In the CRM, the same posterior probability is computed as the ratio between the
activity of output unit 1 and the sum of the activities of all output units (see Equation 5).
Suppose that the activity of an output unit is the sum of the similarities between S and stimuli
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belonging to the category represented by that unit. If this was the case, the GCM and the
CRM would compute posterior probabilities in exactly the same way. We explore this
hypothesis below.
As shown in Equation 4, the activation of an output unit is given by the dot product
between the activation of the input layer and the weights of the connections ending in it. The
weights are initially 0 and are adjusted according to the ‘Delta Rule’ (Equations 6 and 7). On
each learning trial, the weights change in terms of the difference between the target activation
and the activation at the output layer. The only information used to adjust the weights are the
activity at the input layer, which is fully specified by the stimulus presented, and the target
activation, which is given by the category associated to the stimulus. Therefore, the change in
weights within a single trial can be identified as a contribution of the learned stimulus. Let
active connection stand for a connection departing from an input unit with activation 1. On
each learning trial, only the weights of active connections are adjusted. As it can be assessed
in Equations 6 and 7, the amount of change in weight is the same for all active connections
ending at the same output unit. In other words, whenever a stimulus is learned, all the active
connections ending at output unit J will have the same value ∆J added to their weights. Note,
however, that active connections ending at distinct output units might have different changes
in weight. In short, on each learning trial, the learned stimulus contributes with 0 to the
weights of all non-active connections and with ∆J to the weights of all active connections
ending at output unit J. If the same stimulus is learned more than once, it contributes as many
times as the number of trials it was learned to the value of a weight. Let the accumulated
contribution be the sum of all the single trial contributions. The accumulated contribution of a
stimulus will be equal for the weights of all active connections ending at the same output
unit. This is an immediate consequence of the nature of the single trial contributions. After a
number of learning trials, each single weight is the sum of the accumulated contributions of
each of the learned stimuli:
wkJ = c1kJ + ... + c nkJ ,

(8)

where wkJ is the weight of the connection between input unit k and output unit J, cikJ is the
accumulated contribution of stimulus Si to weight wkJ, and n is the number of distinct stimuli
learned.
Let us assume that a stimulus S is presented to the network. As a result, only the input
units whose consequential region contain S become active. The activity of each output unit J
is then computed by performing the dot product of the activity of the input layer by the
weights of connections ending at J, as given by Equation 4. Given that the activity at the
input layer is binary, the dot product reduces to the sum of the weights of the active
connections:
o J = ∑ wkJ ,

(9)

k

where wkJ is the weight of the connection between the k-th active input unit and output unit J.
Given Equation 8, we can re-write this sum of weights as a sum of contributions, where the
contribution of a learned stimulus is the sum of the accumulated contributions to each of the
weights:
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n


o J = ∑ wkJ = ∑ (c1kJ + ... + c nkJ ) = ∑  ∑ cikJ  .
k
k
i =1  k


(10)

According to the conclusion derived above, the accumulated contribution of a
stimulus Si to each of the weights ending in J is either 0 or a value ciJ. As a consequence, the
contribution of Si to the output unit J is a sum of zeros and ciJ’s. Within this sum, there are as
many ciJ’s as the number of connections that are simultaneously active under the presentation
of Si and S. Given the definition of active connection, this is equivalent to say that the number
of ciJ’s is equal to the number of consequential regions that contain both stimuli. Appealing to
the definition of similarity proposed at the beginning of this section, we conclude that the
contribution of a stimulus Si to the activity of an output unit J is the product of ciJ
(contribution coefficient) with the similarity between stimuli Si and S. Consequently, under
the presentation of a stimulus S, the activity of each output unit is given by a sum, with as
many factors as the number of learned stimuli, in which each factor is the product of a
contribution coefficient with the similarity between S and a learned stimulus:
n

o J = ∑ ciJ η iS ,

(11)

i =1

where ηiS is the similarity between stimulus Si and stimulus S.
The posterior conditional probability predicted by the CRM (Equation 5) can now be
re-written as a function of the similarity between the presented stimulus and the training
stimuli:

θ J ∑ clJ η li
P(C J | S i ) =

l



∑
θ K ∑ clK η li 
K 
l


,

(12)

where clJ is the contribution coefficient of training stimulus Sl to the activation of output unit
J and ηli is the similarity between stimuli Si and Sl. The resemblance between this equation
and Equation 3 that gives the posterior conditional probability for the GCM model is evident.
If the contribution coefficient of a training stimulus Sl to the activation of output unit J (clJ)
was one in the case in which stimulus Sl belongs to category J, and zero otherwise, then the
predictions made by the CRM would match the predictions made by the GCM, under the
hypothesis of no selective attention. Nevertheless, as we have shown in previous sections,
this is not the case. We point out two main deviations: (a) training stimuli belonging to a
given category usually have negative contribution coefficients to output units representing
other categories; (b) training stimuli belonging to the same category usually have different
contribution coefficients to the same output units. To illustrate the first of the deviations, let
us assume that we have two stimuli, S1 and S2, which belong to categories 1 and 2,
respectively. A CRM network for this task has two output units, o1 and o2, representing
categories 1 and 2, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we will focus exclusively on the
contribution coefficients of both stimuli to o1. Let us assume that the first stimulus learned by
the network is stimulus S1. Given that the weights are initially 0, the difference between
target activation and output activation for o1 is positive. Consequently, a positive value c1 is
added to the weights of all active connections ending at o1. The weights of non-active
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connections ending at o1 remain with 0. According to the definition of contribution
coefficient, after the first learning trial, the contribution coefficient of stimulus S1 to o1 is c1
while the contribution coefficient of stimulus S2 to the same output unit is 0. Suppose that the
network is now presented with stimulus S2. Let us further assume that there are n
consequential regions that contain both S1 and S2. As a result, the representations of S1 and S2
share n active input units. Therefore, when S2 is presented, the activation of o1 becomes c1 x
n. Given that the target activation for o1 is 0 and given that c1 x n is positive, the difference
between the target activation and the output activation is negative. Consequently, the weights
of the current active connections ending at o1 are adjusted by adding a negative value c2.
Hence, after two learning trials, the contribution coefficient of S1 to o1 is a positive value c1
while the contribution coefficient of S2 to the same output unit is a negative value c2. Here we
have a small illustration of how a stimulus belonging to a given category can develop
negative contribution coefficients to output units representing other categories.
Training stimuli belonging to the same category can also develop different
contribution coefficients to the same output unit. In Figure 4.4 we present the average
contribution coefficients of each training stimuli to output unit 1, obtained from 100
simulated subjects on the saturation(B) task, at the end of learning. Though the differences
between the contribution coefficients are not very pronounced, let us recall that the
contribution of a stimulus to the activity of an output unit is not given by the contribution
coefficient alone, but instead by the product of this value by the similarity between stimuli,
which can vary between 0 and 55. Therefore, small differences in the contribution
coefficients can give rise to large discrepancies on the influence on the activity of output
units and, consequently, on the posterior conditional probabilities predicted by the model.

Brightness

7

2 (-0.0061)

1 (0.0121)
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4 (-0.0029)

3 (0.0112)
5
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Figure 4.4: Average contribution coefficients to output unit 1 (within parenthesis) obtained from 100
simulated subjects on the saturation(B) task.

The contribution coefficient of a stimulus to a given output unit depends on its location with
respect to stimuli of the same category. If a stimulus is located centrally with respect to all or
part of the remaining stimuli of the same category, then it will benefit the most from the
contribution coefficients of the surrounding stimuli. Consequently, it will not have to develop
as high contribution coefficients as the surrounding stimuli. This can be assessed in Figure
4.4 by looking at stimulus 8. This stimulus, along with stimulus 3, is the most “central”
stimulus with respect to all stimuli of category 1. As expected, its contribution coefficient is
smaller than the contribution coefficient of the remaining stimuli of category 1.
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The contribution coefficient of a stimulus to a given output unit depends also on the
location of the stimulus with respect to stimuli of other categories. In Figure 4.4, stimulus 3
shares the same status of stimulus 8, with respect to the remaining stimuli of category 1.
Nevertheless, it is closer to stimuli of category 2 than the latter. As a result, it suffers more
from the negative influence of stimuli of category 2. Therefore, it has to develop a higher
contribution coefficient than stimulus 8.
Contribution coefficients to the activity of output units can be negative and are not
constrained to be the same for all stimuli belonging to the same category. For the rest, the
CRM matches the GCM without selective attention. Therefore, selective attention within the
CRM is explained by the unconstrained nature of the contribution coefficients. The CRM
disrupts the similarity relationship between stimuli by differently associating stimuli with
category labels. The GCM disrupts the same similarity relationship by: (a) differently
associating members of different categories to their respective categories (by considering
different biases for each category); (b) changing the location of the stimuli in the input space
by differently scaling each of the dimensions (selective attention). Whenever the CRM
disrupts considerably the original similarity structure, the GCM recurs to its two mechanisms
to better approximate the predictions made by the CRM. This explains why the CRM, on
certain occasions, shows selective attention.

Discussion
In this article, we have shown that the CRM presents performance comparable to that of the
GCM, independently of whether selective attention is evident or not for the categorization
tasks analyzed. Furthermore, we saw that selective attention emerged in the CRM in four of
the six categorization tasks if and only if it was evident in the GCM fits to human data. This
result is particularly interesting given that the CRM does not explicitly deal with the concept
of dimension. Instead, the CRM deals with the notion of consequential region. A
consequential region represents but a finite area of the input space. There are no relationships
between different consequential regions beyond their possible overlap, which depends
exclusively on the size and location of the regions. Surprisingly, such an unstructured
representation is able to produce behavior comparable to that achieved by models in which
the concept of dimension is implemented explicitly such as the GCM. In higher areas of the
visual sensory cortex, such as the inferotemporal area of the monkey, neurons are responsive
to moderately complex object features (Tanaka, 1996) and show unimodal tuning curves (Op
de Beeck, Wagemans, & Vogels, 2001; Sakai, Naya, & Miyashita, 1994). They respond
maximally to a preferred stimulus and their responses decrease monotonically with
parameter-space distance. The representation scheme adopted follows coarsely the principles
of cortical coding enunciated. Input units respond maximally to stimuli located proximally to
the preferred stimulus and do not respond at all to stimuli at further distances. In this article,
we have shown that selective attention could take place from such a neurobiologically
plausible representation.
We further investigated how selective attention could emerge from within the CRM
and concluded that this results from the unconstrained nature of the associations between
learned stimuli and categories. In contrast to the GCM, the CRM does not constrain all the
stimuli of a category to share the same strength of association to each of the category labels.
While comparing the performance of both models, we used only the observed relative
frequencies of training stimuli to find the best fitting parameter values. This procedure is
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rather uncommon, as it was not used before when fitting the GCM to human data (Nosofsky,
1986, 1987, 1989). We adopted this procedure because the observed frequencies of transfer
stimuli do not have any influence on the predictions made by the CRM, while the same does
not hold for the GCM. Furthermore, the procedure used allowed us to compare the
predictions made by both models for transfer stimuli, with zero free parameters. We also
performed the same analysis considering all the observed data instead. The results were
identical to the ones presented, with the exception of the criss-cross task. Here the CRM
performed considerably worse (R2 = 89.06%) than the GCM (R2 = 97.58%). The CRM was
not able to predict properly the observed relative frequencies for the transfer stimuli. As
formalized, the CRM does not change its weights under the presentation of a transfer
stimulus. Our hypothesis is that the fits might well improve if the CRM is allowed to learn
with transfer stimuli, by reinforcing the prediction made at each transfer stimulus
presentation.
In conclusion, we have here shown how the CRM, an adaptive neural network,
without computing distances between stimuli, without assuming an exponential decay in
similarity between stimuli or any explicit mechanism of selective attention is still able to
exhibit behavior comparable that of the GCM. In a way, the CRM can be considered an
alternative to ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992) as the latter also implements the GCM using a
neural learning mechanism. Nevertheless, ALCOVE explicitly implements all the
assumptions just mentioned and is clearly presented as a psychological model. It extends the
GCM by providing a mechanism through which selective attention evolves on a trial-by-trial
basis. With the CRM, the aim is to investigate how the processes assumed in the GCM could
conceivably be taking place at a level closer to the neurobiology.
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5. On the Neural Correlates of Psychological Spaces: Limits of a
View-Based Theory of Object Representation1
Current theories of category learning pose the existence of psychological spaces where stimuli
are represented as points and point distance determines stimulus dissimilarity. The success of
this assumption in explaining human and animal behavior suggests the possibility of a neural
counterpart, a brain region or collection of brain regions where neurons encode stimuli in a
manner equivalent to the psychological space assumption. Several studies suggest the
inferotemporal cortex (IT) to be such a region. In here, we analyze this hypothesis at the light
of a view-based theory of visual processing by studying in detail the representation
transformations occurring throughout the different processing stages of two models
instantiating the theory. We found the hypothesis not to hold in general, by identifying sets of
two-dimensional objects for which the representations in IT do not agree with the respective
psychological spaces. However, the models considered assume exclusively feedforward
processing, whereas the visual cortex is known to have both feedforward and feedback
connectivity. Possibly, the hypothesis might hold under feedback processing. Alternatively,
psychological spaces might be realized within other brain regions. We discuss both
possibilities and suggest a set of computational, behavioral, and neurophysiological studies to
elucidate this question.

Similarity plays a fundamental role in current theories of category learning. The more similar
two stimuli are, the more difficult it is to assign them to distinct categories. But what makes
stimuli similar or dissimilar? In the first attempts to answer this question, research in
psychophysics has focused on the relation between perceived similarity and stimulus
difference along physical properties, such as the wavelength of light or the frequency of
sound (pitch). In most cases, similarity decreased as the physical difference increased.
However, the nature of the decrease varied per stimulus set, sensory modality, or animal
species. In some cases, similarity even varied in a non-monotonic way. This is the case for
tones within one octave (Shepard, 1964). The similarity to the first tone, the one with the
lowest pitch, decreases towards the middle of the octave and increases thereafter, forming a
U-shaped curve. In short, similarity cannot be unequivocally defined with respect to physical
differences. In subsequent explorations, Shepard (1957) proposed the idea of a psychological
space where stimuli are represented with respect to a set of dimensions that do not necessarily
match the physical dimensions. He pointed out that the psychophysical map realized by the
perceptual system does not necessarily translate the physical space in a smooth manner and,
therefore, small differences in the physical space might be transformed into large differences
in the psychological space and vice-versa. Violations to monotonicity would be confined to
the psychophysical map while similarity would vary uniformly with psychological
differences. In a seminal paper, Shepard (1987) presented substantial empirical evidence
supporting this hypothesis. By assuming merely a monotonic relation between judged
similarity and distance within the psychological space, he found that similarity decreased
exponentially with distance for a variety of stimulus sets and animal species (humans and
pigeons).
Psychological spaces have been adopted by models of identification, recognition, and
categorization. The idea of a unique representation space underlying cognitive tasks, has
1

This chapter is based on a paper with Jaap Murre as co-author (Rodrigues & Murre, to be submitted)
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proved successful in explaining behavior at the psychological level and suggests the
possibility of a neural counterpart, a brain region or a set of brain regions that contain the
“end product” of the psychophysical map: the psychological space. In here, we consider the
case of two-dimensional (2D) visual stimuli, which are commonly used in studies of
categorization. Theoretical and neurophysiological results (Cutzu & Edelman, 1998;
Edelman, 1995, 1998; Op de Beeck, Wagemans, & Vogels, 2001; Sugihara, Edelman &
Tanaka, 1998) suggest that the psychological spaces for visual stimuli are realized within the
inferotemporal cortex (IT), the latest stage of visual processing in the cortex. The evidence is,
nonetheless, confined to a small number of stimulus sets. In addition, no characterization of
stimulus similarity in IT has been proposed yet. In sum, it seems too early to conclude that IT
constitutes the neural counterpart of the psychological spaces for visual stimuli in general.
We present a study of stimulus similarity in IT based on neural models instantiating a
successful theory of object representation in the visual brain: the view-based theory. We
identify stimulus sets whose psychological spaces cannot be found in IT, at least if
information is assumed to proceed exclusively in a feedforward fashion, as it is the case in
previous theoretical proposals (Edelman, 1995, 1998). However, the visual system is known
to possess both feedforward and feedback connectivity. Furthermore, feedback processing is
thought to be relevant for “view with scrutiny” (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Duncan, 1998)
by which detailed stimulus representations emerge after visual information has traveled back
and forth one or more times within the visual system. Thus, it is possible that the inclusion of
feedback might confirm IT as the neural counterpart for psychological spaces. Alternatively,
the psychological spaces might be found in brain areas downstream to IT, such as the
prefrontal cortex, and result from purely feedforward processing. We discuss briefly these
two alternatives suggesting further neurophysiological and behavioral studies.

Psychological spaces and veridicality
A psychological space is an abstraction of the internal representation of objects in the world,
which maps perceived stimulus similarity into point proximity in a metric space. Typically, it
is derived from similarity judgments (How similar are these two stimuli in a 9-point scale?)
or confusion rates in identification tasks, with both empirical measures assumed to vary
proportionally to perceived stimulus similarity. The set of all pairwise judged similarities (or
confusion rates) is passed to a non-metric multidimensional algorithm (MDS; Kruskal, 1964),
which estimates the coordinates of the stimuli in a metric-space by minimizing the mismatch
between the rank order of dissimilarity judgments and the rank order of point distances.
Spaces of increasing dimensionality are considered in succession until one is found for which
the mismatch, quantified in a Stress value, is acceptable and decreases only slightly towards
spaces of higher dimensionality. Such space is taken as the psychological space for the
stimulus set in question.
Several studies have shown that the psychological spaces of objects varying in shape
are veridical (Cortese & Dyre, 1996; Cutzu & Edelman, 1998; Shepard & Cermak, 1973;
Sugihara et al., 1998), i.e. the dimensions that define these spaces are a function of intrinsic
properties of the objects in the world. For example, in one experiment (Experiment 1, Cortese
& Dyre, 1996), human subjects were asked to judge the similarity between every pair of
stimuli taken from a set of 9 closed contours. Closed contours can be described by one or
more Fourier Descriptors (FDs), each defined by three parameters: frequency, amplitude, and
phase. In the experiment in question, the stimuli were generated from three different FDs by
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varying the amplitude and frequency of one of them in a combinatorial fashion. The stimuli
formed a 3x3 grid in the distal space. The psychological space derived from the similarity
judgments resembled closely the distal space with stimuli arranged in an approximately 3x3
grid. In another experiment (Experiment 3, Cortese & Dyre, 1996), the stimuli were again
closed contours defined by three FDs, but this time the phase of two of the FDs was varied.
The stimuli formed again a 3x3 grid in the distal space. In contrast with the experiment
above, the psychological space derived did not resemble the distal space. The stimuli were
arranged along one single psychological dimension, which can be defined approximately as
the difference between the phases of the two FDs. Thus, although the psychological space
differed from the distal space used to define the stimuli, it can still be characterized as a
function of the properties of the stimuli and is, therefore, veridical. This experiment illustrates
the existence of more than one veridical representation for a stimulus set. In fact, every
stimulus set accepts an infinitude of veridical representations, as there is an infinite number
of mathematical functions that can be applied to one or more stimulus properties. In short,
veridicality does not imply predictability. Knowing beforehand which stimulus properties and
respective transformations determine the internal representation remains an illusive task
(Shepard, 2001).

Visual processing, veridicality and psychological spaces
Making sense of visual information is a highly demanding computational task. Part of the
difficulty stems from extrinsic factors that affect the appearance of objects, such as the
position and pose of the object with respect to the observer or the illumination conditions. To
perform object recognition, i.e. to identify an object as previously seen, the visual system
needs to be able to ignore the changes induced by such factors when matching the image of
the object presented with the traces of the objects stored in memory. Another difficulty comes
into play when the visual system has to make sense of a novel object. Similar objects tend to
have similar consequences (Quine, 1969) and, therefore, it is often beneficial to respond to a
novel object using the response proved effective to a similar object in the past. The difficulty
lies on the impossibility of the visual system to access directly the similarity relation between
the physical objects. Instead, it has to recover this from the images it receives.
Current theories of visual processing do not yet agree on the way the visual system
deals with the difficulties singled out. The structural description theories (Biederman, 1987;
Marr & Nishihara, 1978) assume the derivation of a faithful three-dimensional description of
the objects. The Recognition By Components theory (RBC; Biederman, 1987) in particular,
postulates that every object can be described in terms of a fixed set of primitive volumes
called geons and a finite number of spatial relations into which these can enter. Visual
processing corresponds to the extraction of the geons and respective arrangement from an
object’s image. Because the descriptions are faithful replicas of the original objects, object
recognition and object similarity assessment proceed by description matching, a difficult task
in itself (Garey & Johnson, 1979). Instantiations of the RBC theory have shown its feasibility
with hand-labeled line drawings (Hummel & Biederman, 1992) but, thus far, no model has
been able to recover such information from gray-level images. The problem relies on the
difficulty of identifying lines and junctions in the image, a fundamental step in the isolation
of the geons (Edelman, 1997).
Among the alternative theories, probably the most successful ones are known as viewbased theories. Rather than attempting the recovery of a faithful description, these assume
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that objects are represented by their similarity to views of objects stored in memory.
Recognition follows whenever the similarity to all views of an object stored surpasses a
recognition threshold. This scheme has proved successful in computer vision applications
(Serre et al., 2007) and could account for psychophysical (Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992) and
neurophysiological data (Bülthoff, Edelman, & Tarr, 1995; Logothetis & Pauls, 1995; Op de
Beeck et al., 2001) on object recognition. Such a representation scheme has also proved
adequate in making sense of novel objects. In a series of articles, Edelman and colleagues
have argued and shown that a view-based model of the visual system is capable of veridical
representation (Cutzu & Edelman, 1998; Edelman, 1995, 1998; Intrator & Edelman, 1997;
Sugihara, Edelman & Tanaka, 1998). The model goes by the name of “Chorus of Prototypes”
(Edelman, 1995, 1998) and consists of a (small) set of radial-basis function networks (RBF;
Poggio & Edelman, 1990). Each RBF is trained to respond invariantly and maximally to
different views of a single object. It consists of a set of units, each selective to a different
view and having its response decay with the distance between the current image and its
preferred view. The responses of the view-tuned units are combined together to provide the
response of the RBF. Intuitively, each RBF computes the resemblance between the view of
the object presented and a stored object (prototype). How can such a representation guarantee
veridicality? The underlying idea dates back to Shepard (Shepard, 1968) who proposed
representation through second-order isomorphism between the relations among external
objects and the relations among internal representations. “Thus, although the internal
representation for a square need not itself be a square, it should (whatever it is) at least have a
closer functional relation to the internal representation for a rectangle than to that, say, for a
green flash or the taste of persimmon.” (Shepard & Chipman, 1970, p. 2). Second-order
isomorphism presupposes two distinct relation functions, one between real objects in the
world (distal similarity) and another one between their internal representations (proximal
similarity). Edelman and colleagues assumed that the former could be formalized in terms of
a metric space with distal dissimilarity varying proportionally to distance in that space. The
latter was assumed to vary with the Euclidean distance between the patterns of response
elicited by the Chorus of Prototypes. Veridicality happens whenever small distal distances are
mapped to small proximal distances and large distal distances to large proximal distances.
According to Edelman and colleagues this is the case for the Chorus of Prototypes.
The mapping from the distal to the proximal space can be understood as a succession
of four steps. First, the coordinates of the object in the distal space are translated into its
geometry, i.e. its 3D structure. Second, the image of the object (its view) is derived from its
3D structure and from the viewing conditions, i.e. illumination, position and pose of the
object relative to the observer. These two steps are extraneous to the model and depend
exclusively on the properties of the world. Note that, whereas the first step is likely to
preserve the distal distances between the objects, provided the map is smooth, the second
might disturb these in a severe way. For example, two human heads might appear identical
from the back, because both have a ponytail, but considerably different from the front
because one looks Asiatic and the other one European. The relation between objects becomes
view dependent. The model adds two extra steps to the mapping. First, the image entering the
model is convolved with a number of filters eliciting a representation identical to the one
found in V1, the first cortical area in visual processing. Second, the set of RBFs transforms
the high-dimensional space representation resulting from the previous step into a smalldimensional one by discounting the effect of pose for those objects represented by the RBFs.
Note that not every object in the world is represented by a dedicated RBF. Nevertheless,
provided novel objects are sufficiently similar to those stored explicitly, their representation
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in the model does not vary substantially with pose. In other words, by learning to respond
almost invariantly to different poses of an object, the model will also respond almost
invariantly to different poses of objects highly similar to the object learned.
In its current version, the Chorus of Prototypes assumes that all objects are presented
at the same retinal position and under the same illumination conditions, with pose being the
only factor varying between viewing conditions. As stated above, the model compensates for
pose variation by learning invariant representations for some of the objects in the world. The
limited number of objects explicitly stored can, however, cause the disruption of the map
from distal to proximal similarity. Suppose that only one object was explicitly stored. If two
other objects where equally dissimilar to the object stored and dissimilar from each other they
would become indistinguishable within the model, an undesirable feat. A possible solution is
to store all objects explicitly, but this is for obvious reasons undesirable. The solution adopted
by the Chorus of Prototypes, i.e. the storage of only some objects, works fine provided the
objects of interest are within the region spanned by the objects stored. The reason has to do
with a method called triangulation by which the exact location of a point in a space can be
found from its distances to a number of reference points whose coordinates are known in
advance. In short, the Chorus of Prototypes seems able to recover a good replica of the distal
space for a set of objects provided these are sufficiently similar to those stored and fall within
the region spanned by the latter.
Humans and primates are capable of veridical representation and the same holds for
the Chorus of Prototypes. A natural question is whether both, animals and model, represent
objects in a similar fashion. This question has been addressed by Cutzu and Edelman (1998).
In a series of experiments, human subjects were asked to judge pairwise similarity, perform a
delayed matching to sample task, and a long-term memory recall task on different classes of
computer-rendered 3D animal-like shapes. Each stimulus class formed a characteristic
configuration in the distal space (e.g. triangle). A psychological space was derived for each
condition and stimulus class. In all cases, the configuration of the stimuli within the
psychological space resembled closely the configuration in the distal space. Simulations with
the Chorus of Prototypes revealed identical results. The model was trained to respond
invariantly to a subset of the objects in a class. Afterwards, the representations elicited by the
model for each object in the class were collected and their pairwise distances passed to a nonmetric MDS algorithm. The configuration of the objects in the resulting space (the proximal
space) revealed significant resemblance with the configuration of the stimuli in the distal
space. Thus, both humans and model represent these stimulus classes in identical fashion. A
similar study has been carried out with monkeys who had to perform a delayed matching to
sample task on a different class of computer 3D animal-like shapes (Sugihara et al., 1998).
The configuration of the objects in the psychological space derived from the error rates by
non-metric MDS matched closely the configuration built in the distal space. As in the study
above, a closely resembling configuration was obtained from the representations of the
stimuli in the Chorus of Prototypes through non-metric MDS. In conclusion, at least for the
kinds of objects considered in these two studies, the proximal representations derived from
the Chorus of Prototypes are in close agreement with the psychological spaces.

Neurophysiology and psychological spaces
The match between psychological- and proximal spaces derived from the
representations elicited by the Chorus of Prototypes, suggests a potential mechanism by
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which the visual system might solve the problem of object understanding. This poses the
existence of cells selective to individual stimuli, responding maximally to a preferred object
and having their response decrease with increased distal-space distance between the probeand preferred objects. A set of such cells selective to different objects should be sufficient to
grant a representation equivalent to that of the Chorus of Prototypes and, therefore, guarantee
a good match between the neural space derived from the responses of the population of cells
through non-metric MDS and the psychological space.
Multiple studies to date have found cells in the inferotemporal cortex (IT), one of the
final stages of visual processing in the macaque brain, selective to individual (complex)
objects (e.g. Fujita et al., 1992; Gross, Rocha-Miranda, & Bender, 1972; Kotabake & Tanaka,
1994; Tanaka, 1992, 1993), responding maximally to all or a subset of the views of their
preferred object and significantly less to other objects (Hasselmo, Rolls, & Baylis, 1989;
Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995; Rolls, Booth, & Treves, 1996). It has also been shown
that both familiarity and explicit training with novel objects induce increased cell selectivity
(Freedman et al., 2005; Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995; Sakai, Naya, & Miyashita, 1994).
These studies, although revealing the existence of stimulus selective cells, do not address the
question of whether cell’s response varies proportionally to distal-space distance, a
fundamental trait of the Chorus of Prototypes proposal.
In a recent study, Op de Beeck et al. (2001) addressed this question by considering
three different groups of 2D closed contours, each containing 8 different stimuli generated
from 7 FDs by varying the amplitude of two of them. In all three groups, the stimuli formed a
square configuration in the distal space. Neural recordings were taken from cells in the
anterior inferotemporal cortex (area TE) of two monkeys while these were watching the
stimuli one at a time. In agreement with Chorus of Prototypes, most of the cells revealed a
regular tuning for stimuli within the same group, with response decreasing monotonically
with distance to their preferred stimulus in the distal space. A neural space was derived for
each stimulus group from the population responses. In all three neural spaces, the stimuli
were arranged in a configuration resembling the square configuration imposed in the distal
space. In another experiment, two other monkeys performed a same-different task on the
same stimuli. A psychological space was derived for each stimulus group from the pairwise
confusion rates. In all cases, the configuration of the stimuli in the psychological space
resembled the square configuration built in the distal space. Thus, a close agreement was
found between the neural and the psychological spaces for each stimulus group. Furthermore,
this agreement seems to result from a set of cells that mimic the response patterns of object
selective units in the model. In short, this study suggests the validity of the Chorus of
Prototypes explanation for the emergence of psychological spaces at the level of IT.

The Chorus of Prototypes and its limitations in explaining the emergence of
psychological spaces
In all three studies reported above (Cutzu & Edelman, 1998; Sugihara et al. 1998; Op de
Beeck et al., 2001), the Chorus of Prototypes has always been able to recover object
representations in close correspondence with the psychological spaces. There are, however,
reasons to believe that this is not always possible. The problem derives from the
transformation taking place at the entry level of the model where the input image is processed
by a set of filters resembling simple cells in V1. In the following subsections we present a
detailed description of the model, introduce the intuition behind the problem and characterize
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some of the conditions in which the transformation at the entry level of the model might
interfere with the recovery of the psychological dimensions.

The Chorus of Prototypes: Formal definition
The Chorus of Prototypes is a three-layer feedforward neural network that processes grayscale images. Units in the first layer resemble simple cells in V1, responding exclusively to
the contents of the image falling within a small region denominated the cell’s receptive field
and being selective to bars of light at different orientations and sizes. In formal terms, their
preferred features are given by their weights, which are defined by a two dimensional
Gaussian function elongated along a given orientation,
2
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where (i0,j0) is the position of the center of the receptive field in the image, (i,j) is a position
in the image within the receptive field of the unit, σi and σj are the standard deviation of the
Gaussian function along the first and second dimensions, respectively, and θ is the angle by
which the axes of the function are rotated counterclockwise with respect to the axes of the
image. Elongation is achieved whenever the standard deviation values differ from each other.
Selectivity is achieved by calculating the normalized inner product between the weights and
the gray-scale values of the pixels of the image falling within the receptive field. In formal
terms:
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where y is the response of the unit, (i,j) identifies a position within the receptive field and wi,j
and xi,j represent the weight of the unit and the content of the image at that position,
respectively.
In the simulations reported in here, we considered 160x160 pixel images
corresponding to approximately 4.34º of visual angle. The receptive field sizes were varied
between 7x7 (0.19º of visual angle) and 39x39 (1.07º of visual angle) in steps of two pixels,
in agreement with receptive field sizes reported for parafoveal simple cells in V1 (Schiller,
Finlay, & Volman, 1976). We considered four orientations (θ=0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º). The
values for σi and σj were defined ad hoc with σj = σi/2 to guarantee elongation and σi = .25
(receptive field size) + 1.5 to allow the Gaussian function to decay to values close to zero
within the receptive field. In total, there are 68 different unit types corresponding to the 17
receptive field sizes and 4 orientations per size. A retinotopic map was obtained for each unit
type by having units centered at each pixel of the image sharing the same weights.
Units in the second layer of the network are selective to views of objects. Each unit is
connected to all first-layer units and its weights are set to the responses of the first-layer units
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to the presentation of the unit’s preferred view. The response is given by a Gaussian function
of the distance between the weights and the responses of first-layer units:
∑ ( wi − xi )2

y=e

−

i

σ2

,

(3)

where y is the response of the second-layer unit, wi is the weight of the connection from firstlayer unit i, xi is the response of first-layer unit i, and σ is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian function.
In the third layer, units are selective to objects. Each unit is connected only to those
second-layer units selective to views of the preferred object. The weights are set such that a
unit responds almost invariantly and maximally to any view of the preferred object and less
for views of other objects. The response is given by the inner product between the weights
and the responses of second-layer units:

y = ∑ wi xi ,

(4)

i

where y is the response of the third-layer unit, wi is the weight from the i-th second-layer unit
connected to it and xi the respective response. In the cases we consider in here, the objects are
two-dimensional and have, therefore, one single view. Consequently, the third layer becomes
superfluous and it is ignored in our simulations.
The Chorus of Prototypes translates a gray-scale image into its similarity to a set of
objects represented explicitly by units in the third-layer. In all the case studies considered
(Cutzu & Edelman, 1998; Sugihara et al., 1998), Edelman and colleagues have shown that
there is no need to store every object of a set to guarantee a good recovery of the respective
distal space. In general, the objects are arranged within a polygon in the distal space and only
those lying at the outermost vertices are assumed to be represented explicitly. This scheme
works fine provided the representations of all objects at the first two layers are confined to a
“region” surrounded by the representations of those objects selected to be represented
explicitly. Preliminary investigations with the two-dimensional stimuli we consider in here
have shown that this is not always the case. Thus, we assumed that every object in a set is
represented explicitly in the model.

Recovering a distal dimension
Before embarking on more complex stimulus sets we will illustrate how the Chorus of
Prototypes is able to recover the distal space for some simple two-dimensional stimuli. Let us
assume a single vertical line segment centered vertically in the image and whose horizontal
position differs across stimuli (see Figure 5.1a). The stimuli are generated from one single
distal dimension corresponding to the position of the line segment with respect to the leftmost
border of the image. In strict terms, the stimuli do not vary in shape and could, therefore, be
judged meaningless for our purposes. However, one could assume the variation in the stimuli
to correspond to variation in the relative position of a stimulus part with respect to the
remaining parts of a more complex stimulus.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5.1: Stimulus sets tested on the Chorus of Prototypes. Each row contains three different stimuli
belonging to the same stimulus set: a) single vertical line segment varying in the horizontal position in
the image; b) smiley varying in the horizontal position in the image; c) two vertical line segments at
various distances from each other; d) rectangle with a inner vertical line segment varying in the height
of the rectangle and the position of the inner line segment with respect to the left border of the
rectangle (only variation of the position of the inner line segment is presented); e) letter E rotated 90º
counterclockwise varying in the position of the middle segment from left to right between the other
two; f) L-shaped stimuli where both line segments have the same length and a third one departs from
the vertex formed by the other two and varies in the angle it forms with the horizontal one between 0º
and 90º.
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In Figure 5.2 we present the retinotopic map representations obtained at the first layer of the
Chorus of Prototypes for receptive field sizes 7, 17, 27, and 37 and orientations 0º, 45º, 90º,
and 135º upon the presentation of one of the stimuli. Independently of the map considered,
we observe a vertically elongated region of non-zero response located on and around the
position of the line segment in the input image. The width of this region increases with the
size of the receptive field while the maximum response decreases. Those units selective to
vertically oriented bars of light produce the highest responses within each receptive field size.
If we would consider the stimulus located immediately to the right of the current one in the
distal dimension, we would observe a sliding of the non-zero response region to the right in
all retinotopic maps. In fact, the position of the non-zero response regions is in strict
correspondence with the position of the stimulus in the distal dimension. In addition, the nonzero response region has its maximum at the center and decays gradually to the sides. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.3a where we present the patterns of response produced by the units
located along the most central row of the retinotopic map corresponding to receptive field
size 39 and preferred orientation 90º. As we show below, these properties are important in the
recovery of the distal space from the representations at the first layer of the Chorus of
Prototypes.

Receptive Field size
7

17

27

37

0º

Orientation

45º

90º

135º

Figure 5.2: Responses of units in some of the retinotopic maps at the first layer of the Chorus of
Prototypes to the presentation of one vertical line segment. Retinotopic maps sharing the same
receptive field size are presented in rows and retinotopic maps sharing the same orientation are
presented in columns. Only receptive field sizes 7, 17, 27, and 37 are considered along with
orientations 0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º. The whiter the color, the higher the response of the respective unit.
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In order to derive a proximal space from the representations at the first layer, we need a
measure of representation similarity. Intuitively, two representations are similar if all units in
the layer produce identical responses. Conversely, the more distinct the responses of
individual units are, the more dissimilar the population representations should be. A natural
way to encompass this intuition is to define representation dissimilarity as the Euclidean
distance between the responses of all units across all retinotopic maps. According to this
definition, each individual unit contributes to the overall representation dissimilarity between
two stimuli with the square of the difference between the responses produced for each of
them. Thus, the more units there are producing different responses, the more dissimilar the
representations become. Importantly, not only the number of units producing different
responses, but also the magnitude of the response differences are relevant. For example, the
representations of stimuli A and B may be more dissimilar than those of stimuli A and C even
though there are fewer units producing different responses for A and B than for A and C. This
is the case if the average squared response difference is larger for stimuli A and B than for
stimuli A and C.
Let us consider how representation dissimilarity varies with distal-space distance. For
the moment, we constrain our analysis to those 160 units located along the most central row
of the retinotopic map corresponding to receptive field size 39 and preferred orientation 90º.
In Figure 5.3b, we present the response patterns for the first and second stimuli (the two
leftmost line segments) elicited on these units. Vertical line segments connect the responses
produced by each unit to the two stimuli. Their lengths correspond to the absolute response
difference at the single unit level. Note that the absolute response difference varies
proportionally to the squared response difference. Thus, the length of a line segment is a good
representative of the contribution of the corresponding unit to the overall representation
dissimilarity. In Figure 5.3c, we present an identical graph but considering the first and third
stimuli instead. We will use these two figures to illustrate why the representations of the first
and second stimuli are more similar than the representations of the first and third stimuli.
First, notice that there are fewer units producing a different response for the first and second
stimuli, those between positions 47 and 90, than units producing a different response to the
first and third stimuli, those between positions 47 and 95. This results from the larger overlap
between the non-zero response regions in the former than in the latter case. In addition, the
absolute response differences produced by individual units are also smaller in the former than
in latter case. To see why, we set units responding positively to at least one of the stimuli in
Figure 5.3b in one-to-one correspondence with units in Figure 5.3c. First, let us consider
those units that respond more strongly to the first than to the second stimulus. These are
found within the dark gray portion of Figure 5.3b. These same units respond more strongly to
the first than to the third stimulus (see dark gray portion of Figure 5.3c). In addition, their
response to the second stimulus is stronger than that for the third stimulus and, therefore,
closer to the response to the first stimulus. Consequently, they present smaller response
differences for the first and second stimuli than for the first and third stimuli. Let us now
consider those units that respond more strongly to the second than to the first stimulus. These
are found within the light gray portion of Figure 5.3b. These units can be set in one-to-one
correspondence with units in Figure 5.3c by matching them to units responding as strongly to
the third stimulus as they respond to the second stimulus (see light gray portion of Figure
5.3c). Close inspection of the responses of units in the light gray portion of both figures
shows that units in Figure 5.3b respond more strongly to the first stimulus than the
corresponding units in Figure 5.3c. Thus, also for this subset of units, the response
differences for the first and second stimuli are smaller than those for the first and third
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stimuli. In conclusion, within the 160 units considered in here, the representations of the first
and second stimuli are more similar than the representations of the first and third stimuli. This
finding can be extrapolated to all stimuli by noting that stimuli closer together will elicit
larger overlap between the non-zero response regions. Thus, there will be fewer units
responding positively to at least one of the stimuli than in the case where stimuli are wider
apart. Furthermore, for every unit responding differently to the stimuli closer together, there
is a unit producing a larger response difference for the stimuli wider apart. In sum, larger
distances between the stimuli in the distal space induce larger representation dissimilarities.
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Figure 5.3: Responses of units disposed along the most central row of the retinotopic map
corresponding to receptive field size 39 and orientation 90º in the Chorus of Prototypes to stimuli in
the vertical line segment stimulus set: a) responses to all stimuli; b) responses to the first and second
stimuli; c) responses to the first and third stimuli. In both b) and c) panels, the response difference
produced by each unit is highlighted by a vertical line connecting both responses. The shaded areas in
these two panels are meant to help in understanding why the overall response differences are larger
between the first and third stimuli than between the first and second stimuli. See text for more details.
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Up to now, we considered the representations elicited within only 160 units of the
1.740.800 (=17 receptive field sizes x 4 orientations x 160 x 160) units found in the first layer
of the Chorus of Prototypes. However, the same analysis can be applied to every row of units
in every retinotopic map as, in all cases, the presentation of a stimulus elicits an identical
Gaussian response pattern centered at the position where the stimulus is located. Thus,
representation similarity varies proportionally to distal space distance even when all units in
the first layer of the model are considered. Recall that the non-metric MDS algorithm relies
on the rank order between similarities to establish the coordinates of the stimuli in a metric
space. As we have shown, the rank order of representation similarities is the same as the rank
order between the distal space distances. Thus, it is not surprising that the space derived from
the representation similarities (proximal space) is identical to the distal space.
Before analyzing the proximal space derived from representations at the second layer
of the model, a note of caution on the relevance of receptive field sizes on the recovery of the
distal space is worthwhile. The receptive field sizes vary substantially and the largest is still
smaller than the size of the input image. As we noticed above, the larger the receptive field
size, the wider the non-zero response regions. In our detailed analysis, we considered units
having the largest receptive field size. The overlap between the non-zero response regions
generated by these units decreases strictly with distal distance between the stimuli, inducing a
strict decrease of representation similarity with distal space distance. This is not the case for
smaller receptive field sizes, for which the non-zero response regions are narrower, causing
overlap to decrease up to a given distal distance and become non-existent for larger distances.
In this case, dissimilarity still varies monotonically with distal distance but not strictly
monotonically. Consequently, the space derived through non-metric MDS from these
dissimilarities only does not resemble the distal space. Nevertheless, when considering all
retinotopic maps simultaneously, the space derived does resemble the distal space. Thus, if
the largest receptive field were narrower than the width of the portion of the input image
spanned by the stimuli, the space recovered might differ from the distal space.
At the second layer of the model, there are as many units as there are stimuli in the
stimulus set, each selective to a different stimulus. The patterns of response for each stimulus
are presented in Figure 5.4. Contrary to the case of the first-layer, the representations are not
simply transposed versions of each other. Those stimuli close to the extremes of the distal
dimension are represented by a truncated version of the response pattern associated with the
stimulus in the middle. This brings important consequences to representation dissimilarity as
measured by Euclidean distance. The representation of the stimulus at one of the extremes of
the distal dimension is more similar to the representation of the stimulus at the opposite
extreme than to the representation of the stimulus just before the opposite extreme. This is
reflected in the one-dimensional space derived through non-metric MDS where the first
stimulus appears between the second and the third and the last between the 5th and 6th. The
remaining stimuli are equally spaced and appear according to distal order. The problem is
that stimuli closer to the extremes of the distal dimension are represented by vectors of
responses with a smaller length than those of stimuli at intermediate positions. This problem
is circumvented by defining stimulus dissimilarity as the Euclidean distance between the
normalized responses. The non-metric MDS derived using this definition recovers a perfect
replica of the distal space. Because this problem is not specific to the stimulus set considered,
we recur to this same definition of stimulus dissimilarity whenever considering
representations at the second layer. In conclusion, the Chorus of Prototypes is able to recover
a perfect replica of the distal space for the single line segment stimuli.
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Figure 5.4: Responses of units in the second layer of the Chorus of Prototypes to all stimuli in the
single line segment stimulus set.

The stimulus set just considered matches approximately the preferred feature of some of the
units in the first layer of the Chorus of Prototypes. More specifically, that of units having
their weights defined by a Gaussian function elongated vertically. One might argue that this
is the reason why the distal space could be recovered by the model. However, as we have
shown above, even those units having other preferred features contribute positively to the
recovery of the distal space. This suggests that the model might be able to recover the distal
space for more complex stimuli varying in position in the visual field. We tested this
hypothesis by considering a set of 7 smileys defined within a 21x21 pixel patch and varying
in their horizontal position in the visual field by steps of 5 pixels (see Figure 5.1b).
a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.5: Responses of units in four of the retinotopic maps in the first layer of the Chorus of
Prototypes to the presentation of smiley stimuli. The retinotopic maps share the same preferred
orientation (90º) and are arranged from left to right by increasing receptive field size (7, 17, 27, and
37 pixels). Higher responses are represented by whiter colors. a) responses to the presentation of a
single smiley; b) squared response differences for the first and third stimuli; c) squared response
differences for the first and fifth stimuli.
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In Figure 5.5a, we present the responses elicited at the retinotopic maps corresponding to
receptive field sizes 7, 17, 27, and 37 and orientation 90º for the first stimulus. The smiley
appears with decreasing detail from the smallest to the largest receptive field size. The
maximum responses are obtained for the smallest receptive field size and decrease towards
the largest one. As the smiley slides from left to right in the image so does the corresponding
representation in all retinotopic maps. This induces increasing differences in the responses
due to the decreasing overlap between the regions of non-zero response (see Figures 5.5b and
5.5c). The end result is a monotonic relation between the dissimilarities measured at the first
layer of the model and the distal distances. The space derived through non-metric MDS from
these dissimilarities is a perfect replica of the distal space. The same holds for the space
derived from the representation dissimilarities at the second layer.
The results in this section suggest that the Chorus of Prototypes is able to recover the
distal space if this corresponds to variation in position of a whole stimulus in the visual field.
In the next section, we consider a more complex case where variation in position occurs for a
stimulus part with respect to other stimulus parts.

Recovering a distal dimension under stimulus part interference
Units in the first layer of the Chorus of Prototypes match whatever falls within their receptive
fields with their preferred feature. A key aspect in the matching process is the normalization
by the amount of activity entering the unit (see Equation 2), which allows it to be selective to
the same feature irrespectively of the strength of the incoming activity. As we shall see
below, this also denies the Chorus of Prototypes the ability to recover a good replica of the
distal space under certain conditions. In the present case, we consider a set of 7 stimuli made
out of two vertical line segments with the same length, aligned vertically and at a given
horizontal distance from each other (see Figure 5.1c). The stimuli are defined in terms of one
single distal dimension corresponding to the distance between the line segments. In our
simulations, we assumed the stimuli to appear in the input image aligned by the leftmost line
segment.
In Figure 5.6a we present the matrix of pairwise dissimilarities derived from the
responses of all units in the first-layer of the model along with a matrix of pairwise
dissimilarities that vary monotonically with the distal dimension, both presented in a graph
format. The two matrices differ substantially. In the former, dissimilarity does not always
increase with distal distance. As an example, the dissimilarity to the last stimulus (stimulus 7)
increases from the first to the fourth stimulus and decreases thereafter. Similarly, the
dissimilarity to stimuli 4 through 6 increases from the first stimulus up to a stimulus in
between and decreases thereafter. We derived a space through non-metric MDS on the
dissimilarity values (see Figure 5.6b). As expected, the stimuli are not arranged along a single
dimension. Instead, they form a spiral with the first stimulus at the origin and the remaining
stimuli disposed along the spiral according to distal order.
To understand why representation dissimilarity does not vary proportionally to distal
distance, we pass to a detailed analysis of the nature of the representations. On every
retinotopic map at the first layer of the model, the stimuli are represented by one or two
vertically elongated regions of non-zero response located on and around the positions of the
line segments in the image. A single region is obtained whenever the size of the receptive
field is large enough to encompass both lines in the stimulus and these are sufficiently close
together. In Figure 5.7 we present the responses of those units with receptive field size 17 and
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orientation 90º located along the central row of the respective retinotopic map. All stimuli
induce two response peaks but the ones for the first stimulus are much lower than the
remaining ones. This is a consequence of normalization at the single unit level. The receptive
fields of those units centered on one of the line segments of the first stimulus cover not only a
portion of the line segment on which they are centered but also a portion of the other line
segment. In contrast, the receptive fields of the units centered on one of the line segments of
one of the remaining stimuli do not cover any portion of the other line segment in the
stimulus. The normalization value is thus higher for those units responding to the line
segments in the first stimulus than for the corresponding units in the remaining stimuli. This
has important consequences to stimulus dissimilarity. The response patterns for the first and
last stimuli differ at those units covering the leftmost line segment in both stimuli, those
covering the rightmost line segment in the first stimulus and those covering the rightmost line
segment in the last stimulus. The differences produced by the first two sets of units are small
in comparison to the differences produced by the last set of units (see Figure 5.7). In the case
of the second and last stimuli, only those units covering the rightmost line segment in the
second stimulus and those covering the rightmost line segment in the last stimulus produce
different responses.
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Figure 5.6: a) Graphical representation of the stimulus dissimilarity matrix obtained for the two
vertical lines stimulus set from the responses of units in the first layer of the Chorus of Prototypes
with normalization (left) and without normalization (right). b) spaces derived through non-metric
MDS from the dissimilarities presented in panel a).
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There are thus fewer units producing different responses for the second and last stimuli than
for the first and last stimuli. However, the overall differences for the second and last stimuli
are larger than those for the first and last stimuli. The end result is a larger similarity between
the first and last stimuli than between the second and last stimulus. This result holds for the
full retinotopic map as the remaining rows of units produce identical representations. In the
case of larger receptive field sizes, not only the first stimulus, but also those immediately
following have their peak responses reduced by higher normalization values. Assume this is
the case for the first two stimuli. In an analysis analogous to the one just presented, one
concludes that the second stimulus becomes more similar to the last stimulus than the third
stimulus. Thus, violations to monotonicity between stimulus dissimilarity and distal distance
are present across retinotopic maps. To confirm that normalization and not the preferred
features of first-layer units are the cause of the problem, we simulated the model with
normalization turned off. The matrix of pairwise dissimilarities obtained from unit responses
is presented in Figure 5.6 along with the space derived through non-metric MDS. The distal
space is recovered perfectly.
At the second layer, there are only 7 units, one per stimulus. As in the previous
section, the space derived through non-metric MDS on the dissimilarities between secondlayer representations is a perfect replica of the space derived from first-layer dissimilarities.
In other words, the second layer retained the relations between the stimuli induced at the first
layer although it represents the stimuli in a much lower dimensional space.
This case study shows that the Chorus of Prototypes has problems in recovering the
distal dimension when this translates into variation in the relative position of one stimulus
part with respect to another. The analyses presented in this and in the previous section
suggest that this might not always be the case. We have seen how the position of a stimulus
can be recovered provided the largest receptive fields covers the portion of the visual field
spanned by the stimuli. In the case of the two line stimuli, if the leftmost line segment (the
fixed part) would be set further to the left it would be possible to have units whose receptive
fields cover the full range of variation of the right line (the moving stimulus part) without
covering the left one. Note that there could still be units whose receptive fields cover both
lines in the stimuli and, therefore, induce effects such as those presented above. Nevertheless,
we expected these to be less pronounced. A larger receptive field can cover more stimuli
close to its borders where the weights, which are defined by a Gaussian function, are still
close to zero.
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Figure 5.7: Responses of units disposed along the most central row of the retinotopic map in the
Chorus of Prototypes corresponding to receptive field size 17 and orientation 90º to all stimuli in the
two vertical lines stimulus set.
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The effects of normalization are, therefore, less pronounced or even absent. If present, they
might even be compensated by the dissimilarities induced by the smaller receptive fields. We
tested this hypothesis in a new stimulus set. The stimuli are again formed by two vertical line
segments with the same length, aligned vertically and at increasing distances from each other.
To guarantee that there would still be receptive fields covering both lines in all stimuli, we
have chosen for distances 14 through 26 in steps of two pixels. The overall dissimilarities
measured at the first-layer are in monotonic relation with the distal distances. Only in 3 of the
68 retinotopic maps did we find a violation of monotonicity with the first stimulus being
more similar to the last one than the second stimulus. The space derived through non-metric
MDS from these dissimilarities resembles the distal space. The only difference resides in the
increasing spacing between consecutive stimuli from the first to the last pair. The space
derived from the dissimilarities in the second layer is also one-dimensional and the stimuli
appear ordered according to the distal order. Their spacing, however, increases from the
extremes towards the center. This change in spacing is probably solved by having units in the
second layer represent stimuli located at positions in the distal dimension beyond those of the
most extreme stimuli in the stimulus set. In any case, the model performs reasonably well in
recovering the distal space.

Problems in recovering psychological dimensions
In the previous section, we have shown how the Chorus of Prototypes has problems in
recovering a distal dimension of variation if this corresponds to the relative position of a
stimulus part with respect to another stimulus part and if the two are too close to each other.
This is the case in the “line in rectangle” stimulus set commonly used in studies of category
learning (e.g. Erickson & Kruschke, 1998, 2002b; Kruschke, 1993). The stimuli consist of a
rectangle with a vertical line segment inside located close to the base. They vary along two
dimensions: the height of the rectangle and the horizontal position of the inner line, which
spans the full width of the rectangle. The psychological space derived by non-metric MDS
from the similarity ratings collected from human subjects is two dimensional, with the stimuli
arranged in a grid fashion just as in the distal space (Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Kruschke,
1993).
We simulated the Chorus of Prototypes with this stimulus set. The rectangles were
aligned by their lower-left vertex. They are 41 pixels wide and vary in height between 11 and
41 pixels in steps of 5. The line segment is 7 pixels tall and its position, as measured from the
leftmost border of the rectangle, varies between 5 and 35 pixels in steps of 5. In total, there
are 49 stimuli corresponding to all combinations of 7 heights and 7 line positions. The
dissimilarities between the representations at the first layer are more pronounced for
variations along the height dimension (between 0 and 57.6) than for variations along the line
position dimension (between 0 and 14.1). This results from the fact that variation along the
height dimension induces response changes in many more units than variation along the line
position dimension as the former consists of a vertical transposition of a line segment 41
pixels wide and the latter consists of the horizontal transposition of a line segment 9 pixels
tall. When considered in isolation, the dissimilarities between stimuli varying along the
height dimension vary monotonically with height difference. Monotonicity is not obtained in
the case of variation along the line position dimension. Here, the dissimilarity increases up to
a point and decreases thereafter. As a result, the stimuli whose line segment is just next to the
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left and right borders of the rectangle are more similar to each other than to the stimulus
having its line segment at the most central position.
The monotonicity found for the case of height variation is surprising in the light of the
results of the previous section. The distance between the top and bottom borders of the
smallest rectangle is not larger than the distance between the top borders of the smallest and
tallest rectangles, a condition we argued to be necessary to guarantee monotonicity. Here,
however, the left and right borders of the rectangle increase with increased height. This
guarantees that there are more units responding to a taller rectangle than to a smaller one,
which compensates for the violations to monotonicity produced by those units whose
receptive fields cover the bottom and top borders simultaneously. In contrast, the lack of
monotonicity in the case of line position variation agrees with the analyzes in the previous
section. Those stimuli whose line segment is close to the borders have the representation of
the line suffer more from interference, due to higher normalization values, than those with the
line closer to the center.
All the properties of the dissimilarity values here summarized are reflected in the
space derived from non-metric MDS. The space is one-dimensional and the stimuli are
arranged by height with stimuli having the same height present at nearby positions. The same
space is obtained when considering the dissimilarities taken from second-layer
representations. We also derived a space from the dissimilarities measured at the first and
second layers for each subset of stimuli varying in line position. With the exception of those
subsets associated with the two smallest heights, a two dimensional space produced a fair
representation for the stimuli, with the stress value smaller than .081. The stimuli form a
closed contour with the first and last stimuli next to each other and the remaining ones
ordered according to line position along the contour (see Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: Spaces derived through non-metric MDS from the dissimilarities of the line in rectangle
stimuli measured at the first layer of the Chorus of Prototypes. One space was derived for each subset
of stimuli sharing the same rectangle height. The spaces are organized by increasing rectangle height
from left to right and top to bottom.
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These results show that the model is unable to recover a good replica of the psychological
space for this particular stimulus set. It does, however, work well with other stimulus sets
commonly used in studies of category learning such as rectangles varying in height and width
(Maddox & Ashby, 1993), semicircles varying in radius containing a radial line varying in
angle (Ashby & Lee, 1992; Nosofsky, 1985, 1989) or inverted L shapes varying in the length
of each line segment (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Maddox, Ashby, & Waldron, 2002). Nonetheless,
this does not mean that there are no other important stimulus sets for which the model is
unable to recover a good replica of the psychological space. We have devised two stimulus
sets for which no study has yet estimated the nature of the respective psychological spaces.
The first consists of a set of E letters rotated 90º counterclockwise where the position of the
middle line segment varies from left to right, spanning the full space between the other two
vertical line segments (see Figure 5.1e). The second consists of a set L-shaped stimuli where
both line segments have the same length and a third one departs from the vertex formed by
the other two and varies in the angle it forms with the horizontal one between 0º and 90º (see
Figure 5.1f). In both cases, we expect the psychological space to be one-dimensional with
stimuli arranged according to the relative position of the middle line segment with respect to
one (and only one) of the extreme line segments, just as in the case of the line in rectangle
stimuli. We simulated the model with both stimulus sets and, in both cases, we obtained a
two dimensional space through non-metric MDS on the dissimilarities measured at the first
and second layers of the model. The stimuli formed a curved contour with the first and last
stimuli close together and the remaining ones arranged along the contour according to distal
order (see Figure 5.9). This is the result of violations to monotonicity between the
dissimilarities among stimulus representations and the expected psychological distances,
which are induced by interference between the middle line segment and the most extreme
ones whenever the former gets too close to the latter. If our hypothesis holds, the Chorus of
Prototypes has also problems in recovering the psychological spaces for these stimulus sets.
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Figure 5.9: Spaces derived through non-metric MDS from the dissimilarities measured at the second
layer of the Chorus of Prototypes for the counterclockwise rotated E’s (left) and the L-shaped
stimulus set containing a middle line segment varying in angle with respect to the horizontal line
segment (right).

Beyond the Chorus of Prototypes
The Chorus of Prototypes has been proposed as a proof of concept model for the idea of
representation through second-order isomorphism. It collapses the hierarchy of processing
stages known to take place in the visual brain by assuming only two stages, the first
corresponding to the action of simple cells in V1 and the second corresponding to the action
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of cells in IT selective to complex objects. Intermediate stages in the visual brain are thought
relevant in obtaining position and scale invariance, a feat the Chorus of Prototypes lacks. The
effects produced by the inclusion of such intermediate stages in the recovery of psychological
spaces remains an open question. They might induce a poor recovery of the psychological
space in cases in which the Chorus of Prototypes performs well. Alternatively, they might be
of help in cases where the Chorus of Prototypes has difficulties. In the next section, we
address these questions by considering a recent model of shape processing in the visual brain:
the Standard Model (Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Serre, Wolf, & Poggio, 2004; Serre et al.,
2005).

The Standard Model and the recovery of psychological spaces
The Standard Model
The Standard Model accommodates, arguably, the main physiological, anatomical and
biological constraints of the feedforward path of the “what” stream in the visual brain, which
we will summarize briefly. Visual information enters the mammalian visual system through
approximately 120 million photoreceptors arranged in a two-layer sheet on the back of the
eye that translate reflected light into electrical activity. The optical nerve transports action
potentials from ganglion cells in the eye to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), the first
brain area receiving visual information. Cells in the LGN have a center-surround structure,
responding to differences of light intensity. In the next stage, the primary visual cortex (V1),
simple cells respond primarily to light gratings with a specific spatial frequency and
orientation presented at a particular position within the receptive field. Complex cells are also
primarily responsive to light gratings but their response does not depend on the exact location
of the preferred stimulus within the receptive field. Processing of visual information proceeds
thereafter along two pathways, one mostly dedicated to shape processing, the “what” stream,
and another one mostly concerned with the processing of movement and location, the
“where” stream. Here, we are especially interested in the “what” stream. This departs from
V1 and traverses areas V2 and V4 until reaching IT. At each subsequent area, cells have
larger receptive fields and are selective to increasingly complex shapes. In IT, for example,
cells have receptive fields covering the full visual field and are selective to faces (Desimone
et al., 1984; Gross et al., 1972; Hasselmo et al., 1989; Perret et al., 1992) and other complex
objects (Logothetis et al., 1995; Sakai et al., 1994). Their responses are only slightly affected
by translation and scale transformations of their preferred stimulus (Logothetis & Sheinberg,
1996; Logothetis et al., 1995; Perret & Oram, 1993; Tanaka, 1996). They are also relatively,
and sometimes completely, insensitive to rotation in depth, responding invariantly to some or
all views of their preferred stimulus. View invariance is thought to rely on stimulus specific
experience. In a compelling experiment, Logothetis et al. (1995) trained monkeys to
recognize a set of isolated views of 3D wireframe structures. The stimuli were arguably new
to the monkeys. When testing the response of IT cells, Logothetis et al. found that the great
majority of cells selective to the training objects were view-tuned, with invariance in depthrotation constrained to 20 degrees from the trained view in both directions.
Every two consecutive areas in the “what” stream have feedforward as well as
feedback connectivity. It is widely accepted that the first 150 ms of visual processing rely
mostly on information communicated in a feedforward manner. Stimulus dependent activity
arrives cells in IT 80-100ms after stimulus onset (Keysers et al., 2001; Perret et al., 1992), a
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too narrow time window to allow information to be backpropagated to lower areas and return
back. Nevertheless, there is sufficient and robust information in the firing rate of IT cells just
after 100ms of stimulus onset to perform a number of recognition tasks (Hung et al., 2005).
This is corroborated by behavioral studies that show that monkeys and humans are able to
perform recognition and categorization judgments under rapid presentation of visual scenes
(Potter, 1975; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996).
The Standard Model extends the idea of simple and complex cells found by Hubel and
Wiesel (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962, 1965) in V1 to the remaining processing stages in the “what”
stream, by interleaving simple cell- with complex cell stages a number of times. Simple units
(S units) in the model provide selectivity and generalization by responding maximally to a
preferred stimulus and progressively less for stimuli at increasing dissimilarity. Their
response is defined just as the response of second layer units in the Chorus of Prototypes by a
Gaussian function of the Euclidean distance between the weights, which establish the
preferred feature, and the incoming pre-synaptic activity (see Equation 3). Complex units (C
units) provide transposition and scale invariance mechanisms. They pool over a set of S units
preferring the same feature at slightly different locations and slightly different scales. Their
response is the maximum over the responses of all S units in the pool.
In the most recent version of the model (Serre et al., 2005), two dissociated routes
within the “what” stream are distinguished. One corresponding to the full path between V1
and IT, named the main route, and one corresponding to the V1->V2 ->IT path, bypassing
V4: the bypass route. We performed some preliminary simulations with the full model on the
stimulus sets considered above and found that the largest representation differences in IT
were produced via the bypass route. This means that the bypass route dominates
representation dissimilarity in IT. Arguably, the main route exerts a minimal influence and
can, therefore, be ignored. We tested this hypothesis by applying a non-metric MDS to the
representations in IT obtained within the full model and within the model constrained to the
bypass route. The stimulus configurations obtained in both cases were barely distinguishable,
confirming the minimal influence of the main route. Therefore, we decided to constrain our
analysis to the bypass route. From here onwards we will use Standard Model to mean the
model constrained to the bypass route.
We pass to a short description of the model. For more details and parameter values,
please consult Serre et al. (2005, p. 69-73). The model contains five different stages, S1, C1,
S2b, C2b, and S4. The first letter of a stage stands for the type of units found in it. A tentative
mapping of model’s layers into brain areas presented in Serre et al. (2005) sets S1 units and
simple cells in V1 in correspondence. C1 units represent complex cells found in V1 and
possibly V2. S2b and C2b units represent cells found in posterior and anterior IT. Finally, S4
units correspond to view tuned cells found in anterior IT.
The input to the model is a gray scale image of 160x160 pixels, corresponding to
approximately 4.34º of visual angle. The activity at the S1 stage is obtained by convolving
the image with a set of Gabor filters varying in orientation, spatial frequency, and size. As in
the case of the Chorus of Prototypes, each S1 unit normalizes the incoming activity before
computing the inner product with its weights to guarantee the preservation of selectivity
under different light conditions. For simplicity reasons, only 17 sizes, from 7x7 (0.19º of
visual angle) to 39x39 (1.07º of visual angle) pixels in steps of two pixels and four
orientations (0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º) are considered, with spatial frequency varying inversely
proportional to filter size. In total, S1 contains 68 (=17 sizes x 4 orientations) different
representations of the input image, each a retinotopic map of 160x160 units. These maps are
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arranged into 17 bands, one per receptive field size, each containing the 4 retinotopic maps
corresponding to the 4 possible filter orientations. Intuitively, each band represents a set of
features (oriented gratings of light) at a specific scale and each feature is represented across
bands at different scales. For the purpose of exposition, we assume the bands to be ordered by
filter size.
The 17 bands in S1 are transformed into 8 bands in C1 by bringing together pairs of
consecutive bands, with the exception of the last three bands that are all brought together. To
illustrate how this is realized, we consider the case of the first band in C1, which brings
together bands 1 and 2 in S1. The band contains 4 retinotopic maps, one for each filter
orientation. Every single unit in a retinotopic map receives input from all units in the
corresponding retinotopic maps in bands 1 and 2 that are localized within a neighborhood of
its position. For example, the unit at position (80,80) in the retinotopic map associated with
filter orientation 0º receives input from all units localized within a neighborhood of (80,80) in
the retinotopic map associated with filter orientation 0º in band 1 and all units falling within
the same neighborhood in the retinotopic map associated with the same filter orientation in
band 2. This connectivity scheme is used across all C1 bands. In conjunction with the MAX
operation, the connectivity scheme makes C1 units selective to oriented gratings and,
simultaneously, slightly invariant to position and scale variation. Their receptive field sizes
become also larger than those of S1 units as they respond to anything falling within and
between the receptive fields of all incoming S1 units. For efficiency reasons, the retinotopic
maps in C1 are downsampled by representing only those units at regular intervals from each
other, with the width of the interval increasing with band number.
In the S2b stage, units become selective to more complex shapes. Selectivity develops
by passive exposition to a set of (natural) images. In an initial training phase, an image is
presented and the responses of C1 units are computed. One band and one location within the
respective retinotopic maps are selected randomly. The responses of some of the C1 units
falling within a NxNx4 grid, with N denoting the width of the grid in a retinotopic map,
centered at the location chosen and spanning across the 4 maps in the band, become the
weights of a new S2b unit-type. This unit-type becomes, thus, tuned to one feature in the
training image. It will respond maximally whenever that feature is present in the current
image and less to other features. The process is repeated a number of times until a sufficient
number of S2b unit-types is obtained. Just as the C1 stage, the S2b stage is also organized
into 8 bands, each corresponding to a different scale. In each band, there are as many
retinotopic maps as the number of S2b unit-types. Thus, whereas C1 represents only 4
different features at different scales, S2b represents a multitude of complex features at those
same scales. All units in a retinotopic map share the same weights, those of the corresponding
S2b unit-type. The response of a S2b unit is computed with respect to the responses of the
NxNx4 grid of C1 units centered at the position of the S2b unit and spanning the 4 retinotopic
maps in the band.
In the C2b layer, there are as many units as the number of S2b unit-types. The activity
of each unit is given by the maximum of the activities of all S2b units of the same unit-type,
independently of location (within a retinotopic map) or scale (band). C2b units are, therefore,
position invariant and considerably scale invariant.
In the final stage of the model (S4), units are selective to particular views of the
objects. In contrast with the S2b stage, learning occurs in a supervised manner. For each
view, a new unit is added and its weights are set to the response of (some of) the C2b units to
the image of that particular view. As in the Chorus of Prototypes, view invariance is obtained
by linear combination of a set of S4 units selective to different views of the same object.
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Recovering psychological dimensions
We simulated the Standard Model with a subset of the line in rectangle stimuli. All stimuli
have constant rectangle height (36 pixels) and vary only on the position of the inner line
segment. The features associated with the S2b unit types were extracted from the training
stimuli themselves and not from natural images, as it is commonly the case. The reason is
purely computational. Units selective to features barely resembling the ones present in the
stimuli produce small response differences across stimuli. The opposite takes place for those
units selective to resembling features. The differences between stimulus representations, as
measured at the population level, are thus almost exclusively dependent on the latter units.
We can, therefore, decrease the number of S2b unit types without distorting the differences
obtained. In total, we extracted 240 different features. In S4, we assumed as many units as
stimuli in the stimulus set, each selective to a different stimulus.
In Figure 5.10, we present the space derived through non-metric MDS on the stimulus
dissimilarities measured at S4. As in the case of the Chorus of Prototypes, we assumed
dissimilarity to be defined by the Euclidean distance between the normalized representations
at the latest stage of the model. The space is two-dimensional with the stimuli forming a
curved contour when traversed by stimulus distal order. The stimuli in the first half of the
distal dimension are at progressively larger distance from the first one. Once the middle
stimulus is passed, the stimuli start approaching the first stimulus. Thus, the model does not
recover a good replica of the psychological space. Below we analyze why this is the case.
The representations in S1 are slightly different from those in the first layer of the
Chorus of Prototypes. Let us consider the representation elicited by a single vertical line
segment in the retinotopic maps containing units preferring vertically elongated gratings of
light (see Figure 5.11). The non-zero response regions are elongated vertically and centered
at the position of the vertical bar in the input image, just as in the Chorus of Prototypes.
However, whereas in the Chorus of Prototypes the non-zero response regions peak at the
center and decay gradually towards the sides (see Figure 5.2), in the Standard Model they
alternate between increase and decrease phases from side to side, with the peak values
increasing from side to center. This “wavy” pattern is a consequence of the Gabor function
defining the weights of S1 units, where positive and negative value regions are interleaved
orthogonally to the preferred orientation. The existence of multiple peaks and valleys within
the non-zero response regions can, in certain conditions, disrupt the ideally monotonic
relation between representation dissimilarity and distal distance. To illustrate this, we make
use of the vertical line segment stimulus set introduced before, where stimuli are single
vertical line segments varying in their horizontal position. In Figure 5.12, we present the
response patterns elicited by the first three stimuli, those located at the three leftmost
positions in the image, on those units spread along the most central row of a retinotopic map
selective to vertically elongated gratings of light. In the top panel, the response patterns
elicited by the first and second stimuli are presented. Notice how the peaks and valleys of the
response pattern corresponding to the first stimulus are aligned with the valleys and peaks,
respectively, of the response pattern corresponding to the second stimulus. This results in
large response differences within the portion were both non-zero response regions overlap. In
the bottom panel, we present the response patterns elicited by the first and third stimuli. In
this case, peaks are aligned with peaks and valleys with valleys, resulting in small response
differences within the overlapping portion of both non-zero response regions. Thus, the
magnitude of the response differences within the overlapping portion is much bigger in the
case of the first and second stimuli than in the case of the first and third stimuli.
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Figure 5.10: Spaces derived through non-metric MDS from the dissimilarities measured at each stage
of the Standard Model for four different stimulus sets. The spaces are arranged by model stage across
rows and by stimulus set across columns. The stimulus sets are, by order of appearance, line in
rectangle stimuli, E’s rotated counterclockwise, L-shapes with middle line varying in angle with
respect to the horizontal line segment, and again the line in rectangle stimulus set but with stimuli
assuming random positions in the image.

On the other hand, there are fewer units in the non-overlapping portion of the non-zero
response regions for the first and second stimuli than for the first and third stimuli. Thus, the
magnitude of the response differences within the non-overlapping portion is smaller for the
first and second stimuli than for the first and third. Nonetheless, this is not sufficient to
compensate for the differences within the overlapping portion. In conclusion, the response
differences are more pronounced for the first and second stimuli than for the first and third,
i.e. the representations of the first two stimuli are more dissimilar than the representations of
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the first and third stimuli. This is in clear contradiction with the relation between the stimuli
in the distal space, where the first two stimuli are less distant than the first and third. Whereas
we focused on only those units spread along a row of the retinotopic map, the same
conclusion is extendible to the remaining units in the map.

Figure 5.11: Responses of units at some of the retinotopic maps at stage S1 of the Standard Model to
the presentation of a vertical line segment. The retinotopic maps share the same preferred orientation
(90º) and correspond to receptive field sizes 7, 17, 27, and 37. The retinotopic maps are presented
from left to right by increasing receptive field size.
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Figure 5.12: Responses of units disposed along the most central row of the retinotopic map
corresponding to receptive field size 37 and orientation 90º in S1 stage of the Standard Model to
stimuli in the single vertical line segment stimulus set. a) responses to the first and second stimuli; b)
responses to the first and third stimuli. In both panels, the response difference produced by each unit
is highlighted by a vertical dashed line connecting both responses.
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Notice that we confined our analysis to the case of a single retinotopic map. The model,
however, contains many other retinotopic maps corresponding to units with different
receptive field sizes and preferred orientations. In particular, different receptive field sizes
induce different spacings between the peak responses in the non-zero response region, a
consequence of the decrease of spatial frequency of the Gabor filters with receptive field size.
As a result, violations to monotonicity induced by one retinotopic map are likely to be
compensated by the response differences obtained within other retinotopic maps sharing the
same preferred orientation. This is the case in the present example. Furthermore, the
retinotopic maps corresponding to other preferred orientations produce smaller response
differences because of the larger mismatch between their preferred feature and the contents of
the stimuli. Consequently, their contribution to the overall response differences is
considerably smaller. Nevertheless, they also produce increasing dissimilarity for stimuli at
increasing distal distance because of the increase of the portion of non-overlap between the
non-zero response regions. In sum, although the Standard Model represents the stimuli at the
entry stage in a different manner from that of the Chorus of Prototypes, it is also able to
obtain monotonicity between the distal distances and the representation dissimilarities at S1
for this particular stimulus set.
In the case of the subset of the line in rectangle stimuli, the model is no longer able to
show monotonicity between representation dissimilarities in S1 and distal distances. In Figure
5.13 we present the representations elicited by the first, middle and last stimuli in the
retinotopic maps of units with receptive field size 17. The representation of the inner line
segment in the first and last stimuli is partially subsumed by the representations of the
leftmost and rightmost borders of the rectangle, respectively, across retinotopic maps. The
same does not hold for the inner line segment in the middle stimulus. There are thus more
units responding to the line segment in the middle stimulus than units responding to the line
segment in the first and last stimulus. At the same time, the units responsive to the line
segments in either the first or last stimulus do not respond substantially stronger than those
responsive to the line segment in the middle stimulus. This means that when considering the
responses of all units in any of the retinotopic maps, the differences between representations
is larger for the first and middle stimuli than for the first and last stimuli. This holds for all
retinotopic maps with receptive field sizes between 7 and 21 pixels. Since units having the
smallest receptive field sizes produce the largest response differences, they contribute the
most to the response differences within S1. The result is a clear violation of monotonicity
between the dissimilarities at S1 and the distal distances. The space derived through nonmetric MDS from the representation dissimilarities at S1 reflects these violations. It is twodimensional and the stimuli form a C-like configuration with the first and last stimuli at the
extreme positions and the remaining ones disposed in between according to distal order. As
in the case of the Chorus of Prototypes, the inability to recover a good replica of the distal
space at the first stage of the model is mainly due to the normalization of incoming activity at
the single unit level. We recalculated the responses of all S1 units under no normalization.
The one-dimensional space derived through non-metric MDS from the representation
dissimilarities presents a fair stress value (.091) and is, therefore, a good approximation of the
stimulus representation in S1. The stimuli are arranged in the space derived in terms of the
distal order, although the spacing between stimuli differs between pairs, being considerably
smaller between the three most central stimuli than between the remaining pairs.
C1 units respond with the maximum of the responses of all S1 units falling within a
contiguous portion of a retinotopic map, which is smaller than the S1 units’ receptive field
size and larger than half of it. The nature of the response and the number of S1 units
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encompassed by single C1 units induces changes in the manner in which lines in the input
image are represented in C1 with respect to S1. The “wavy” pattern obtained in S1 is
substituted by a non-zero response region with a single flattened peak at the center and stepwise decaying values towards the sides. The non-zero response region is also wider than the
corresponding one in S1 due to the larger receptive field sizes of C1 units. Notwithstanding
these changes, the relation between dissimilarity and distal distances for the subset of the line
in rectangle under consideration is identical to the S1 counterpart. In Figure 5.14, we present
the representations elicited by the first, middle and last stimuli on all the retinotopic maps in
band 1.

Figure 5.13: Responses of units in some of the retinotopic maps at the S1 stage of the Standard Model
to the presentation of stimuli in the line in rectangle stimulus set. The retinotopic maps share the same
receptive field size (17) and differ in preferred orientation (0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º) from top to bottom.
The responses to the first, 4th, and 7th stimuli are presented from left to right. The whiter the color, the
higher the response of the respective unit.

The same observations made in the case of the S1 representations apply in here. Most
importantly, the representation of the inner line in the first and last stimuli is partially
subsumed by the representation of the borders of the rectangle while the representation of the
inner line in the middle stimulus is not. This is more pronounced in the retinotopic map
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whose units are selective to the vertical orientation. Thus, the representations of the first and
last stimuli are more similar to each other than the representations of the first and middle
stimuli within band 1. This is also the case in bands 2 and 3 with the exception of those
retinotopic maps selective to the horizontal orientation. In higher bands, the first and last
stimuli are sometimes more dissimilar than the first and middle stimuli. However, the
response differences in the lower bands are more pronounced and, therefore, the
dissimilarities calculated over all units in C1 present the same properties as those enounced.

Figure 5.14: Responses of units in the retinotopic maps in band 1 of the C1 stage of the Standard
Model to the presentation of stimuli in the line in rectangle stimulus set. The retinotopic maps are
presented from top to bottom by increasing angle of preferred orientation (0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º). The
responses to the first, 4th, and 7th stimuli are presented from left to right. The whiter the color, the
higher the response of the respective unit.

In the space derived through non-metric MDS from these dissimilarities, the stimuli assume
the same configuration obtained from the dissimilarities in S1 (see Figure 5.10). In other
words, the representation in C1, although different, preserves the relations between the
stimulus representations in S1.
In the next stage of the model, S2b, the stimulus is represented by a multitude of
retinotopic maps within every band, each associated with a different (complex) feature. Units
at the same position across S2b retinotopic maps are connected to the same set of C1 units
and share, therefore, the same receptive field. Their responses vary inversely proportionally
to the distance between the respective preferred feature and the response pattern elicited on
the C1 units by the stimulus part falling within the receptive field. In a sense, they perform a
triangulation of the C1 response pattern elicited by taking the features associated with the S2b
units as reference points. Provided the features are sufficiently widespread through the space
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of all possible C1 response patterns, the differences in responses of these S2b units vary
proportionally to the differences between the incoming C1 response patterns. In short, the
relation between C1 responses tends to be preserved locally in S2b. Because the dissimilarity
between stimulus representations varies proportionally to the accumulated differences
measured locally, the local preservation just mentioned guarantees the preservation of
stimulus dissimilarity from C1 to S2b. We tested this for the current stimuli by deriving a
space through non-metric MDS from the stimulus dissimilarities at S2b. The space is twodimensional and the stimuli form a C-like configuration just as in the case of C1. Again, the
first and last stimuli appear at the extremes of the configuration with the remaining stimuli
appearing in between according to distal order. The inflection at the extremes is, however,
less pronounced than the one found for C1, probably a consequence of the relatively small
number of features considered (see Figure 5.10).
In C2b, the subsequent stage in the model, there are as many units as the number of
unit types in S2b. Each unit responds with the maximum response among all S2b units
sharing the same feature. These have receptive fields centered at different positions in the
input image and are selective to the same feature at different scales (bands). Consequently,
the representations in C2b are completely position invariant and moderately scale invariant.
This comes along with a potential change to the relations between stimulus dissimilarities
with respect to those in S2b. In S2b, the stimuli are compared with each other in terms of
their contents at each retinotopic position. In the case of the present stimulus set, and because
we assumed the stimuli to be aligned by the lower-left vertex of the rectangle, the left border
in one stimulus is compared with the left border in any other stimulus, the right border with
the right border, etc. In C2b this is not necessarily the case. Assume a unit type whose feature
matches the portion of the first stimulus containing the left border and the inner segment. Let
us consider the responses of the S2b units in a retinotopic map associated with this unit type.
In the case of the first stimulus, the maximal response is given by the unit whose receptive
field covers the left border and the inner segment. In subsequent stimuli, the inner segment is
further to the right and, therefore, there is no unit responding as high as for the first stimulus.
The highest responding units have receptive fields covering the left or right border of the
rectangle. In the case of the last stimulus, and because the inner segment is at the same
distance from the right border as it is from the left border in the first stimulus, the maximal
response is given by the unit whose receptive field covers the segment and the right border.
The corresponding C2b unit responds maximally for the first and last stimuli and slightly less
for all the remaining stimuli. More importantly, its responses result from matching the same
feature with parts of a stimulus at different locations with respect to the overall stimulus.
Different unit types have different feature sizes that can match parts of the stimuli at
different scales. This means that the receptive fields of the best matching S2b units have
different sizes, some encompassing only part of a stimulus, some being larger than a
stimulus. The representations in C2b are, thus, a function of the similarity between stimulus
subparts of different sizes, some eventually encompassing the full stimulus. The more
identical the subparts of two stimuli, the more similar their C2b representations become. In
the case of the present stimulus sets, this does not result in substantial changes to the relation
between dissimilarities. The space derived through non-metric MDS from the dissimilarities
in C2b is again two-dimensional. The configuration formed by the stimuli still resembles the
C-shape found in S2b, with the first and last stimuli at the extremes and closer to each other
than to the middle stimulus (see Figure 5.10). Eventually, a perfect C-shape would be
recovered if more than the 240 features considered were used.
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The resemblance between the spaces derived from S2b and C2b dissimilarities might
seem surprising at first, taking into account the different ways in which the stimuli are
compared with each other in S2b and C2b. However, the example presented above already
suggests that the first and last stimulus, for example, have more small subparts in common
than the first and middle stimuli. Thus, the dissimilarities resulting from considering smaller
subparts present characteristics identical to those identified in the case of the full stimuli,
which are already present in S2b. The end product is a set of dissimilarities almost equivalent
to that in S2b.
The last stage in the Standard Model coincides with the last stage in the Chorus of
Prototypes. There are as many units as stimuli in the stimulus set, each selective to a different
stimulus and connected to all units in the previous stage. As in the Chorus of Prototypes, this
tends to preserve the relations between stimulus dissimilarities present in the previous stage.
The configuration of the stimuli in the space derived through non-metric MDS from the
dissimilarities in S4 is identical to the one derived from the dissimilarities in C2b (see Figure
5.10).
In conclusion, the inability of the Standard Model to recover a good replica of the
psychological space is mainly a product of unit level normalization taking place at the first
stage and whose effects are replicated by the stimulus part similarity matching realized by
units in C2b.
We also simulated the Standard Model with the two other stimulus sets having a
moving stimulus part with respect to the overall stimulus. The analysis above suggests that
the stimulus configuration derived from the dissimilarities at each stage of the model should
assume a C-like shape. In Figure 5.10, we present the configurations obtained for both
stimulus sets across model stages. In every case, the stimulus configuration does resemble the
C-like shape expected with the first and last stimuli at the ends and the middle stimulus the
furthest away from these two. Importantly, the stimuli reside in a two-dimensional space
whereas the distal space is one-dimensional.
In all simulations reported in this section, we have considered the stimuli to be aligned
by their outermost parts at the input image. This allowed us to explain the way in which the
representations of the stimuli become related to each other at the latest stages of the model by
considering the hierarchical fashion into which these are built up. In principle, the Standard
Model should produce exactly the same representations irrespectively of stimulus position. In
this particular case, although the first stages are still responsible for providing the similarity
measure used in C2b to match stimulus parts, the differences between the full representations
of the stimuli at first stages should reflect some effects induced by stimulus transposition. We
tested this by assigning the line in rectangle stimuli to random positions in the input image.
For reasons that we explore below, we only allowed the vertical and horizontal position to
vary in steps of 9 pixels. We used the same model considered in the original condition. The
spaces derived from the dissimilarities at each stage are presented in Figure 5.10. In the first
three spaces, corresponding to stages S1, C1, and S2b, the stimuli assume a configuration
close to the one obtained by assigning each stimulus to the coordinates of its lower left-vertex
in the input image. In other words, stimulus dissimilarity at these stages is mainly dependent
on the relative position of the stimuli in the input image. In the remaining spaces,
corresponding to stages C2b and S4, this is no longer the case. The configuration tends to
reflect the major characteristic identified so far for this stimulus set: the first stimuli are at
progressively larger distances from the first one and those from the middle stimulus onwards
are at progressively smaller distance of the first one. This is only violated for the last stimulus
that is at approximately the same distance to the first as the 6th. Contrary to what was
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expected, the configuration in the last stage is not identical to the one obtained when the
stimuli were presented at the same position. The model seems to fall short in guaranteeing
position invariance. The underlying cause is found at the C1 stage. For efficiency reasons, the
retinotopic maps in each band are downsampled by considering only the responses of those
units at some regular interval from each other. In the case of band 1, the interval is 9 positions
wide meaning that a transposed stimulus in the input image only assumes an identical
transposed representation if the horizontal and vertical transpositions are multiples of 9
pixels. This justifies the 9 pixels step we have considered. The interval is larger for
subsequent bands, increasing in steps of 2. As a result, an identical transposed representation
is only obtained in C1 if the stimulus is transposed by the least common multiple of all
interval sizes, a value way beyond the size of the input image considered. In conclusion,
transposing a stimulus changes the nature of its representation in the model, affecting the
dissimilarity between the representations even at the latest stages, a problem that might be
overcome by filtering the representation with an anti-aliasing filter before downsampling
takes place.

Discussion
Edelman and colleagues (Cutzu & Edelman, 1998; Edelman 1995, 1998; Sugihara et al.,
1998) have argued that a view-based theory of object representation is capable of explaining
the emergence of psychological spaces at the level of IT. Although this is true for a variety of
stimulus sets, we have shown that this does not always hold by addressing the case of twodimensional stimuli. A mismatch is obtained whenever variation along a psychological
dimension is accompanied by substantial changes in the relative position of stimulus parts.
The cause is traceable to the first stages of processing where nearby stimulus parts induce
non-linear changes in representation, which are preserved throughout subsequent stages. This
is not specific to a particular instantiation of the view-based theory as both models
considered, the Chorus of Prototypes and the Standard Model, suffer from this.
We have presented three different stimulus sets for which we claim the models are
unable to recover the psychological space. In the case of the line in rectangle stimuli, we do
have an empirical psychological space to justify our claim. This is no longer the case for the
other two stimulus sets. Nevertheless, we do expect the respective psychological spaces to be
identical to this one as the variation in the stimuli presents the same characteristics as those
found in the line in rectangle stimuli. This awaits confirmation from a behavioral study
carried out with human subjects.
In both models considered, visual information flows in a feedforward fashion from the
first to the last stage of processing. Brain areas in the ventral visual stream are known to be
connected both in a feedforward and feedback manner. Feedback processing is thought to be
relevant for “view with scrutiny” (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Duncan, 1998). Within each
processing stage, cells compete for activation. In the absence of external or internal biases,
the full contents of the image are represented in a “blurred” fashion across areas. After the
first feedforward sweep, some cells in IT will have a small advantage over the others. These
will bias the competition at V4, enhancing those cells that contribute the most to their
activation. The effects propagate all the way back to V1 and forth. After a while, some items
will be represented in a detailed manner whereas the remaining ones are represented with less
detail. Such a process could eventually allow the representations in IT, corresponding to the
latest stage of the models considered, to match the psychological spaces. In the case of the
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line in rectangle stimuli, it would suffice to have the inner line segment enhanced and the
leftmost and rightmost borders of the rectangle suppressed. This would reduce or even
eliminate the interference between the representation of the inner line segment and the
representation of any of the vertical borders, the major obstacle in the recovery of the
psychological space. This could be tested empirically through a neurophysiological study.
The activity of a set of visually responsive IT cells is collected while a monkey observes
passively each stimulus. The average firing rate of a cell is calculated separately for the early
and late components of the stimulus induced activity. A space is derived through non-metric
MDS from the Euclidean distances between the early average firing rates across the
population of cells. Another space is derived in the same way from the late average firing
rates. If the hypothesis holds, the first space matches the one derived from the representation
of the stimuli in the latest stage of the models while the second matches the psychological
space. If these results could be reproduced by an extension of the model by integrating
feedback connectivity, then we would conclude that the mismatch we identified is not a
limitation of a view based theory but simply a consequence of the non-inclusion of feedback
processing.
The considerations above raise a possibility that has been overlooked in the
psychological literature. The psychological space might differ depending on whether the data
from which it is derived are collected under fast-paced or self-paced conditions. This is not
expected for every stimulus set but might be the case for the stimulus sets identified. This
hypothesis is not contradicted by the evidence so far, as the psychological space for the line
in rectangle stimuli has been derived under self-paced conditions (Erickson & Kruschke,
1998; Kruschke, 1993). A fast-paced condition could be realized by presenting the stimuli for
very short intervals (in the order of the tens of milliseconds) and having subjects respond as
fast and as accurate as possible. In order to minimize the effects of feedback processes, a
backward-masking protocol should be used where a mask is presented shortly after stimulus
offset (Serre, Oliva, & Poggio, 2007).
Possibly, the psychological spaces derived under fast- and self-paced conditions are
identical. This would suggest that the effects of feedforward processing alone and
feedforward and feedback processing together are equivalent in the sense that they induce the
same between-stimulus relations. The results presented in here show that this is not the case if
the psychological spaces are to be equated with patterns of activity in IT. However, they do
not discard the possibility of this taking place at higher brain areas such as the prefrontal
cortex (PFC). The PFC is directly interconnected with IT (Ungerleider, Gaffan, & Pelak,
1989; Webster, Bachevalier, & Ungerleider, 1994). Cells in the PFC emphasize behaviorally
relevant information such as stimulus category or match/non-match status of the categories of
two distinct stimuli (Freedman et al., 2003). In addition, they can be highly selective to small
differences between visually and non-visually presented stimuli, especially if these are
relevant for the task at hand (Romo et al., 1999; Rainer & Miller, 2000). In the case of the
line in rectangle stimuli, assume a set of PFC cells that would emphasize the leftwards and
rightwards position of the inner line segment with respect to the center of the rectangle. These
cells would produce larger activity differences for those stimuli whose inner line segment is
closer to any of the vertical borders of the rectangle than to those having the inner line
segment close to the middle. These cells along with a set of cells “reproducing” the responses
of cells in IT produce activity patterns that can be shown to be in close correspondence with
the psychological space. A neurophysiological study could assess the viability of such an
hypothesis.
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In conclusion, the viability of a view-based theory in explaining the emergence of
psychological spaces is still an open question. In here, we have presented some evidence that
suggests the need for further empirical studies to clarify the eventual limits of such a
conception.
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6. Summary and Discussion
The ability of humans to learn categories (e.g. dog, cat, tree, chair) has been an object of
study, at least, since the time of Aristotle. He proposed that categories are characterized by a
set of properties that are shared by their members. Learning a category amounts to
discovering the respective set of properties. This theory, known as the classical theory, has
been brought into question in the 1970s by the work of Eleanor Rosch and colleagues who
investigated the structure of natural categories (e.g. birds, dogs, cats; Rosch, 1973, 1975;
Rosh et al., 1976). They found that some members are better representatives of a category
than others. For example, when asked to assess how typical a bird is, humans judge robins as
very typical, pigeons as moderately typical, and ostriches as atypical (Rips et al., 1973;
Rosch, 1973). This finding cannot be accommodated by the classical theory because it
assumes that all members share exactly the same properties and, therefore, should be equally
good representatives.
Several alternative theories have been proposed since then, notably the exemplar
theory. This theory assumes that humans learn categories by storing the respective exemplars
in memory and classify stimuli in terms of their similarity to the stored exemplars. Although
intuitively unreasonable, due to its large memory demand, the exemplar theory has proven
very successful in explaining many different phenomena (Kruschke, 1992; Medin & Edelson,
1988; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Schwanenflugel, 1981; Nosofsky, 1986, 1987,
1989; Nosofsky et al., 1994; Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; Shin &
Nosofsky, 1992; Zaki & Nosofsky, 2001). Nevertheless, a number of recent studies have
questioned its viability as a general theory of category learning. Many of these studies are
motivated by explorations of the neural basis of category learning and suggest that categories
are learned simultaneously by at least two different systems: an implicit system that is not
accessible to conscious awareness and learns stimulus-category associations, in certain cases
just as the exemplar theory assumes (e.g. Ashby et al., 1998; Erickson & Kruschke, 1998),
and an explicit system that is under conscious control and attempts a solution by formulating
and revising potential rules. Nevertheless, the results of some of these studies have already
been shown to be fully accommodated by the exemplar theory (e.g. Nosofsky & Johansen,
2000). Others, however, still await an exemplar-based explanation.
The exemplar theory has, so far, been formulated exclusively in cognitive terms.
However, some of the challenges require a formulation in terms of brain areas and respective
neural mechanisms. In this dissertation, we studied the ability of a purely cognitive
formulation of the exemplar theory in explaining some of the challenging data. Alongside, we
initiated an attempt to formulate the theory in neural terms.

Main contributions
One of the challenging data sets to the exemplar theory of category learning has been
gathered by Erickson and Kruschke (2002b). Subjects learned a rule-plus-exception task, i.e.
a task in which most but not all of the stimuli can be classified correctly in terms of a simple
rule. According to Erickson and Kruschke, subjects discover the rule through the course of
learning and apply it whenever they are presented with a stimulus that is not one of the
exception stimuli, i.e. those that violate the rule. Thus, when presented with novel stimuli,
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subjects would classify them in terms of the rule, independently of their similarity to the
exception stimuli. In contrast, the exemplar theory predicts that novel stimuli that are more
similar to exception training stimuli than to the rule-following training stimuli would be more
often classified into the category of the exceptions. The results agreed with Erickson and
Kruschke’s hypothesis. Model analyses confirmed the inability of an exemplar model to
replicate the data appropriately, whereas a model assuming both rule and exemplar category
representations provided a good account.
We re-addressed this data set in Chapter 2. In their model analyses, Erickson and
Kruschke (2002b) considered that all training stimuli were stored equally well in memory.
However, there are reasons to believe that this is not the case. First, exception stimuli were
presented more frequently than rule-following stimuli to guarantee that they were learned.
Second, exception stimuli are “surrounded” by rule-following stimuli. Therefore, it is
essential to distinguish well between them and the neighboring stimuli, whereas the same
does not necessarily hold for the rule-following stimuli. In short, it seems plausible to assume
that exception stimuli are stored better in memory than rule-following stimuli. Alternatively,
subjects might have learned to attend to different stimulus properties for different stimuli. In
the case of exception stimuli, all properties are relevant to distinguish them from rulefollowing stimuli. On the other hand, only one stimulus property is relevant for the correct
classification of the rule-following stimuli. Therefore, attention might have been distributed
differently for exception and rule-consistent stimuli. In contrast, Erickson and Kruschke
(2002b) assumed the same distribution of attention for all stimuli.
We tested these two hypotheses under one specific exemplar model and found that
neither of the two provided a good account of the data. However, we noted that current
exemplar models make use of two slightly different choice rules. To our knowledge, these
rules have been used interchangeably without much consideration. We showed that, in the
present case, the specific choice rule used has a profound impact. Whereas this change is of
small relevance when equal storage and equal attention is assumed for all stored exemplars, it
yields good accounts of the data under either of the two hypotheses considered. In fact, these
were as good as the one provided by the alternative model proposed by Erickson and
Kruschke (2002b).
In short, our results suggest that the exemplar theory can explain human performance
in rule-plus-exception tasks provided adequate assumptions are made with respect to
exemplar storage. In addition, we present evidence in favor of one of the two alternative
choice rules commonly used.
In Chapter 3, we addressed another challenging phenomenon for the exemplar theory
in particular and all theories of category learning in general: the formation of new stimulus
dimensions as a consequence of category learning. It is commonly assumed that stimuli are
perceived in terms of a set of fixed dimensions, even if these cannot be expressed verbally.
For example, colors are perceived in terms of three dimensions: brightness – how light or
dark a color is, saturation – how intense or concentrated a color is, and hue – the aspect of
color that distinguishes red from yellow or blue. According to the exemplar theory, subjects
are apt to attend more or less to each of these dimensions depending on the category
structure. For example, if low brightness colors belong to a category and high brightness
colors to another, the theory predicts that subjects will attend mostly to the brightness
dimension while ignoring the remaining ones.
Recent studies suggest that the way in which stimuli are perceived might change as a
consequence of category learning (e.g. Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Hockema, Blair, &
Goldstone, 2005; Rogosky & Goldstone, 2005). In particular, new stimulus dimensions might
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emerge during the course of learning, with subjects attending to these newly formed
dimensions. This is expected whenever two conditions hold. First, the categorization task is
such that attention to any of the preexisting dimensions does not help in separating stimuli
from different categories. Second, there is a simple (linear) combination of the existing
stimulus dimensions such that stimuli of opposite categories appear at different ends of this
resulting dimension. Therefore, attention to this new dimension would help in distinguishing
between stimuli of different categories. We explored this hypothesis by revisiting a series of
data sets in the literature. We found evidence for the formation of new dimensions in multiple
categorization tasks. This was the case when the categorization tasks fulfilled the two
conditions expressed above. Unexpectedly, this was also the case in categorization tasks for
which attention to just one of the preexisting dimensions was optimal.
We established these results by comparing the fits of a conventional exemplar model
with those of an extended exemplar model that allows the formation of new dimensions.
Although the former already provided good accounts of the data in all the categorization tasks
considered, the latter provided significantly better accounts. This finding suggests that the
exemplar theory needs to be extended with the notion of stimulus dimension formation.
Nevertheless, future research is needed to clarify under which conditions new dimensions are
formed and how.
In the last two chapters of this dissertation we explored some potential neural
mechanisms for the exemplar theory. In Chapter 4, we focused on the process of selective
attention. We took a previously proposed neural realization of the theory, which left
expressly unaddressed the question of selective attention. We hypothesized that selective
attention could emerge from the interaction between the nature of the neural representation of
the stimuli and the learning mechanism assumed. This was tested on a data set including
categorization tasks for which selective attention has been shown relevant, as well as tasks in
which selective attention was not relevant. In all cases, the neural model performed as well as
the exemplar cognitive model considered, accounting closely for human performance in the
majority of the tasks. This was the case independently of whether selective attention was
relevant or not. Thus, the neural model did reveal selective attention effects. We also
presented a rigorous analysis of why this is the case.
In Chapter 5, we delved into the neural representation of stimuli. Cognitive theories of
category learning assume a simplified representation of the stimuli according to which they
are perceived in terms of a set of psychological dimensions (recall the dimensions of color
presented above). However, visual stimuli enter the brain in the form of an image. Is it the
case that the visual system transforms input images into neural representations compatible
with cognitive representations? We evaluated a proposal according to which neurons in the
latest stage of the visual system are tuned to several views of objects previously experienced
(view-based theory of visual processing). Novel objects are represented in terms of the match
between their image and the preferred views of each neuron. We identified some stimulus
sets for which this proposal is unlikely to produce representations compatible with the
cognitive ones. We also discussed potential alternatives and delineated neurophysiological
and behavioral experiments to assess their viability.
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Limitations
The results in this dissertation suggest the viability of the exemplar theory as a general theory
of human category learning. In Chapter 3, we have shown that it can account for one of the
relevant data sets suggesting the existence of multiple category learning systems. This finding
disputes the need to assume rule-based category representation as proposed by Erickson and
Kruschke (2002b). On the other hand, humans do report using rules in certain categorization
tasks. How can this paradox be explained? In our view, rule-based category representations
are likely to exist along with exemplar-based representations, but the category structures
considered so far are simply not sufficiently diagnostic. In most studies proposing the
existence of rule-based representations, stimuli can be correctly classified in terms of a
simple one-dimensional rule (e.g. line segments with length smaller than 3 cm belong to
category A, otherwise to category B). These cases are not problematic for the exemplar
theory due to its selective attention process that emphasizes differences along the relevant
stimulus dimension (e.g. line segment length) and deemphasizes differences along the
remaining dimensions (e.g. line segment orientation). However, it is possible to envision
conditions in which neither selective attention, nor any of the remaining processes we
proposed in Chapter 3, can grant the exemplar theory a good account of human performance.
One such condition has been identified by Erickson and Kruschke (1998) but, strangely
enough, not yet carried out: “Imagine a category structure that follows a square-wave
function. For example, stimuli in the range 50 to 59 would be assigned to category A, stimuli
in the range 60 to 69 to Category B, stimuli in the range 70 to 79 to category A again, and so
forth (beyond both 50 and 79). If a finite number of stimuli are presented from a finite
number of these regions – perhaps 40 stimuli selected randomly from four regions, expanding
from 50 to 89 – then tests of novel stimuli between 50 and 89 are interpolative tests and tests
of novel stimuli beyond this range are extrapolative tests. (…) When required to extrapolate
beyond the training region (…) exemplar-based models of categorization cannot perform
better than chance. If a rule-based model is able to induce the correct rule, it will continue to
classify stimuli with the same degree of accuracy for extrapolation as for interpolation.”
(Erickson and Kruschke, 1998, p. 109). Thus, if humans extrapolate in a rule-like fashion and
the novel stimuli expand several regions outside the training range, the exemplar theory is not
able to reproduce this performance, whereas a rule-based model is. We believe this
hypothesis is worth being tested even if rule-based models are not yet sufficiently matured to
the point of explaining the expected performance.
Independently of whether rule-based category representations are shown to be
necessary, any future theory of category learning should address the finding explored in
Chapter 3 according to which psychological dimensions underlying stimulus representation
can themselves be the product of category learning. We found this to be the case when the
optimal rule is a linear combination of the a priori psychological dimensions. However, in all
data sets considered, the stimuli varied along integral dimensions, i.e. sets of dimensions to
which subjects have trouble in ignoring variation along the unattended dimensions when
asked to attend to one of the dimensions. Arguably, the same finding holds for all sorts of
stimuli, even those varying along separable dimensions, i.e. dimensions to which subjects can
attend to without being disturbed by variation along other dimensions. We hypothesize that
once a stimulus set admits a “strong” dimensional structure, as in the case of separable
dimensions, more extensive learning and attention is necessary (and sufficient) to generate
alternative dimensions. In a certain respect, this is analogous to reversing the advantage of
word reading over color naming in the Stroop task. In this task, subjects are presented with
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color words written in various colors and have to either read the word or name the color in
which it is written. Whereas an incongruent word (e.g. ‘green’ written in red) is read as fast
as a congruent word (e.g. ‘green’ written in green), naming the color of an incongruent word
takes longer than naming the color of a congruent one. In addition, word reading is also faster
than color naming in both conditions. This finding is explained by subjects’ greater
familiarity with word reading (Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990). Thus, it should be
possible to invert the advantage of word reading if subjects are exposed to color naming more
often. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the results of a study conducted by MacLeod
and Dunbar (1988). Subjects learned to label novel shapes with color names (e.g. to respond
“orange” to an odd polygon). After training, they were tested on naming the shapes and the
respective colors under congruent and incongruent conditions. When training was short (one
day), color naming was equally fast under both conditions whereas retrieving the label of a
stimulus was slower in the incongruent condition. In contrast, after extensive training (20
days), naming the shape was equally fast under both conditions and color naming became
slower in the incongruent condition than in the congruent condition. Thus, as far as the
analogy goes, one might expect the emergence of new psychological dimensions to take place
for stimuli varying along separable dimensions, provided that subjects have extensive
experience.
In our study, we left unaddressed the question of how psychological dimensions could
result from category learning. Simulation work by Rougier et al. (2005) provides a starting
point for a potential neural mechanism. In a nutshell, the neural model distinguishes four
brain areas: sensory cortex, posterior association cortex, prefrontal cortex, and
premotor/motor cortex. Upon a stimulus presentation, activation propagates from the sensory
cortex to the posterior cortex where it is combined with activation transmitted by the
prefrontal cortex. The response is generated at the premotor/motor cortex induced by the
activation in the posterior and prefrontal cortices. A key factor in the model is the ability of
the prefrontal cortex to maintain activation patterns between stimulus presentations and to
rapidly reset these once the responses produced proves inadequate. The model was trained on
a series of tasks with stimuli varying along different dimensions (e.g. color, shape, size) and
each task demanding attention to one of the dimensions (e.g. name the color of the stimulus
presented, name the size of the largest of the two stimuli presented). After training, the
activity patterns in the PFC were correlated with dimensions in the stimulus set, being present
whenever the corresponding dimension was relevant in the task at hand, irrespectively of task
type or stimulus presented. In contrast, the activity pattern in the posterior association cortex
varied with stimulus and task. The relevance of the prefrontal cortex structure in the
development of dimension-related activity patterns was attested by simulating the neural
model lacking the prefrontal cortex. As expected, no dimension related activity patterns
developed and activity varied between stimuli and tasks.
Although the emergence of dimension/related activity patterns in the prefrontal cortex
does not necessarily imply that stimuli become organized into psychological dimensions, it is
likely to help. Activation from the prefrontal cortex arriving the posterior cortex enhances the
activity of those units that are tuned to the value of the stimulus presented on the attended
dimension. Hebbian learning strengthens the connections between sensory units and the
enhanced units, making the latter more responsive in a future representation of the stimulus.
As a result, representations in the posterior cortex become dominated by the dimensions
learned.
The only problem still left is to guarantee an ordered arrangement of the dimension
values in the newly formed dimension. In other words, to make sure that the similarity
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between the activity patterns induced by stimuli having different values along a dimension
varies proportionally to the difference between the respective values in the dimension self
(e.g. the activity pattern for a small shape should be more similar to that of a medium shape
than to that of a large shape). This could be given either by realistic neural representations as
explored in Chapter 5, or induced by learning pairwise relations between stimuli as in the
“name the size of the largest of the two stimuli” task considered in Rougier et al. (2005).
The work of Rougier et al. (2005) is also potentially relevant to the issue explored in
Chapter 4: a neural mechanism for the selective attention process. We proposed that selective
attention could be realized by assigning distinct strengths to the associations between
exemplar representations located at the latest stage of sensory processing (e.g. the
inferotemporal cortex in the case of visual stimuli) and the corresponding category labels, as
predicted by the learning mechanism of the neural model explored. According to this
proposal, the representations remain unchanged through the course of learning and selective
attention emerges from the interplay between the category structure and the learning rule.
Although this mechanism can induce selective attention effects, previous studies also suggest
an involvement of the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia in selective attention. For
example, Nosofsky and Kruschke (2002) have shown that selective attention disruption
characterizes well human performance in a categorization learning task performed in
simultaneous with a numerical Stroop task known to depend on working memory and
executive attention, two cognitive functions supported by the prefrontal cortex and basal
ganglia. In another study, Ashby et al. (2003) found that Parkinson’s disease patients were
impaired in learning a simple task where subjects needed to attend to one of four stimulus
dimensions, a result that stresses the involvement of the basal ganglia in selective attention.
Filoteo et al. (2007) also found impaired performance of Parkinson’s disease patients on tasks
demanding attention to only a subset of the stimulus dimensions. These results can be
accommodated in the neural model explored by Rougier et al. (2005). Under the absence of
lesions or extra loads, the prefrontal cortex, in cooperation with an adaptive gating unit
(standing for the basal ganglia), is able to maintain and switch between activity patterns
representing stimulus dimensions. Since the posterior association cortex receives activation
from the prefrontal cortex, those units representing the value of the stimulus along the
dimension active in the prefrontal cortex become enhanced. Due to capacity limits in the
posterior cortex, those units representing values of the stimulus along the non-attended
dimensions have their activity reduced. As a result, the largest differences in activation in the
posterior cortex take place for stimuli differing along the dimension active in the prefrontal
cortex. This agrees with the effects assumed within the cognitive process of selective
attention. When the prefrontal cortex or the basal ganglia are lesioned or overloaded, it
becomes more difficult to maintain one dimension active across stimulus presentations. As a
result, there is no consistent dimension-wide enhancement in the posterior cortex and
selective attention effects become dim. Although this verbal explanation seems plausible,
only modeling work can show its viability, an agenda for further research.
An important feature in the proposal above is the role (and existence) of recurrent
connections between the posterior association cortex and the prefrontal cortex, which allows
activation to propagate in both directions. In contrast, the neural models analyzed in Chapter
5, which are assumed to provide a good account of processing within the visual ventral
pathway only assume feedforward connectivity. We have argued that such models are unable
to produce stimulus representations compatible with the psychological spaces derived from
behavioral data for certain stimulus sets. We also raised the possibility that this problem
could be solved by allowing feedback processing. However, in order to test this hypothesis,
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the models would have to undergo major changes, which could undermine their ability to
map closely the neurophysiological results they are known to account. Thus, the resulting
models would have to be re-evaluated before the hypothesis of interest could be tested. A
reasonable alternative is to consider off-the-shelf models of invariant object recognition, such
as the ones we considered, but incorporating feedback processing. One such model has been
proposed by Deco and Rolls (2004). It combines the feedforward neural model of object
recognition VisNet (Elliffe, Rolls, & Stringer, 2002; Rolls & Deco, 2002; Rolls & Milward,
2000; Wallis & Rolls, 1997) with a model of spatial and object attention, which recurs to
backprojections for top-down attentional effects (Deco, 2001; Deco & Lee, 2002; Deco &
Rolls, 2002; Deco & Zihl, 2001; Rolls & Deco, 2002). The model has been shown to preserve
the ability of VisNet to perform invariant object recognition and is, therefore, suitable to test
our hypothesis. However, preliminary tests with VisNet have revealed some difficulties. The
model failed to show gradual changes in the activation patterns at the latest stage of visual
processing when presented with stimuli varying from highly similar to highly dissimilar.
Either the same activation pattern resulted for groups of similar stimuli or completely distinct
activation patterns were obtained for highly similar stimuli. This was probably a consequence
of the large number of stimuli used in our simulations, fairly surpassing the two or three
stimuli commonly used in tests of the model (e.g. Stringer, Perry, Rolls, & Proske, 2006;
Wallis & Rolls, 1997). Gradual activation changes across stimuli are fundamental to obtain
compatibility with psychological spaces. Thus, we expect identical problems with Deco and
Roll’s proposal. Nonetheless, this remains a potential basis for further research into the nature
of stimulus representations underlying category learning.

Concluding remarks
In this dissertation, we explored the viability of the exemplar theory as a general theory of
category learning. We have shown that it can account for some of the most challenging
findings that have been accumulating during the past decennia, in part as a result of the
proliferation of neuropsychological, neuroimaging, and neurophysiological studies. Other
challenges await a more detailed specification of the theory, ideally in terms of neural
mechanisms. We have strived to provide such a specification by considering some cognitive
components of the theory one by one. For each of these, we took established neural models
and evaluated their ability to match the properties of the corresponding cognitive counterpart.
In addition, we discussed how these models could be further elaborated and identified
potential alternatives.
The component-wise approach adopted is likely to be the best approach to follow in
the near future. As we have found, there are still too many details to be worked out at the
component level. The same view is corroborated by researchers proposing multiple systems
of category learning (e.g. Ashby, Ennis, & Spiering, 2007). In addition, we believe that
exploring existing models of the target brain areas should be pursued before new models are
proposed. Most likely, some limitations will come to the surface, as these models have been
developed to target other data sets. However, this should only help in guiding subsequent
explorations.
As we acknowledge above, it is likely that the exemplar theory will not be able
continue to sustain its claim to generality. Nonetheless, we believe that a large portion of the
category learning ability of human subjects can still be characterized well in terms of
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exemplar storage and use. Thus, it is worthwhile to carry on the exploration of a full
specification of the theory in neural terms.
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De wereld om ons heen is vol diversiteit en in constante verandering. Om met deze grote
variabiliteit om te gaan hebben mensen en andere diersoorten de capaciteit ontwikkeld om
objecten te groeperen in categorieën. Hierdoor kan er adequaat met nieuwe objecten worden
omgegaan doordat kan worden afgegaan op eerdere ervaring met objecten uit dezelfde
categorie. Wegrennen van een gevaarlijk dier, achter prooi aangaan, giftig eten vermijden en
identificeren wat eetbaar is, zijn allemaal voorbeelden die tonen hoe belangrijk het indelen in
categorieën is voor de overleving van een organisme. De vraag hoe mensen nieuwe
categorieën leren vormt het onderwerp van deze dissertatie.
Sinds de tijd van Aristoteles vraagt men zich al af hoe mensen categorieën kunnen
leren. Aristoteles zelf stelde dat categorieën worden gedefinieerd door een set eigenschappen
die gedeeld worden door de leden van een bepaalde categorie. Een categorie leren houdt dan
dus in dat de desbetreffende set eigenschappen gevonden wordt. Deze theorie is bekend
geworden als de klassieke theorie. In de jaren 70 werden hier voor het eerst vraagtekens bij
gezet toen de structuur van natuurlijke categorieën (bijv. kat, hond, vogel) door Eleanor
Rosch en collega’s werd onderzocht. Ze vonden dat sommige leden van een categorie
representatiever voor die categorie zijn dan anderen. Wanneer bijvoorbeeld gevraagd wordt
hoe typisch verschillende vogels zijn voor de categorie ‘vogel’, dan wordt een roodborstje als
zeer typisch gezien, een duif als redelijk typisch en een struisvogel daarentegen als atypisch.
Dit kan niet verklaard worden door de klassieke theorie. Deze neemt aan dat alle
categorieleden gedefinieerd worden door exact dezelfde set eigenschappen, waarmee alle
leden automatisch gelijkwaardige representanten van hun categorie zouden moeten zijn.
Er zijn vervolgens verschillende alternatieve theorieën voorgesteld, waarbij een van
de belangrijkste de exemplaar theorie is. Deze theorie gaat ervan uit dat mensen categorieën
leren door alle categorieleden op te slaan in het geheugen. Nieuwe objecten, ofwel stimuli,
worden geclassificeerd op basis van hun gelijkenis met de opgeslagen stimuli. Komt de
nieuwe stimulus voldoende overeen met de leden van een categorie, dan zal deze ook tot die
categorie behoren. Hoewel de exemplaar theorie intuïtief onwaarschijnlijk lijkt vanwege de
grote opslagruimte die er voor nodig is, is zij succesvol geweest in het verklaren van veel
verschillende fenomenen. In recente studies rijst echter de vraag of de exemplaar theorie wel
een volledige verklaring voor het leren van categorieën kan geven. In een groot aantal van
deze studies wordt ingegaan op de neurale basis die ten grondslag ligt aan het leren van
categorieën. De data suggereren dat categorieën leren mogelijk wordt gemaakt door het
gelijktijdig werkzaam zijn van tenminste twee verschillende systemen: een impliciet systeem
en een expliciet systeem. Met het impliciete systeem worden onbewust stimulus-categorie
associaties geleerd. Met het expliciete systeem worden onder bewuste controle categorieën
geleerd door middel van het formuleren en zo nodig corrigeren van regels.
Van verschillende studies waarin wordt gesteld dat deze twee systemen nodig zijn, is
inmiddels aangetoond dat de exemplaar theorie toch een volledige verklaring van de data kan
geven. Desalniettemin zijn er nog studies waarvoor geen verklaring volgens de exemplaar
theorie is gegeven. Wat hierin een rol speelt is dat de exemplaar theorie tot op heden alleen
geformuleerd is geweest op cognitief niveau. Sommige van de situaties vereisen juist een
concrete formulering in termen van hersengebieden met respectievelijke neurale
mechanismen. In deze dissertatie wordt hier nader op ingegaan. Ten eerste wordt bestudeerd
of sommige van de situaties waarin de exemplaar theorie nog geen verklaring kon geven,
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wellicht alsnog verklaard kunnen worden op cognitief niveau. Daarnaast wordt gepoogd om
de exemplaar theorie te formuleren met neurale mechanismen als grondslag.
Eén van de uitdagende data sets voor de exemplaar theorie is bijeengebracht door
Erickson en Kruschke (2002b). Proefpersonen leerden een regel-plus-uitzondering taak, dat
wil zeggen een taak waarin de meeste, maar niet alle stimuli correct geclassificeerd kunnen
worden aan de hand van een eenvoudige regel. Volgens Erickson en Kruschke gebruiken
mensen twee soorten categorierepresentaties om dit soort taken te leren: regels en
exemplaren. Deze twee representaties wedijveren met elkaar om de stimuli te categoriseren.
Tijdens het leerproces zal een proefpersoon in eerste instantie een nieuwe stimulus
vergelijken met alle reeds opgeslagen exemplaren van de categorieën, om zo tot een
categorisatie te kunnen komen. In het vervolg van het leerproces wordt de regel aan de hand
waarvan de categorieën gevormd worden steeds duidelijker. Daardoor is het niet noodzakelijk
meer om elke nieuwe trainingsstimulus te vergelijken met alle opgeslagen stimuli, maar kan
eenvoudigweg de geleerde regel worden toegepast voor de categorisatie. Na enige tijd
worden alle regel-volgende stimuli ook daadwerkelijk volgens de volledig geleerde regel
gecategoriseerd. Omdat deze stimuli het grootste deel uitmaken van het totale stimulusaanbod, zal dit ook de eerste benadering zijn bij nieuwe stimuli na het afgerond hebben van
het leerproces. Voor de uitzonderingsstimuli bestaat echter geen regel en daarom worden ze
volgens de exemplaren gecategoriseerd.
De exemplaar theorie voorspelt daarentegen dat zowel trainingsstimuli en nieuwe
stimuli aan de hand van de opgeslagen exemplaren geclassificeerd worden en dus nieuwe
stimuli die meer gelijkenis met de uitzonderingsstimuli uit de trainingsperiode vertonen
frequenter in de categorie van de uitzonderingen geclassificeerd zullen worden. De resultaten
van het regel-plus-uitzondering experiment kwamen overeen met de hypothese van Erickson
en Kruschke. Model analyses bevestigden dat een exemplaar model niet in staat is om de data
adequaat te repliceren, terwijl een model dat zowel regel als exemplaar representaties
gebruikte goede resultaten gaf.
In hoofdstuk 2 werd deze dataset opnieuw bestudeerd. Erickson en Kruschke (2002b)
stelden dat alle trainingsstimuli even goed in het geheugen worden opgeslagen, maar er zijn
redenen die dit uitgangspunt onwaarschijnlijk maken. Ten eerste werden uitzonderingsstimuli
frequenter gepresenteerd aan proefpersonen om te garanderen dat ze werden geleerd. Ten
tweede is het zo dat uitzonderingsstimuli omringd werden door regel-volgende stimuli. Het is
daarom essentieel om goed onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen de uitzonderings- en de
regelvolgende stimuli, terwijl het niet noodzakelijkerwijs geldt voor de regel-volgende
stimuli. Het lijkt daarom aannemelijk dat de uitzonderingsstimuli beter in het geheugen
worden opgeslagen dan de regel-volgende stimuli.
Erickson en Kruschke hebben ook aangenomen dat aandacht voor stimulieigenschappen op dezelfde wijze verdeeld wordt bij de regel-volgende stimuli en de
uitzonderingsstimuli. Gegeven het feit dat uitzonderingstimuli omringd werden door regelvolgende stimuli, lijkt het waarschijnlijk dat proefpersonen geleerd hebben om bij
verschillende typen stimuli hun aandacht ook op verschillende aspecten van de stimulus te
richten, om zo tot een differentiatie te komen. In het geval van de uitzonderingsstimuli zijn
alle stimuluseigenschappen relevant om ze te onderscheiden van de regel-volgende stimuli.
Aan de andere kant is voor de correcte classificatie van de regel-volgende stimuli slechts één
eigenschap relevant.
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We hebben deze twee hypotheses onderzocht met twee uitgebreide versies van het
exemplaar model dat Erickson en Kruschke gebruikt hebben. Noch het model met de
hypothese van verschillende opslag voor verschillende stimuli, noch het model met de
hypothese van verschillend verdeelde aandacht voor verschillende stimuli kon de data (het
aantal keer dat elke stimulus in elke categorie ingedeeld was) adequaat repliceren. Bij de
analyse van de simulaties hebben we geconstateerd dat het falen van beide versies van het
model te wijten was aan de gebruikte keuzeregel. Deze berekent de kans dat een stimulus in
een categorie wordt ingedeeld aan de hand van de gelijkenis van de stimulus aan alle
opgeslagen categorieënleden. Huidige exemplaar modellen maken gebruik van twee
verschillende keuze-regels. Deze zijn willekeurig in de verschillende modellen gebruikt,
zonder de eventuele consequenties in acht te nemen. We hebben aangetoond dat in dit geval
de specifieke gebruikte keuze-regel een grote impact heeft op de resultaten. Beide uitgebreide
versies van het model kunnen de data goed repliceren onder de andere keuzeregel, en even
goed als het alternatieve model dat was voorgesteld door Erickson en Kruschke (2002b). Als
in het exemplaar model van Erickson en Kruschke alleen de keuzeregel wordt veranderd, dan
verbeteren de resultaten niet.
Concluderend stellen onze resultaten dat de exemplaar theorie menselijke prestaties in
het leren van regel-plus-uitzonderingstaken kan uitleggen, mits adequate aannames worden
gedaan over exemplaar-opslag en/of het verdelen van aandacht over stimuluseigenschappen.
Daarnaast presenteren wij bewijs in ten gunste van één van de twee alternatieve keuze-regels
die regelmatig in exemplaar modellen gebruikt worden.
In hoofdstuk 3 benaderen wij een ander uitdagend fenomeen voor de exemplaar
theorie in het bijzonder en voor alle theorieën van categorieleren in het algemeen: de formatie
van nieuwe stimulus-dimensies, oftewel stimuluseigenschappen, als een consequentie van
categorieleren. Het wordt algemeen aangenomen dat stimuli mentaal gerepresenteerd worden
aan de hand van een aantal vaststaande dimensies, zelfs als deze niet verbaal geformuleerd
kunnen worden. Kleuren worden bijvoorbeeld gerepresenteerd in drie dimensies: helderheid
– hoe licht of donker een kleur is, verzadiging – hoe intens of geconcentreerd een kleur is en
tint – het aspect van kleur dat rood van geel of blauw onderscheidt. Volgens de exemplaar
theorie zijn proefpersonen capabel om meer of minder aandacht aan elk van de dimensies te
besteden, afhankelijk van de categoriestructuur. Als die structuur is dat donkere kleuren en
lichte kleuren in verschillende categorieën worden ingedeeld, dan zullen proefpersonen
vooral aandacht aan de dimensie van helderheid besteden, en de andere twee dimensies
negeren.
Recente studies suggereren dat de wijze waarop stimuli gerepresenteerd worden kan
veranderen als een consequentie van het categorieleren. (bijv. Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001;
Hockema, Blair, & Goldstone, 2005; Rogosky & Goldstone, 2005). In het bijzonder kunnen
nieuwe stimulus-dimensies ontstaan gedurende het leerproces, waarbij proefpersonen deze
nieuw gevormde dimensies ook in hun besluitvorming betrekken. Dit wordt verwacht
wanneer aan twee voorwaarden wordt voldaan. Ten eerste moet de categorisatietaak zo
opgezet zijn dat aandacht voor de reeds bestaande dimensies het proces van categoriseren niet
verder helpt. Ten tweede moet er een eenvoudige combinatie van bestaande
stimulusdimensies zijn waarbij stimuli van verschillende categorieën aan de
tegenovergestelde kanten van deze resulterende nieuwe dimensie staan. Aandacht voor deze
nieuwe dimensie kan daardoor onderscheid tussen de stimuli van nieuwe categorieën
mogelijk maken. Wij hebben deze hypothese nader onderzocht aan de hand van een aantal
data sets uit de literatuur. Wij vonden bewijs voor de formatie van nieuwe dimensies in
verschillende categorisatietaken. Dit was het geval wanneer deze taken voldeden aan de twee
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voorwaarden zoals reeds werd beschreven. Onverwacht ontstonden er ook nieuwe dimensies
in categorisatietaken waarbij aandacht voor slechts één van de reeds bestaande dimensies
optimaal was. We bevestigden deze resultaten door de resultaten van een conventioneel
exemplaar model te vergelijken met die van een uitgebreid exemplaar model dat de formatie
van nieuwe dimensies toestaat. Hoewel het eerste model al adequaat datareplicatie liet zien in
alle onderzochte categorisatietaken, waren de resultaten van het uitgebreide model significant
beter. Dit suggereert dat de exemplaar theorie uitgebreid dient te worden met het concept van
stimulus dimensie formatie. Verder onderzoek is echter nodig om duidelijk te maken onder
welke condities en op wat voor manier nieuwe dimensies gevormd worden.
In de laatste twee hoofdstukken van deze dissertatie hebben we enkele potentiële
neurale mechanismen voor de exemplaar theorie uitgediept. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we ons
gericht op het proces van selectieve aandacht. Hierbij hebben we een al eerder voorgestelde
neurale realisatie van de theorie genomen, die bewust de vraag van selectieve aandacht
onbeantwoord had gelaten. Onze hypothese was dat selectieve aandacht kon ontstaan uit de
interactie tussen de neurale representatie van de stimuli en het aangenomen leermechanisme.
Dit werd onderzocht in een dataset die zowel categorisatietaken bevatte waarvoor reeds was
aangetoond dat selectieve aandacht relevant was, als categorisatietaken waarvoor selectieve
aandacht niet relevant was. In alle gevallen presteerde het neurale model net zo goed als het
cognitieve model, waarbij in het grootste deel van de taken de humane prestatie nauwkeurig
gerepliceerd werd. Deze resultaten waren onafhankelijk van het feit of selectieve aandacht al
dan niet relevant voor de categorisatietaak was, waarmee duidelijk werd dat het neurale
model dus capabel is om selectieve aandacht te doen ontstaan. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook
diepgaand geanalyseerd waarom dit het geval is.
In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de neurale representatie van stimuli nader bekeken.
Cognitieve theorieën van categorieleren nemen aan dat stimuli een gesimplificeerde
representatie hebben, waarbij ze gerepresenteerd worden aan de hand van een set
psychologische dimensies (denk aan de dimensies van kleur zoals boven genoemd). Visuele
stimuli komen het brein echter binnen in de vorm van een beeld. Kan het dan zo zijn dat het
visuele systeem de binnenkomende beelden transformeert in neurale representaties die
compatibel zijn met de cognitieve representaties? Wij evalueerden een hypothese waarin
gesteld wordt dat neuronen die zich in het laatste gebied van het visuele systeem bevinden elk
op één of meerdere perspectieven van eerder ervaren objecten zijn afgesteld (perspectiefgebaseerde theorie van visuele verwerking). Nieuwe objecten worden gerepresenteerd op een
wijze afhankelijk van de overeenkomst tussen het binnengekomen beeld van het object en de
voorkeursperspectieven van elk neuron. We hebben enkele stimulussets geïdentificeerd
waarvoor het onwaarschijnlijk is dat deze hypothese representaties geeft die overeenkomstig
zijn met de cognitieve representaties. We hebben ook verschillende alternatieven
geidentificeerd en een aantal neurofysiologische en gedragsmatige experimenten
gespecificeerd om die in de toekomstte onderzoeken.
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